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IIS64. I understand the quadruplication is neces.
sary not merel y on account of the number of trains-:-the two-minute interval-but because of the variety
and character of the trains?-,-Yes, ana tne .proper
provision for our country requirements.
I I S6 S. Do those conditions exist to the same ex·
tent on the Sydenham liner-Yes, they have a
country service that would equal our Gippsland
traffic, and they are faced with the same difficulty
as we are, that they cannot run country trains at
suitable times to !'uit country people. The people
in Gippsland are under a great disability' when they
desire to come to Melbourne
The people coming
from beyond Warragul are landed in Melbourne
at J .30 p.m., and if they only want to spend a
day in Melbourne they are cqmpelled to leave again
at 4.30 p.m. We cannot alter that, because the
service would become mixed with our suburban
service.
lIS66. Have they similar traffic on the Sydenham
line as the race traffic on the Caulfield line ?-They
do not have race traffic to any extent.
IIS67. Then the reason for the quadruplication
of the Caulfield line doe!; not exist in the case of
the Sydenham line to that extent, does it ?~T
should say it does not.
IIS68. Are you familiar with the conditions of
traffic on the Strathfield line in New South Wales?
-Yes.
11S69· How do those conditions and amount of
traffic compare with the Caulfield line?-There are
more services between Strathfield and Sydney than
between Melbourne and Caulfield. The whole of
the country service of New South Wales, except
that of the South-coast, is carried over the line between Sydney and Strathfield.
I 1570. I understand that they propose to put in
six pairs of rails on the Strathfield line, is that so?
-Yes.
IlS7!. 'Would that give greater facilities than
you would have on the Caulfield line if it were
quadruplicated, comparing the respeCtive requirements and traffic?-Yes, I do not think their requirements are 50 per cent. greater than the requirements of the Caulfield line.
IIS72. Would they still have greater facilities
than you would have if the Caulfield line were
quadruplicated ?-Yes.
IIS7S· Would the difficulties arising with regard
to the country passengers and goods traffic with a
two-minute service remain unaffected ?-Yes.
IISH· Couid the goods traffic be provideri for
with a two-minute service ?--It is at present conducted verv unsatisfactorily,
IIS75· Do you want a two-minute service for
race traffic alone on race days ?-Yes.
] I576. With a two·minute service at what speed
can you safely travel ?-When we have that service on the Caulfield line the speed is only I2 to
14 miles an hour from starting to stopping.
11577. As against what with the four-minute
service ?-Ahout I6 miles an hour.
IIQ8. When the line is quadruplicated from
Caulfield to South Yarra, enabling express trains to
be run all the way from Caulfield to Melbourne,
will that require a rearrangement of the platforms
in Melbourne?-No. we have a double platform at
Flinders-street, which is onlv used for race and
other extraordinary traffic.
IIS79· Have you other ac,£ommodation at other
platforms for those trains ?-Yes, we need not use
the same platform for the "topping trains, although
we could 'despatch trains at about every three
minutes, one stopping and the other not. from the
same olatform.
IISSO. If you had quadruplication it would be
essential to get the benefit of the quadruplication
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that the express trains should call at different platforms from the ordinary traffic trains (-We could
'arrange that.
lIS8r. You have said that quadruplication between Melbourne and South Yarra would not he
required .for some years, is that so ?-I should not
think so,
IIS82. Regarding present developments, in what
time do you think quadruplication will be required
between Melbourne and Camberwell ?-The countrv
to b'e served beyond the Camberwell line is nO't
such as would lead one to think that a rapid de·
velopment would take place in the country passenger
traffic or the goods traffic. It is a large semi-suburban traffic,
IIS8,). Do you think it would be wise to at
once acquire the land necessary for quadruplication,
should it be required later on ?-I think so.
IIS84.If the Caulfield line were quadruplicated
the running of trains to the platforms you indicated
would mean that the Caulfield line train would
have to cross the Brighton line train ?-Yes,
IIS8S. Would that cause any difficl}V.Y in working ?-No, it would not be a difficulty; they would
have to cross over, as they frequently do now.
II586. Do you contemplate the necessity ina a
reas,onable time of having to quadruplicate the
Clifton Hill or Balaclava line ?-No.
IIS87. Is that because they are purely suburban
propositions ?-Yes. I think the Clifton Hill line
requirements will be met with a four-minute service for a very long time, particularly when we
have an increased load on the trains, The Brighton
line is not showiilg a very rapid increase at present.
I rs88. Do you think that a shortened headway
would give all you want on the Brighton line ?-Yes.
IIS89. Supposing you gave a substantial increased service on the Glen Iris line, would that
mean duplication, or how would you avoid the necessity for duplication on the Glen Iris line?-The
service on the Glen Iris line could be doubled by
the provision of a crossing station at Tooronga.
IIS90. By Mr. Dureau.-Which do you say
would give you the better result, quadruplication of
the lines Or electrification of the present steam seI·
vlee ?-Electric traction would give us a more fre·
quent ,service within the inner suburban radius, but
the question has to be looked at from the broad
stand· point that the country requirements are in~;eparable from the Caulfield line, and in any consideration that is given to the question at all the
(otIntry requirements must take a very large share,
The country traffic is not now so satisfactorily con·
ducted as it would be if we had an independent
track on which country trains could be run.
IIS9L By Mr. Solly.-It has been said, in reply to the Tooronga Progress Association, that the
line from Burnley to Flinders-street is so congested
that allY extension of traffic is impossible. Have
you any proposal to make whereby that impossibility
,:ould be overcome ?-We could run additional
through trains in business hours between Burnley
:Jnd Flinders-street by shortening the block sections. When that answer was given to the Glen
Iris people existing conditions were taken into ac·
count, and it was not practicable under the existing conditions to run more trains through from
Burnley to Flinders-street, but it can be done.
IIS92. Do you think the Commissioners wiII
make provision for an additional train service?T am pretty safe in saying that if the Glen 1ris
people approach the Commissioners with a businessproposition? alld sqoW t4~ Commissioners that they
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may expett some return for the increased cost nece,,sHated by the improved service; there would be
such a service immediately.
i:1593. That word "impossible" prevents, it
appears to me, any further extensions on the Glen
I ris line j they say, according to their report, that
the extension of traffic is "impossible" owing to
the congestion on the Burnley to Flinders-street
line (-0n the day that statement was made probably it was quite correct, that it was 110t possiblc-~
to schedule additional traips without altering' the
conditions of working. The statement to which
you have referred is tlie st;ltement of an outsider.
I could not say what the minutes of the deputation
show, and I do not know whether the wonl "impossible" was made use of ..
II594. You. state the Commissioners are seriously cotlSiderihg the advhability ,of meeting the
requiremer)ts on the Gleft Iris line?-They are go
ing in,to Hie questi;:m of the necessity for an im
proved service on that line.
Ii 595 . You statediliere was a difficulty in get
ting rolling-slock j ho\\! are yoU going to meet tht"requirements of ihis district if you cannot get rol I
ing-stock; andliow long wiII it blke you to get roll
ing-stock P-The Glen Iris train is not really a
train at lJ.IL During the busiest portion of the day
it has only four cars, and, during other parts of il:e
cay it has only two, ahd there would be no diffi,
~.)Jlty,in getting two cars to supplement the serviCE'
I?aseq oil the number of passengers travellihg to
uri" Iba t ,\,OU 1d be sufficient.
h590, Do the RaihVays Cmnmissibners warit till!
peqple to. go to the <;listrict before they instal 'I
tr!\ill service, or is it ~heir policy, to develop a di;:,
trict by having a faii-ly good traih service to sta,1
with to induce the people to go to that district
IIi ,Am~ti~a th~y siart the service ahd let, the popu
lation follo\", bLit iii AUstralia, pei'haps for a very
good reason, they get the traffic first and, sUIJpi),
the service afterwards. Iii the first place the rail,
,\:ays in America get a land grarit; they are made
a~solUte owners of a large stdp of land along ihe
railway line aI:1d through which the lii"\e runs, and
there is some ini:lUcement for tliem to build a line
and give a service.,
.
, 11597. fly tlle Cltat"rmiili.-Have you any doubt
tHat a sUburban ser\'ite ,Vitn a t'vo-minute headway-a steam service-could be rUn as a, reg1llar
thing daily with perfect safety?-As 've do it on
Occasions I coUld hot say otner\vise thah \vith
safety.
.
i1598. Db I Un'derstand that you do not have
flag signals ?-,;We nave sUbdivision sections, and
have special signal arrangements made on thbse
occasions.
1 i S99. Wouid that be. practicable with a two·
minute rail\vav service ?~I wouli:! not retommend a
"p-rvice so db~e.
II6oo. 'Would you have any difficulty with a
rhree-minute 'service [-No.
Tile WitneSswitltdrelzv.
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John McCallum Jolly; sworn and examined.
~i:6oi, By 111r.' Ckiimpioll.-What is your name?
-John M,cCaJltiln Jolly.
.
i: I602. What are yoil ?-ElectriCal engineer and
manager of tbe eledrical department of the A4stralian Metal Company, agents for the A,E.G.,
Berlin.
II60j. What experiehce have you, had in cohnexion witt"! electrical engirieering; ?-My experience
dates back to 1895. I have been mainly employed
in Australia and Ne\v Zealand on electrical works
of'all descriptiohs,iricluding tramways, and in the
-design and preparation of estimates, drawings, and
so 'forth in cohnexiOli ,vith electrical undertakings

of almost every kind
I have also been with the
A,E.G. at their big works in Berlin for 'about
seven months. That was about three years ago,
and on my return fo AustralIa I went on with the
representation of the A.E.G. here as their representative eligineer; and a number of important
works have been carried Qut \lnder my supervision,
including part of the Adelaide tramways constr.ucbah, viz.; converter station equipments, mining
plants, and the Launceston tramways convertor
!italioll equipment; &c. .
"
11604. You have had the opportunity, during
your visit to Europe of studying the latest developments iri electriC traction for tramways and railWi\\'S ?--I have,
iI60S' What do Y04 cOI:1sider the relative advan-,
tages of the pverhead and the conduit systems of
trannvays. What are the Objections to each, eSpecially for a city like Melbourne ?-I consiqer
that for a Gity like Melbourne the advantage lies
almost wholly With the overhead system.
The
underground system is expeI1sive and complicated,
and except for the one possible advantage it may
have (from an !esthetic. point of view) I do not see
anythihg to recommend It.
I I 606 . What system' woutd you adopt for the
central portion of Melbourne ?-Span wire construction undoubtedly,
1I601. Could you tell the Commission approximately the relative cost of the conduit system,
span wire system, and centre pole system ?---;-I
checked the estimates of Mr. Goodman, which he
gave before the Commission the other day as reported in the press; and I consider they are absoJutely accurate. Mr. Phillip Dawson told me that
the construction of the conduit in London was
costing £39,000 a miie of double track.
I I608. Have you had an opportunity of examining the working of the conduit system in London?'
~I can hardly sa.y I had an opportunity of examining the working of it, but I did have an
opportuni~y . of t?xamining the construction, and I
also heard M1'. Dawson's remarks on the operation
of the section then opened.
II609. Was that the first section?-Yes.
II6IO. It was from Thames, to Tooting, was it
not ?-Yes,.I think that was the route.
II6II. Mr. Goodman put in photographs of the
span wire construction in Adelaide, showing that
by an arrangement with the postal authorities all
the telegraph service wires, electric lighting wires,
an~ tramway wires could be carried on the tramway
pole system ?-I have seen that system which I consider most excellent.
, II6I2. That dpes away with the disfigurement of
the street caused by the old wooden telegraph poles?
- U ncloubtedl y.
. 11613. Do· you consider the general. ,appearance
of the city is improved by the introduction of that
system ?-Enormously so.
The construction they
have all through in Adelaide in their overhead
equipment is of very ileat design. and very pleasing
in appearance. Comparing it with the ether form...;.
telegraph poles standing at all angles in the streets,
with a multiplicity of wires; :~nd so on-this adds
a good tlea.l to the appearance of the city.
II6I4' Are you familiar· with the shape of the
cable conduit ih Melbourne?-Yes.
I1615. Do you think that it could be used for
electric traction ?-No; I do noL
II6T6. Why?-I think that the shape of the
conduit h~re would be unsuitable for electric conductors;. because leaving out the question of drain2Q'e, and dealing solely with the shape, the running
of two conductor rail~ in the conduit would bring
,hem too ddse altogether to the ii'on parts, and the
idea of llsil1!i the single conductor rail with the
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earth return is also impracticable on account of the
danger of shoit circuiting, and so forth. I understand. that even in the Home cities, where they have
a special design, there i& a good deal of trouble
one way or another.
II6I7. These-[ltalldillg drawillgs to witness]are dru wings of various COl1ciuits, in operation in
different parts of the world, speciall y constructed
for electric traction. They all show the positive
and negative conductor at a distance of 5 inches
or 6 inches apart, and those conductors are a,pparently kept as close to the surface as CIrcumstances will permit. You would not be able
to achieve the same results with the Melbourne
conduit as' with those ?-U ndoubtedly not. I think
further that the existing permanent way construction is altogether too light for the heavier types of
cars that would be employed in electric traction.
I understand that in Glasgow they tried to adapt
their cable conduits, but that it was a miserable
.
failure.
II618. Could you particularize some of the difficulties which occur in connexion with the conduit
system, even in those places where the conduits a;e
specially designed for electric traction ?-In BerlIn
I think that the question of the conduit system was
never seriously taken up, that it was more or less
an experiment. Pans I know nothing of, and in
London I understand that the conduit is, generally
speaking, sntisfactory. The chief difficulty appears
to be with cross-overs. Of course, they have difficulties to deal with that you would not have here,
namely, the heavy falls of snow, and the thawing
the snow and flooding of the conduits, and so on.
1I6I9. The question of drainage would be a
very important matter, would it not ?-Yes.
I1620. And if the existing conduits in Melbourne
were used, I presUme the conductor rails would
have to be put so low down that they would be in
the worst position to be affected by flOod waters 7That is so.
II62 I. And putting them in that position would
also increa~e the length of the plough, which is a
great disadvantage 7~It would.
II622, The plough is part of the system with
which they have a great deal of trouble, is it not?
-Yes. That is the chief difficulty.
The difficulty of maintaining the inwiation of the conductors
is comparatively simple corr.pared with maintaining
the insulation' on thE: plough.
With a potential
of 600 volts in such a confined space you have to
relv entirely on insulating materials, and if it
flash does occur over such short distances there is
sure to be a serious shott circuit.
II6z,3. In connexion with the slot point. and thl'\t.
sort of thing, unless they are worked ptoperlv
there would be some danger of the plough fouling?
--Yes.
II624. Do they haw~ to keep spare ploughs in
stock ?-1 unrlerstann they keep it very liberal
~upplv of spare plouglis.
II62.~. Thllt system apparentlv is more costlv to
maintain. ann more costlv to run than the overhead?-Very mllrh so,
11626. I understand that if anything goes wrong
in the conduit svst~m there wonld bp. more trouble
in getting at the seat of the disturbance than with
the overhead ?,~lt i~ 11 more mmplicated system,
more expensive. and there is more IiahiJitv to suspension of traffic,
TT627. Could VOll sav what length of conduit
~vstem i1; in operation in Berlin now ?~Off-hand
I could not, hilt T think it is a verv short length.
Jknow Berlin verv well. and T have' no recollection
of anv comideruhle length of ronduit system,
II6z8. If there were half-a-mile of it' you woulfl
have noticed It?-Yes, it would have been ~o very
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insignificant in comparison with the total mileage
of overhead.
Il62(,). London seems to be the place where they
have macle the greatest effort to perfect the system?
-Yes.
11630. Do you consider the superiority ~f the
electric tramways over the cabte system sufficIep~ to
justify conversion wholly 0: 111 part ?-I conSIder
the superiority of the elect:lc ~ramways o.ver cable
tramways i!? sufficient to JustIfy convers}on eventually wholly, but I think that the converSIOn wo~ld
necessarily have to be taken very gradually Without attempting to convert the whole system in a
short space of time
II63L J t would have to be done route by route,
I suppose ?-Yes. I consider the present servi~e,
as far 3S the city is concerned, is sufficiently satisfactory not to \varr:mt being hauled out straight
away.
II632. It would be very desirable to ultimat~ly
have a uniform system th!,oughout the metropolIs?
•-Certain I y.
I I 6,33' SO that people could travel from the centre of the city to the extreme end of anyone route
You rob
without changilig cats t-That is so.
electrification to a great extent of its advantages
if you have any mixed systtIn llecessitating people
changing from anyone vehicle to another.
IT634. In connexion with the overhead system,
there are two methods of bringillg the current down
from the overhead wire, namely, the bow and the
trolley. Is there any particular advantage in one
of those methods over the other?-If there is any
advantage it lies with the trolley. The wear on
the overhead equipment is less with the trolley than
with the bow. In any case it is oilly a detail.
Very few people favour the bow. It is in use in
part of the Ollter Circle line in Berlin, which is
run by Siemens Schuckertwerke, but on what are
called the Gren.ter Berlin Tramways the trolley is
used; in fatt, the bow is a velY rare sight a.nywhere now.
1I635, By the Clzair11tan.-Has it been replaced
by the trolley ?--On a great many lines it has.
JI6J6, Is the noise as great on one as on the
other ?~-Tt j~ just as great with the bow as with
the trolley wheel. There is one advantage with
the bow, n.nd that is it is less liable to come off
the trolley wire than the trolley wheel, consequently
you may get less damage to your overhead construction.
TI637. Have you considered the question of
working the cable tramways electrically, that is to
say dismantling the present machi?ery in. the
powel houses, and installing electrIC machmery
worked from a power supply station ?-I have considered it generally, but ~ have not gone into any
question of cost or anythl!1g of that sort. I certainly think on the face of it that a great deal of
economy could be effected by operating the cable
tramways electrically from one central power station,
in place of all the Individual boiler and steam
plants in all the different cable stations.
IT6J8. If the cable system were to be gradually
altered to the electric system, would it be worth
while making that alteration to the machinery?That brings in the financial aspect of the question.
How long would it be before the electrification of
the central portion would be effected? The Question I hav<'! in mv mind is whether it would pay
to simply scrap all the present cable plant.
I I 639. Supposing the last section of the cable
s)'~tem disappeared in ten yeats, or that the system
WilS repl~ced by electric traction in ten years, would
i' he worth while then to replace the existing plant
with ele<;tri<; :macqinery?-I can only say, on the
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face of it, it would seem so. It would be impossible to give a conservative opinion on that without
going into the cost.
II640. With regard to the type of car in use on
electric tramways, there seems to be a marked difference between European practice and the practice
in the United States. The width of the cars in
England and on . the Continent is considerably less
than in the United States, and we in Australia seem
to have followed the American practice. Which
,method do you prefer ?-For a city like Melbourne,
with wide streets, 1 certainly prefer a wider type
of car, as being' the more suitable in every way,
both_ in regard to climate and carrying capacity.
There is no object, really, ia having narrow cars,
except that inmost of the old cities they have to
face the problem of narrow streets. In Leipsic,
Munich, and Dresden you will find narrow cars, because they have to run through narrow streets. In
many of the streets they have only one line down
like Pitt-street and Castlereagh-street in Sydney.
The adoption of a car of that type would' necessitate the re-disposition of the track, as far as the
city of Melbourne is concerned.
I I 64I. The present cable system is spaced with
!i-ft. centres?--\'~.
II642. The type of car used on the Malvern
tramways is about 8 ft. 6 in. wide. with a clearance
cf r 8 i~lches. That means lo-ft'- centres at least?
--That is so.
II643. What spacing between centres would you
approve of for the city?.,-I should favour the same
spacing as in the case of the Malvern tram\"ays,
that is, r I feet, with centre-pole construction, in
.High-street. I favour tnat width in any case. I
do not favour centre poles at all.
1I644: Do you think that would be enough in a
street like Chapel-street or Smith-street.
Those
streets are 66 feet, wide ?-Chapel-street and Smithc
street present a problem all their own.
II64S. The tracks, I presume, might be brought
closer together ?-I think so, in a case like that.
n646. That could be achieved without very ~reat
trouble ?-Yes; and I do not think the question of
the increase of the spacing of the tracks of the present cable s'ystem is a serious matter, because you
would have to re-lay those tracks in any case. You
will have to put down different rails, different permanent way, and so'on.
11647. What" type of track do you consider the
most suitable for overhead traction, as far as the
method of securing the rails is concerned ?-I prefer sleeper construction.
.
II648. Why ?~In every case where rails have
been laid on solid concrete the noise has been a
gn~at objection. You get a sounding-board effect.
There is also a lack of flexibility, which seems to
ha"mmer the ruiis out in a shorter time than with
the sleepers. The track is not so easy to overhaul
and repair' as sleeper construction, and the general
tendency in permanent way construction seems to 'be
to go back to sleeper construction wherever they
have adopted concrete.
1 I049. That type of
track could not be used
with conduit construction ?-No. Of course, you
have
to 'have "
vokes. .
,
"
, II650. In the case of Melbourne, if you decide
to construct the overhead system, I presume the tunnels existing now would have to be partly demolished and filled in, and the track laid over
them ?-Yes. In Sydney, I thiI!k, they did that
gradually" The" electrified the cable lines, and
gradually filled in the tunnels as they replaced the
track with the heavier rails.' Of course, . they ran
fQ~ quite a lon~ time on those o~d cable tracks,

lI6SI. And in doing so, they shattered the old
tunnels ?-Y~s. The slot started to close up straight
away.
" n6S2. What advantages do you think the electric
system has over the cable system for tramway purposes ?-General flexibility and convenience, capability of extension, and running single spur lines,
with a modified service, into new districts and growsuburbs, and in getting the people out of the
a"rea, which docs not appear to be possible with
the cable system, at least, not financially possible.
With regard to the question of relativ~ cost, I would
not to express an opinion on that, because I
had no opportunity of going into the matter.
rr6S3. I suppose the introdu~tion of electric traction would remove all the dead ends that we haye
now?-Undoubtedly. It is a very astonishing thing
to somewhat of a newcomer to Melbourne like myto see suburbs like Hawthorn served by a horse
tram, which you have to change out of to get into
One would
your cable system, and vice versa.
think that the district there could very adequately
support a first-class electric service.
116S4. And with respect to the other dead ends,
at Bonrke-street and Spencer-street, Collins-street
and Spencer-street. Elizabeth-street and Flindersstreet j those could be done away with, and a cir- ,
cular service instituted ?-Yes, and that would be a
verv
advantage. It would decentra lize the
loading points. Of course. what particular direction those tracks would take, I am not in a position to say: but, as a general principle, it would
. advantage to eliminate those dead ends.
It would give an opportunity of introducing
methods, if possible, and there is not
that opportunity with the cable system ?-That is
true.
1,16,16. Have you seen the Malvern cars and the
Adelaide cars?-Yes.
II6S7. What type of car do you think would be
the most suitable for the public here ?-Personally,
I favour what is called the metropolitan type, similar to the Adelaide cars, with the open platform
ends and good seating accommodation in. the inclosed portion. In the hot weather that ~ype of
car is almost equivalent to an open car. It seems
to have flexibility for our weather conditions here
not possessed by any other type.
Il6S8. Do you approve of the double-decker
'
type at all ?....:....No.
T 1659. Why?-From a tramway poirit of view,
the double-decker car is almost an impossible thing
if you are trying to run a good" schedule
They are difficult to load and unload..
lrtI1erm()re, it makes a difference in the overhead
construction, and I think the c1ouble-decker car is
generally. a discredited vehicle altogether. It is
very fine, perhaps, for certain holiday traffic, as
at Sumner Beach, Christchurch, which I know very
well.
r r660. The type of car you recommend affords
the opportunity of reducing the height of the step
from the roadway to the platform by introducing
a step from the platform to the saloon t---Yeg. I
think vou would need to have ;:t smaller type of
car than that also. for certain serviCes in certain
times of the day, because th.e metropolitan 'type of
car would not be economical 'to run 'all day long
OIl all lines. '
II66 I. A car of the width you recommend affords
:in opportunity of cross-seating in the saloon, such
as thevhave in the Malvern cars?-Yes .
. rr662. And the lighting, I presume, on. the elec.tric system would be very much wperior to the
lighting on the cable system ?-Yes. That. I think.
}i one of the chief objections to the cable system
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at present, the almost impossibility of reading 111
the cars at night.
11663. Do you think the noise of the electric
system would be objectioliable if introduced in Melbourne ?-No, I do not.
u664. Do you think it. would be any worse than
the noise. of the cables operating in the tunnels, ancl
the general noise of the cable cars on the track r-·
It is a matter of education. Generally 1 think that
the electric system would be somewhat more noisy
than the cable; but it need not necessarily be anything like as noisy as thi;! Sydney system.
II66S. The width of the streets and the height
of the buildings on either side of the street affect
that question ?-Yes, it has a great effect.
11666. I suppose the fact that their tracks were
not tOQ good originally increases the noise
and they run such a tremendously heavy service on
some of those lines that they appear to have very
little opportunity of keeping the tracks in proper
order. If you examine the track in Elizabeth-street,
or even in George-street, where they have heavy
rails laid, there seems to be a ,general tendency for
the ends of the rails tD be hammered out, and that,
of course, makes a great deal of noise in Sydney.
II667. 1 suppose that by the new method of
\\elding they would get rid of that difficulty to a
great extent?-Yes.
II668. 1 believe that, in certain instances, they
simply allow for expansion of half-an-inch ?-In
some cases even that is not allowed.
II669. In Adelaide, 1 believe, they are not allowing anything ?-No. In some systems they do
not allow for any expansion of the joints at all.
I I670. In connexion with the installation of the
electric system, I think you have said it would be
wise to gradually replace the cable system by electric traction, on account of the many advantages
which you have pointed out.
Do you think il
would be good policy to start with the electrifica·
tion of the Richmond .line, say, from Spencerstreet, along Flinders-street and Bridge-road, ant
over Hawthorn bridge, along Riversdale-road, and
extend the Riversdale-road tramway along to Cam·
berwell ?-1 took a run over that line the other day
in a motor car, and I think it would be one of the
best routes you could make a start on in Melbourne, because it practically stands by itself.
I I 67 I. You do not recommend the construction
of the centre pole method on any part of that
route ?-In some very wide streets it is a very
difficult thing to avoid on account of the excessive
length of the span wire.
II6p. That might be so in the lower part of
Richmond ?,-Yes. Speaking personally, not from
a tramway construction point of view, I dislike
centre poles very much, on account of the danger
to the traffic and other things.
I1673. A letter has recently appeared in the
paper stating that centre poles were recommended
bv a witness for Flinders-street. That is not so.
No witness has recommended such a construction.
Yon do not either, I presume ?-Certainly not.
II674· And you think there would be no objection to tilt> construction along Flinders-street on
methods such as adopted in Adelai<;le ?-1 think
that would be a very suitable construction.
11675. And it would rather tend to improve the
appearance of Flinders-street?-If by the installation of a suitable type of steel pole all those present unsightly poles were removed, 1 think it would
he a wise thing to do.
11676. In the event of that line being electrified,
the puhlic would be able to get into a car at
Spencer-street, a~d travel out to Camber well without changing cars ?~Tlmt wovld be a very desirable thing,
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£1677. And the people of Melbourne would have
an opportunity of seeing that system working practically s:de by side with the cable system ?~Yes.
II678. And they would be able to judge of the
respective merits or demerits of either of the s~s
tems ?-That is so.
That would be a very SUltabie . line from every point of view.
u679. As to the power required for that line a
temporary station could be erected for that purpose, or, I presume, arrangements could be made
with the City Councilor Traction Company?-I
suppose some arrangement could be made whereby
power wonld be supplied in a similar way to the
Malvern-Prahran tramways at present, or the arrangement which Mr. Goodman had ill Adelaide.
11680. In relaying the tracks, we would have in
electric traction to use a. heavier type of rail than
at the present time
on most of the lines,
and in the r:ity. at any rate. I expect you would
have to use the very heaviest type of raiL
1168i. What would that be?-About 102 Ibs.
per yard.
II682. I thipk they are using a heavier rail than
that in some places ?-It must be a special roll.
The 102-]b. rail is almost the heaviest you can get
in cross-girder type.
I I683. Have you considered the relative advantages of direct current and alternating current for
the suburban railways of Melbourne ?-In a general
sense, I have, and it appears to me to be a question of radius. 1£ the question is to be considered
from the point of view of the electrification of the
whole of the suburban railways, with the possibility
<)f eventually going out, say, anything beyond 10
miles from the central station, I think the modern
practice would undoubtedly recommend alternating
current. , If it were to be a purely restricted electdlcation scheme confined to certain suburban lines
then perhaps direct current has some advantages.
n684. Mr. Merz in his report recommelld~
direct current up to about 20 miles. Do you con$ider it would be wiser to adopt alternating CUTrent, sillgle phase, for such distances, as that.
1 think you said that if you were to put in a
!'uburban rail wa y system restricted in its radius
from the central station to TO miles, perhaps direct
current would be the best thing to use?-That is so.
n68S. But for any extension beyond that you
prefer alternating current single phase?-Yes.
1I686. Do you consider that the alternating current single phase would be a better system to apply
in this case with the lines radiating up to 20 miles,
and having in view possible extensions ?-I think
so.
The whole tendency at the present time is
towards the adoption of single phase for such work.
I might mention that it is the intention of the
Prussian State railways to electrify a distance of
1,000 miles.
They have appropriated this year
£2,500,000 to start with, and they have a further
appropriation in view of £5,000,000.
That will
he on the single-phase system, with probably a very
high voltage.
!I687. That is main line electrification?-Yes.
In a certain way it corresponds to some extent to
our conditions here, although the distance is much
greater. What I mean to say is that there are so
many big cities very close to one another that would
be served by this proposed electrification. Of course,
On lines like the Blankanese-Ohlsdorf and others,
they are running single phase for short distances.
Their schedule speed is 21 miles an hour.
The
length of the route from centre tD centre is 26
kilometres. The time-table leaves 52 minutes for
that distance, and the total line is divided by fifteen
intermediate stations into sixteen sections.
The
actual running time amounts to 44 minutes. I have
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beei1 over that line many times, ami it is really a ,
sort of suburban railWay.
i:i:688. Where IS the po\Ver station sitllated ?~In
Hamburg, J think, but I \vould not be quite sure
on ·that poilit.
11689. Speakilig generally, would you apply the
alternating current' to any system of suburban rail·
ways, ;,i'ith contenipbted extensions beyond the immediate. limits of the suburbs, ot if there were a
possibility Of extensions ?~Yes, provided you have
your oWn right-of"way.
That, of course, is a
necessity, on account of the high voltage employed
oli the overhead troliey.
u690. Of course, th!it \yould be the case with
the ViCtoi;iai'l lZailways?-Tbat is so.
, I i6<)I. Reverting to the questioi1 of' tt:im\Vays,
have yon had any experlence in comiexi01i with the
storage battery. car P-Not any actual experience,
but 1 have fead of them.
11692. Have you any knO\vledge of tht'm?Yes, 1 knoW 6f most of the stonige battery cars
that have bet:n attempted from time to time, bitt
they have iill been elitii'e! y imsiitisfactory, and
there does not seem any immediate possibility that
a silitab)e storage battery car will be evolved.
I169J, Do you think it could compare with the
cars on the overhead system for removing congestion of traffic ?-No, not undei any circumstances.
11694. What_are the difficulties of working it?
-The main difficultie" lie in the enormous amount
of weight of the lead accumulator for its output,
necessitating a tremendously heavy battery to start
,vith, which is In portable work very difficult to
maintain,. and _Vel:Y costly, ill its upkeep., Then
the question of ch~!ging it comes in.
The car
would have to layoff for three hours to be charged,
or else som~ means \vould have to be provided for
taking the battery out of the car to be charged.
The ;,vhole thing i am afraid is impracticable.
II695' You have not heard of any system which
is lJartly On the overhead and partly on ,the storage
battery system working in combination ?~No, nm
a working system.
I.r69(). Have you heard 0f any system,in which
such a state of affairs occurs j the storage batteries bei!lg charged while the car is under operation OIl the trolley system ?-No, I have not, and
I do not think it would be practicable.
If you
are going to operate on the same voltage as the
troiley "ire that wouid h1::an 250 to 260 cells on
a car.
< II697. the best tYpe of car of that diaracter, SG
the Comihissiofl is iilfbrhied, is the Edison car?\res.
rj69S, Ai'(:; von il.\vare whether the reduction in
Weight in the Edison car has enabled the tiifficulties of w()rkin~ to be overcbtne, so that it can compate for efficiencv \vith the overheild system ?-I
know that so far' the,' have not. I think. fiuthermore. thllt the Weight for the oUtput Of the Edison
batter v ;'\rill hot be very tnlicil iess than the \\'eight
for the output of the lead storage' battery.
It
Certainly ;'vill be iess.
Ho,vever, tl1e 't:clison f)attery has other advahtagcR. mechaniCal and electric.
whiCh the lead. stofag~ bil.tterv r!df;S liot possess.
But I do not think <even the Edii;ohhattery hrings
the storage batterv ti'am\vay caf~~ \vithil1 the sphere
of practical work.
i t699. In_any chse, yOii coiJld hot recommend
the. storage. hattery <;iHS evel1 ofJhe best type tor
Irse in the city of Melbourne P-Undoubtedlv n6t.
11700. The only part of such a system
Mel
bburne in \vhich it might have it vogue, would he at
extremities. t presume ?-Noteven there I think,
i: I 70T. The service wouid have to be a shuttle
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one?~Yes.
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117°2 . Returning to the question ot electrification
of rail ways, do youconsicler the relative merits of
either the direct Clirrelit or alternating current system are sufficiently settled to at present make the
choke?-Yes. Ot'course, one need have no doubt
at all about the direct current.
We know practically everything there is to know about continuous
current and its application to tramivay and railway
working, but the sitigle phase alternating current
system is sufficiently developed noW to justify its
adoption if it were considered the best thing to do
under all circumstances. It. would be a perfectly
safe thing from an electrical stand-point.
] I/03. YOII consider the single-phase system has
been proved ?-Quite. It was adopted in the case
of the l,ondon, Brighton, and South Coast railways.
i 1704, Have you seen that railway?-I have
been Q\:er It, not in the, cars when they were operating, because tPey had not started the railway at
the tin1e I was there, but Mr. Dawson took me over
the major portion of it, and I also had the opportunlty of seeing tbe cars and the electrical equipment, and all the general details. That system is
very similar, excepting in regard to overhead construction, to the lllankanese-Ohlsdorf and the Hamburg-Altona lines j in fact, I thInk their motors
are of the same size. . They have increased the
size of the motors on the London, Brighton, and
South Corrst railway in the next order placed for
equipment. They \vere originally I IS horse-power
motors, and they have been increased to IS0 horsepower.
11705. And I understand that increase of horsepower ha9 not been accompanied by an increase in
the weight of the motor owing to an improvement
of· the inotor?-Yes.
11706. In Mr. Dawson's paper On "The Electrificatibn of a portion of the Suburban System of
the London, Brighton, and South Coast Railway,"
he says: "Improvemel1ts are constantly beIng
made in the design of single-phase apparatus, which
may be gathered from the fact that the new motors
which are being installed for the extension to the
Crystal Palace have exactly the same over-all dimen. /
sions and weight as the existing motor; 'whereas
instead of being rated at HS horse-power for one
hour, they are capable of giving IS0 horse-power
for the same time, and the extra continuous output of which they are capable has been correspondingly increased" ?-That is so.
This[ltmtding itt illwtratioll}--is the motor.
The
A.E.G. have now either cfJuipped or in hand.
10I,470 horse-power in single-phase motors.
I I 707. Do you consider that the direct current
offers such advantages to tl-e electrification of a
purely SUburO;;lP sysfem that it waula be advisable
to install it, and that WheT. extensions became
necessau they could be equipped on the singlephase system ?-l could net· recommend mixing the
two svstems.
i i 7'68. It is quite true that single-phase motors
can be made to work over direct current equipment,
is it not?-Yes. I have not any intimate knowledge of th~ technical aspect. of that, but I think
\roil would undoubtedlv have trouble in your control a pparatu<;.
..
117°9. Mr. bu\vson says, "That is so, but it
does hot appear to be a satisfactory solution of the
nrilb 1em j th~t actnally complicates the insta.ilation
hesides rendering it more exnensive, and liKe mixed
r;lces possesses the vices of both and the virtues
of neither" ?~-You have .to always consider the
human factor. especially in sur:h an important
n1:ltter in railwav working, and if your men are
accl1stomerJ to driving trains in a certain way with
n certaip das:) of apparatus you are increasing the
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liability to accident very much by putting them first
on one system and then on the other.
iI7Io. Would not the iJse of the two systems
complicate the question of 'suppl y ?-Yes, undoubtedly. It would mean either two different sets
of gf!neratbts or else generation with alternating
current anrl conversion to direct current, which
,,,mild be the more tisbal method.
I I7 II. the application of the direct current of
low voltage, such as recommended by Mr. Merz,
involves the lise of a third rail ?-Yes, and very
heavy conductors.
I I 7I 2. Is t\lere any objection to the· third rail
in station. yards and crossings?- I think there is a
serious objection to its use in station yards. It.
does not matter on the running track.
I I 713. The practice in connexion with direct current app,ears to be now to increase the voltage and
put in the overhead system, so we were informed?
--That is so.
.
I I 714. A previous witness, Mr. Karpluss, said
he kne\~ of installations going up to as higp as
2,000 volts direct current?-I do not know of
those, but I have read of installations going up to
1,200 volts. I think the Washington, Baltimore
and Annapolis single-phase railway was converted
to that.
II715. Your view is that it would be an unfortunate matter to have a combination of the two
systems in operation on the one railway?-Yes. _
jI716. We have received from the Vice-President of the New York, Ne'v Haven and Hartford
RaiHvay Company; under date of 3rd May, a letter
ia which. he states, ilifer aliait should be explained that the single-phase installation
of the New Haven Company is how limited to the section
between Stamford, Conn., and \Voodlawh Junction of
the New York Central Company, together with a branclt
between New Canaan and Stamford. The electric trains
ate operated over the electrified zone of the New York
Central' Company between \Voodlawn Junction and tbe
Grand Central Terminal, New York City, U!.2 miles in
length, all engines and multiple unit equipment being
designed for operation over both the so-called A.C. and
D.C. zoneS. This unfortunate complicrttion was made
necessary by the earlier installation of the D.C. system
by the New York Central C<lmpany, which is less de·
sirable and economical for long distance transportation.

Do you agree with that view?-I certainly do.
r 17 17· What do you consider would be the advantages accruing to the travelling public and to
the State if the suburban railways were electrified?
-Greater speed, more frequent service, better lighting, better designed cars, the absence of engine
troubles, such as the smoke nuisance. The possibility of fires is eliminated. With regard to the
benefit to the State, one can only assume that what
benefits such a large proportion of the community
will in turn benefit the whole State.
II7I8. You would get greater punctuality with
your trains ?-Yes, very much so, and you would
thereby save people a great deal of time which,
in the aggregate, means a very big amount of
money. Speaking from personal experience of a
line like the Caulfield line, you would, no doubt, be
able to give seating accommodation which it is very
difficult to obtain at the present time, so that electrification would increase the comfort of travelling.
II719. They could not give you seating accommodation w:ithout sufficient rolling-stock, even if
the line were electrified ?-That is perfectly true;
but more work could Qe done with the same rollingstock on account of the regular and more frequent
service.
Il720. Would there be any greater safety in
working due to automatic devices ?-I think that is
one of the points in which electricity has a marked
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superiority over steam. I have seen all those devices on the German railways, and they seem to
be exceedingly complete.
I1721. If necessary, I suppose you could introduce a system of heating the coaches?-Yes. Many
of the coaches at home are heated by electricity in
that way.
II722. I presume that from a railway manager's
point of view, there would be certain improvements
due to the adoption of electrification such as a
higher schedule speed ?-Yes.
11723. And continuous and regular movement of
trains ?-Yes.
IJ 7 Z4· In making up the trains if multiple unit
control were adopted I presume there would be
greater flexibility?-Yes, trains of any practicable
.
size could be made up then.
II725. A.nd the trains could be reversed immediately at termini ?-Yes. When the one trolly bow
goes down the other goes up. It is all interlocked
for the safety 'of the employes and public, and is
dOl1e qtiite automatically by compressed air. _
II7z6. There would be an increase then in the
('apacity of the termini ?-A very big increase, indeed. I might mention that MT. Dawson informed
me that by electrification the London, Brighton and
South Coast Railway people would triplicate their
terminal capacity.
1I 727. Without
increasing the construction ?-Yes; as such.
IJ7z8. It would be simply due to the facility
with which they can handle traffic?-Yes. I met
Mr. Dawson, who informed me that a few years
before my. visit in 1909 they had to spend
£.3,000,000 steding to get land which gave them
only one-third increase; and that electrification alone
gave three times the capacity.
II729· In a case then when the terminal station
is likely to become of too limited a capacity in a
short time, under steam service, electrification
would mean the postponement of any alteration
necessary under steam ?-Yes, besides avoiding the
over-crowding existing, and the consequent danger
to the people.
I I 730. I suppose that with electrification there
would be no such thing as lighting up locomotives
and handling water and coal ?--No. You get rid
of all those difficulties, and there is also no such
thing as locomotives standing idle, "eating their
heads off," as it is termed.
II731. And in a power station you can use a
cheaper fuel than with locomotives ?-Yes.
II 7,) 2. And if a power station were esta bl ished
to work the railways you could supply power at
low prices for other purposes ?-That should be
very possible, because the railways alone would
necessitate generation Of large quantities of power,
and the larger the output the cheaper the cost of
production.
II733· You would have it available for a number of purposes, I suppose, such as railway workhhops, capstans, &c. ?-Yes, undoubtedly.
IIB4. Wo.U1d there be any reduction -in the cost
of repairs and an increm;e in the life of track due
to the weight of the driving machinery being distributed?-That should be so, but whether it has
beeh proved or not I cannot state.
IIBS- You stated there would be no smoke or
fumes as with locomotives. I presume that would
mean a decrease in the cost of painting structur"'"
adjacent to the railway line?-There would Lt! a
very big saving in that ·direction. I live alongside
one of them, and I have personal experience of
that.
II736. Do you think there would be a reduction
ill operating expenses7---':From comparisons I have
studied that seems to be a rather moot poinf. It
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depends to a great extent on the local conditions
ill Australia, where the cost of labour is comparatively high as compared with, say, Europe. It
would seem as if the electrical operation of the
railways would- be cheaper than the present steam
method. It is pure;y a matter for calculation.
117 3 7· You imagine then that there would be an
increase of traffic due to a better service ?-Yes.
11738. Which, of course, means an increase of
revenue ?~That is so.
1I739· vVhat would you consider to be a reasonable assumption to n.ake of .the increase of
traffic dut: only to electrification ?--From 15 to 20
per cent.
11740. You think the Railway Department's
estimate is low if it puts it down at 5 per cent. ?Yes.
I I 741. What is
the general tendency in new
electrification schemes, towards direct current or
alternating current, in Europe and America?-The
tendency in both countries, but particuiarl.y in
Europe, appears to be undoubtedly in the direction
of alternating current,single phase, as evidenced
by the recent dec.ision in regard' to the Prussian
State railways. This [!tanding in illustration] is a
very light and cheap type of construction on single
phase.
II742. Where is that ?-Padua.
11743· In connexion with single phase there is
no difficulty in operating it on the multiple unit
system ?-No.
I I 744. That is done on the London, Brighton
and South Coast railway?-Yes, and in fact on all
those railways I saw when I was Home a short
time ago. Mr. Dawson has put in a very much
heavier type of overhead construction than any other
railway I saw. [lllustratiOit !landed in.]
II745. In which system is there likely to be the
greatest improvement from an economic and actuating point of view?-In the alternating current I
think from both points of view.
II746. Do you know the reason why the London
and Brighton and SOllth Coast line was electrified?
- I think it was mainly on account of lack of terminal facilities, and, further, I was informed that
for the big holiday traffic to Brighton they thought
the electric service would prove more popular. An·
other reason was that, because it was one of the
oldest railwavs there and the tunnels on the line
were very s~al1 and with the locomotives getting
bigger and bigger they reached the limit of prac·
tical operation with stea1l1.
II747, Did they have to alter any of their tun·
nels on account 01 the introduction of overhead
construction ?-No. They Bot over these difficulties in an ingeaious way. Each tunnel had to be
considered by itself and special designs made for
carrying the overhead construction througli.
11748. you would not regard the existence of
the tunnels and bridges of the suburban railway
system of Melbourne as offering any grave difficulties to the introduction of the single-phase sys·
tern ?-None at alL
I I 749. I understand that, in connexion with· the
London, Brighton and South Coast Railway, the
installation of the South London tramwav system
affected their returns to a very large exten't?-':"Yes,
it nms parallel for a certain length.
11750. That was when they were running undN
steam conditions. Are you aware that that was one
of the reasons that m'oved them to electrify the
lines ?-1 had heard that.
.
1175I. The bookings at Peckham-Rye station
(South London line) for the year ending 31St De·
cember, Iq02, were I,ZI3,z8I. That was before
the opening of the London Count, Council. tramways. For the year ending 30th NOW!l1~r1 1909,

the bookings were 526,373. That was the last year
of steam trains, 'lhe bookings for the year ending
30th November, 1910, were 1,°51,263, That was
the first· year of electric trains, SO the effect of that
electrification was to bring the traffic back agam to
the railways ?-I think the people would always
prefer the tram to the train for short distances.
I I 752. Especial\ y where they can get a tram near
their door, and get out near the door where they
want to go to, and so save walking at each end?~
Yes, there was a notable instance of that between
Kalgoorlie and Boulder Block.
The trams ran
parallel with the railway the whole way, and even
the miners', although it cost them more to take the
tram, preferred to do so. I think it meant 2d, a
day to them.
1q 53. In connexion with the establishment ot :J
power-house, ,,,ould there be an advantage in establishing so large a station that it could supply ar
the electricity requirements for railways, tr~mways,
lighting, power for factories, and so on; 111 other
worels, 1I'0uid there be ari advantage in the concentratiQl1 of the prodUCtion of power under one roof?
-Undoubtedly there would.
I I 754. The forecast made by wh, Merz in his
report of 1908 of the power required during" the
next decade was :-Suburban railways, including
minor services of the Railway Department, 35.,000
horse-power j mechanical power in factories supplied direct or in bulk, 27,000 horse-power j electrochemical and the electro-thermal demand, 10,000
horse·power; public and private lighting supplied
in hulk, 8,000 horse-power; tramways, 6,000 horse.
power. I think we can take the 6,000 for tramways as a very low figure, in view of the extensions
which are to 'be constructed, and I think we may
take 100,000 horse-power as the total of the requirements. Do you think power could be produced
in one station favorably situated for all those services cheaper than it would be produced in separate
stations for each of them ?-Yes. "
11755. Why?-You get the concentration ot your
power al\ under one roof. You lessen your standing charges and staff expenses. You are able to
have bigger units and, consequently, more efficient
and more economical ones. All your store~, &c.,
purchased under one authority, in such quantities
as would be necessarY, would be undoubtedly
cheaper, both in first cost· and in handling, and the
~upital cost of one large station would be less than
the capital cost of a number of small stations having a similar aggregate to the large station.
TI7S6. Have you any idea of the fi~ure at whic~
power could be supplied under those clfcumstanc~s .
-1 have not gone into tl1:;\t, because the questIOn
f)f the location of the power-house, amI so forth,
would have a big bearing on the question.
j If 57. :Mr. Merz estima!ed it at .3Z.d. for a station established at Yarra.vIlle, per umt ?-I think
that is a conservative estimate.
r T7 58. Such station could supply electricity in
bulk to establishments already existing, withont interfering with their trade, sllch as the City Council
or the Traction Company?-Undoubtedly.
TI759. SO that those services n~ed not be interfered with, nor any harshness inflIcted on them at
all. They would, as a matter of fact, be benefited?
That is so.
TT760. As affecting the question of the applic;\·
tion of the kind of current to the railways, would
it be an advantage to electrify the railways on the
direct current system with a low voltage, ~11ld electrifv the tramways, as. of course, they must he.
on fhe direct current at the S8me volt:1ge ?--1 do not:
think there would be any materinl adV~'1nt;lQe.
. 11761. Would there.' be. any advantage in Ihe
power-house.?-No material advantage.
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11762. It wourd 'not afford a benefit 'in the p;'o-,
ullction' of power in the station?-No, l;;ocause it
you are auopting single phase for the railways, you
would reqlllre alternating current, and the probability is that, in the electril1cation of either the railways or the trarmvays on the direct current system,
you would have to auopt the alternating current
j'or the purposes of economical transmission.
1 q63. And supposing you w~re going to dectlify
the railways on the single-phase system, that would
be generated as such, 1 presume ?--It could be.
IJ764. Would that be a suitable kind of current
t) generate for the purposes of tramways running
Oll the direct current system ?:-It . could be used in
that way by a form of converter.
11765. Is'it not usual to generate alternating cur·
rent, three-phase, for transmission ?-Yes, as a
general rule it is.
I I i66. In any case, it would be quite possible
to generate in the same station without any loss of
economy. It would be quite possible to generate
single-phase for the railways, and three-phase for
the tramways by simply keeping separate units for
the two purposes ?-That is so.
IQ67. The only increase in cost which might
occur on account of such an arrangement as that
would be in the reserve of power. You would have
to' have separate reserves of power ?--That would
certainl~' increase the cost, but I think if there were
any hig trcnsmission problem involved, we would
probably be able to work out a scheme for single·
phase transmission. Of course, the chief disadvan.
tage is that, power for power, there is more copper
in single-phase transmission lines than would be the
~ase with three-phase transmission.
1 q68. A far as the power-station is concerned,
you, I understand, do not consider that any eccno:
mies that might be effected by the use of direct current at the same voltage for railways and.tramways
are sufficient to materially affect the desirability of
using single-phase for the railways, if necessary?No_
11769. Would it be desirable to use so Iowa volt
age as is used in connexioll with overhead tramway systems on the third rail direct current for railways i--I think your costs would be very much inr:reased by such an arrangement.
IIi70. The tendency, 1 understand, at present i:;
rather to increase the voltage of the direct curren1
for railway pnrposes?-Yes, hath direct current ancl
alternating current voltage are going up. As high
as 15,000 volts will be used on these new Prussian
r:Ji!wav~.

J T 77I. What are they generating at in Adelaide
at the new station ?--II,OOO volts, three-phase.
1 '7]2. Are YOil
familiar with the deposits of
b!'l)wll coa I which exist at Altona and Morwell?No, r have no knowledge of them.
I I i ] 3. Have you any experience of the use ot
brown coal in Germany?-Only from reading.
I
have no practical experience of it at all.
I ! 77 4. Brown coal which possesses a calorific
\'ali!c of 9>327 British thermal units per pound
would seem to be of a promising character ?-Undoubtcdly.
11775. And well worthy of investigation?,-Yes,
unless there are some drawbacks, such as the nature
of the coal, or the difficulty in firing. I know the
Collie coal in Western Australia very well, and they
h,lVe a good deal of difficulty with it with regard
to firing. That can be got over, .to a great extent,
bv [1utomatic stokers.
'IT776. An analysis of two samples of the brown
coal of Morwell, made in 1908 by the Wallsend
laboratories, Neptune-road, Wallsend-upon-Tyne.
showed rnat both samples were roughly crushed and
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',,)lIowing results :--Calorific value of dry coal, No.
L sample 1[>448 British thermal units per pound,
and No. 2 sample 9,327 British thermal units per
pound ?-That seems very favorable.
1177 i. As far as that material is concerned, if
it can readily and cheaply be made available, it
might be advisable, under certain circumstances, to
establish an auxiliary power-station on. the field, and
transmit. 80 miles?-Yes.
Il778. As the demand for services such as the
railways increases, and the load factor improves, it
would pay?-Yes.
I J 779. Assuming a reliable brown coal is available at a sufficiently low price r-I should say that
was a matter for investigation. It is not a question one could answer off-hand.
11780. Do you know anything about the brown
coal at Altona ?-N 0, I do not know anything about
the Victorian brown coal deposits.
lf78r. By Mr. Dureau.-Do you Know where a
combination of the direct current and alternating
current system is working at present ?--Newhaven is
the only one 1 ~now of, and they would not have
done it if they could have helped it. They say it is
an unfortunate complication.
JJ78z. By Mr. Clwmpion.-In connexion with
the supply of the necessary plant by contractors for
either system, for alternating current, single-phase,
or direct current,would there be likely to be more
competition amongst contractors with one system
than with the other. Supposing we installed direct
current, would we get as much competition amongst
the people who supply us with the plant and materials as we would if we installed alternating current ?-If you take the people who are considered
the leading electric manufacturers to-day of direct
current tramway apparatus, you would j but there
is not the same number of companies manufacturing
alternating current apparatus as there is manufacturing direct cOrrent apparatus. The leading firms,
however, who are generally only considered for
direct current material, manufacture also alternating
current materiaL
11783. Do I understand you to say that, as far
a" tramway construction is concerned, we would get
[l great deal more competition than we would in
either system for railways ?-I would not say '(hat
a1together. 1 think that what might be termed railway or tramway material at the present time is stan·
dardized to such an extent that it is used in both
ways.
II784. By iYfr. Dureau.·-If it were decided to
electrify the railways, do you think that thoroughly
'competent and reliable firms would contract for one
system or the other ?-Undoubtedly.
I1785. By iYfr. Champion.-How many firms
are manufacturing alternating current single-phase
material ?-The General Electric Company of New
York, the Westinghouse Company, Siemens Schuckertwerke. and the A.E.G.
Those are the four
leading firms.
I do not know that Dick, Kerr
and Company manufacture single-phase equipments.
Iq86. By Mr. Solly.-Supposing the tramways
\\'ere electrified, and extended on a better system
into the outer areas of the metropolis of Melbourne,
what effect do you think it would have upon the
passenger traffic of the suburban railways ?-If the
tramways ran m any \'fay parallel with or served
the same district as the railways, I think it would
have a prejudicial effect on thlO railways.
I1787. You think that it wou1d affect considerably the revenue of tne railway service ?-I do not
know that it would affect it considerably. It certainly might on a line like Sf Kilda, to take a
case in point, where if they had a fast electric service along St. Kilda·roao, the probability is that
a very great many more people would travel by:
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that electric tramway who now travel on the steam
railway, but if the stearn railway were electrified
I think it would more than keep Its own end up.
1I788. It has been stated here by Mr. FItz·
patrick, the Chairman of the Victorian Railways
Commissioners, that since the electrification of the
Malverri-Prahran tramways'the revenue on the Malvern line has beetl interfered with to the extent of
£800 per annum.
If the tramway' extensions
were to go on in the outer areas and the inner areas
to link up the cable system in the city, do you
think it would have the sam!:; effect on some of
the other suburban lines as on th~ Caulfield line?
That is a. difficult question to answer, because I
am not sufficiently familiar with those routes you
mention, bu~ lS a general proposition where the
lines a,re in any way parallel, Or t;ven as in the
pse of MaJvern and Prahran, it would have the
same effect on the railway returns as long as they
are operated by steam, and as long as there is the
p1.'es"nt lack of good travelling facilities.
II7 8 9. You have the idea that that competition
will have the result of dt;.awing traffic from the
railways to the tramwa.ys, and that the only way
the railway system could hold its own would be
by elect1.'iticatlOIl ?-That was the experience in
The London, Brighton, and South
othel place~.
Coast Railway is a very good instance of it.
I I 790. Electrification
is becoming geqeral all
over the world for suburban traffic, is it not?-

Yes.

1J79I. By

L

·,iliii

Mr. Cltampion.-What advantages
dqes the 'single-phase system of operating the raiJways possess over the direct current ?-Mainly in.
the direction of flexibility j in regard to extending
the possible scope of economical operations. That
is to say, the single-phase system permits of a comparatively long distance railway running, which the
direct current does not permit of except at an
enormous expense in transmission, and the installation of sub-stations for the conversion of alter. n.ating cl)Jrent to direct current.
11792. You use this single-phase current straight
away' without any rotary converter or motor generator sub-stations?-Yes.
It might be that for a
long distance you would have to transmit at a
higher voltage than is at present practicable on the
overheaq, but th~n by means of stationary transformers you step down from, say, a transmission
voltagE; of perhaps 30,000 or 40,000 volts to 15,000.
I I 793. Those stationary transformers do not require<).ny attendants ?-No, it is all stationary
apparqtus. .
I I 794. Are the rheostatic losses during the periOd
of acceleration less i}\'ith' the single phase thari with
the direct current ?-I think direct current has a
sJight q.dvaptage
.
II795. Mr. Dawson says he thinks singJe phase
must be more economical than qirect current, on
account of the absence of rheostatiC losses during
the period of a.::celeration. He says, " It has b~en
q.Qmitted by ~ompetent authorities that the efficiency
dwing controller notchings for direct current eqUIpments is l,lS 101V as 27 per cerit.; ho\,{ great rheostatic losses are has also been shown by Mr.
Aspinall, who states that for funs of one mile
between stations the quantity of energy lost in the
t.heostats ma·y be anything between 1.3.5 and 18.12
per cenL of' the total energy absorbed by the train
during the run.
It has been shown' t4at in the
case' of the South London l}ne with single-phase
motors the efficiency duririg no~ching i~ 67 to 69
per cent."
Do ,you agree that there would be
efficiency ?-In' a matter like that, where such
an authority as'~Mr. Dawson hal! !J.scertained it 'from
tests, I, eertainly would not say he was wI:ong,but
my 'irnpression was that the accelerating time of

direct current mote than cOlhperisated tor the thea·
static losses. I was told that in our works when
I was there just three years ago. That -may have
been changed since. I have not followed the ,question up.
II 796. Tbere have been improvements in the
single-phase motor I unc)erstand since the beginning
of operatioi1s OIl the London, Brighton, and South
Coast Railways ?-Yes, they have aqopted a larger
motor for the same weight. It
raised the output
IlS horse-power to ISo hor~e-power. So
that gives then:). foui: 159 horse-power motors per
waggop.
[1791. My. Dawsop says in regard to making
any definite comparisop between the two systems,
"It is very difficult, if not impossible, N make
a really accurate comparison. The ~l1ost satisfactory
way, of course, if it were practicable would be to
have a line equipped with both systems, <;tnd run
similar trains on it.
This, however, is too expensive a method to be realized in practice; and the
author thinks it may fairly be said that after allowing for increase in traiT! weight, due to the
adoption of the single-phase system, there is still
a saving of energy consumption at the power station which will amount to 10 per cent., and may
reach 20 per cent.-a very important matter both
in first cost, and in regard to \\'orking expenses"?
~I would accept Mr. 'Dawson's statement.
II798. You consider him an eminent man in this
line of business ?-Undoubtedly.
I I 799. I suppose he is considered to be one of
the most distinguished electrical engineers in
Great Britain ?-Yes, and they have a very high
Germany also. The o\'erhead
opinion of him
construction work be did in connexion with the
London-Brighton railway was marvelled at.
He
tackled it from a railway man's point of view.
II 800. You yourself incline to the view that if
extensions beyond a Io-mile radius from a central
station are contemplated, we would be warranted
in putting the single-phase system in?~ Yes .
lI80l. Mr. Dawson sax';, "If there is any
questiol1 of the electrification extendipg to a distance of 3° to 50 miles, there is no doubt of the
greater economy as regards first cost in the instal·
lation of the single-phase system." You are looking at the matter from the point of .view of first
cost ;:1I1d running expenses as well, I suppose?--:Yes, and the undoubted fact that once the electrlfication of, these railways is undertaken, especially
\vith the rapid development going on in Europe in
that class of equipment, it is bound to be extended.
,
11802. In view of the statement made by the
vice-president of the New York, New HavenJ and
Hartford Railway Company, in which he deplores
the 'existence of J, combined system on the one
line, you think 1t would be very desirable in this
country to establish a. system which could lJe extende'd ?-Yes.
I read a report of thePrus,sian
State officials ::i little while ago, and, it was very
pronounced in favour of the single phase. '
1'1803. With regard to the cost of maintenance,
have you any knowledge as to the comparative
costs ?-".No.
I
Taking our suburban railway system as
it is, and seeing it is almost impossible to define
the limits of th,e suburban area, do you think it
would be advisable to instal alternating current
single ptase for the Melbourne system?-Yes, I do,
because I think it offers also much
future
I think
possibilities than the direct current
t,hat the possibilities in direct cnrrent ,working for
railw:;tys have just abollt been reached, but the limit
i.n alterqating cl,lrrent is not IIY .any' mean~._,reached,
althOl}gh it Js i,n a suflj<;iel)tly settled stage at present to justify its installation.
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qSos. 'the tisl1a1 Pfuuuctiotl of electricity for
tramwilY purposes is alteranting current three phase,
and that is l.m;mght down at the converter stations
LO direct current at 550 or 600 volts?-Yes.
11806. That is fed into the trolley wire from the
COnverter 'stations at different points ?-Yes. It is
similar to the plant we have just completed for the
Adelaide Tramways Trust.
II 807. The vol tage of the three phase is about
1I,000 ill that particular case?-Yes.
It is generated at !I,OOO volts, and received at the converter
station at about 10,500 volts, and by means of
static transformers is transformed to 470 volts, and
delivered to the alternating current side of the
rotary converters. From the direct current side of
the same converters 600 volts direct current is
obtained.
II808. If you v,ere going to establish a power
house, and you had decided to adopt the singlephase system for the railw:ays, would the usual
practice with regard to tramways prevail in such
a power house of generating alternating current
three phase and converting it to direct current.
Supposing we had a power station in which we are
going to produce electricity to, supply both the railways and the tramways and the other services we
have discussed, and we decided to ~nstal the singlephase system on the railways, would you have in
that power station an installation for the production of single phase for the railways and -another
installation for the produce of three phase for the
tramways?~ That is a question which could only
be decided after. fully reviewing all the facts and
circumstances, but as a general expression pf
opinion X think it would be desirable to keep the
two systems of production separate ill the one power
house_
.
II809. Then the only advantages you would get
by placing them in the one power-house wpuld be
a reduction perhaps in the staff, anq a rpore
econorr.ical supply of coal and water for condensing
purposes ?-Y e s . II8IO. But with the two different methods of
production installed you would have to have two
different reserves would you not ?-Tl,at is so. You
would practically 'have to duplicate your reserves,
which would be to the disadvantage of that arrangement. You would have to carry a reserve for the
tramway units and a reserve for the railway units.
Il8I!. If direct current were going to be used
for the railways, and also for the tramways, you
would have in the generating station merely a plant
for generating three-phase alternating current, and
in that case you wOl1ld require merely one set of
reserve power, so that there would be a saving in
having direct current for the railways and tramways ?-I do not know that you can come to that
conclusion by those facts, because if you take the
direct current for the railways you have the installation of all the sub-station equipment.
II812. You simply would admit then that there
would be a saving in the installation of power in
the central station, but you think that that might
be more than counterbalance.d by the extra cost of
conversion and distribution ?--Yes. I would not
Ray that 'the' question of power for both tramways
and railwns, the latter being electrified on the
single-pba!3e system. could not be considered
rr8J3. You would not eliminate that possibility?
-No.
.
1: 1814. T!:u~t is to s<J.Y you would not eliminate
frorp your mind now the P9ssibility of transmitting the ~ingle phase current for tramway purposes
and converting it.?-Yes. That brings up the very
big question of the location of the power-house, and
:;0 forth, so What 1 haye said is p.urely geperalizing.
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II8IS. Has it eVer been donei'-I cannot recall
any instance at the moment.
II8l6. By lIlr_ Solly.-Have you any personal
knowledge of the suburban railway system of
London ?--Yes, I h~ve a very intimate knowledge.
I have travell<;d on it a good deal.
lI8I7. Do you know any of the railways that
have P??l1 converted from steam service to electri;;;ity ?- Yes, I know one shining example, the
Lop dOn , ,Brighton and Soutp Coast.
II/;1I8. Beqring in I)lind the e~perience of that
r"ilway and the result pf the competition of electric tra11).ways with the steqffi railways' do not you
t\1ink the same thing will apply to Melbourne and
subllrbs r~It possibly will on some of the lines.
Of CQllrSe tbere are great 'undeveloped possibilities
in Melpour!1e with regarq to th~se outlying suburbs.
The wpole travelling facilities in Melbourne at present are so very poor th.at they strike a traveller
immediately. Melbo~.n!e is not so well provided
wit)l beauty spots qS Sydney, and there are practically no facilHies for getting to tbe few that are
here.' Take the Mordialloc line. on which there
are' delightful- piaces to go to. . If you want to go
ol!t on g Sunq[~y 11).QrQing how qm you get there?
There is I),p do!!bt that there would be a big de~
velopment of both tramways and railways if they
Were electrified.
P!'!19· By /lfr. Champio1!.-There might be some
econ9my effected in the pewer-house by generating
thr~-phase for rij,ilwiJ.Ys ij,Qd tramways, direct culnmt beipg used to operate either, but there would
be more e4pep'se in converting?-What you would
probab~y do would be to generate three-phase for
t.x)th, for the transmission part of it especially, it
tPe power station were situateq at Morwell Or AItona~ ypu W01JlrJ simply take your single phase for
the electric rail WilY and convert to direct current
tor the electric tr:l11).ways. You would generate
any WilY at three phase and convert to single phase
fQ): th~ railw'lY and direct current for the tramway.
n8zQ. In any case you would generate ,three
phase?-I think that will probably be the uhimate
design although it is a matter that has to be considered along with all the other circumstances.
I I 821. Would there be any cost in converting
three phase to single phase ?-Practically none.
I d;zz. How would that be done?-That would
depend on the position of the power station. If
the power station were at Morwell, 70 miles away,
you would probably find it pay to transmit from
there at 40,000 or 50,000 volts, then by means of
static transformers at various parts of the railway
line you step down to single phase. It is merely
a matter of static fransformers which require prac"
tically no attendance.
'
11823. And would not materially increase the
cost of installation ?-No. And then. of course,
your converter station is for the direct current side
of the tramway.
II824. Do you think the site proposed for the
power station at Yarraville would be suitable for
operating the tramway system ?~-I do not know the
suggested position.
1I82S. I reter to the site as a site, not merely
to its geographical position, in connexion with the
tramway system. It is on the Saltwater River, between Yarraville and Seddon ?-The usual practice is to put the power station or converter station
as nearly as possible to the centre of gra!!ty of the
system.' The §ite you mention. seems a suitable one
for a power station. There IS ample water, and
easy access for coal and stores.

Witness 'l1}itlldrew.

Coullcillor Cabena,
11th July, 1011.
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Councillor Cabena, further examined.
11826. By the Cl/airillan.-At the close of your
evidence on the last day you were before us, you
stated that vou were favorable to the purchase of
the rights of the Tramway Company before the expiration of the lease, provided that those rights
were obtainable on reasonable terms. What do you
shillings
regard a~ reasonable terms
per share has been mentioned as the price at which
they might be bought, and I have p,een informed
that that is a price at which the Government is
is very
likely to purchase, but I consider that
value of
wide of the value of the shares. As
the tramway undertaking is a matter which affects
the City Council very seriously, I have gone into
this question 011 behalf of the Finance Committee
very fully. I have done so on the basis of the last
balance-sheet, that is to say, without any disturb-ance of the business in any way. For the six years
from the"date of the last balance-sheet, 30th June,
19 [0, I have added £50,000 per annum as additional traffic receipts. I understand that "ihat is the
figure approximately for the year just closed, but
out.
From that
the balance-sheet is not
£50,000 I have deducted 55 per cent., which represents the working expenses of the last year. I
have taken into consideration, so' far as I can, and
know, everything that would enhance the value of
the shares, or that would take away from the value
of the undertaking. I have taken into consideration the saving which would be effected during the
latter part of the lease in .interest and singing fund,
capitalizing it, and have also capitalized the
£30,000 per annum provided by the company for
renewals, and £35,000 for return on capital. I
regard it as unnecessary to provide for the return
on ca1Jital, for they have over £I,OOO,ooo invested
in debentures and other securities against £480,000
paid-up capital. Instead of taking an annual ap·
propriation, I have made a deduction from the assets which really belong to the undertaking, that is
to say, which they would hand over. I have taken
66§ per cent. off the rolling-stock, and 25 per cent.
off properties, which seems large, but is really less
than the company has been providing. The total
The
reduction taken into account is £165,000.
company is providing £35,000 per annum, which
they might continue to do, and which, if they did,
would amount to £ZIO,OOO. I thought It necessary
to take such a large discount from the rolling-stock,
&c., because if, as is anticipated in the near future,
the tramways are electrified, the dummies, with th::
apparatu" and cables used, will all be scrapped, as
thev will then be valueless. When they gave the
cabole tr:lmwavs up in Sydney, the dummies b"
practiCllly no' value. I have seen them at seas]r'e
places, and other places, used, for picnics. I ha\'e
taken 25 per cent. off the properties, seeing that if
the tramways are extended the car sheds would Ilt'
of no use in their present position. They woult 1
require to be at the termini. I make the value of
the assets as at 30th June, 19T6 (accumulating nil
proti'ts, instead of them being paid away as dividends), £2 I8s. 8d, per share. The present value, or
rather the value at 1st July last year, would be £2 7S.
j (1
That does not include the £50,000 per annum
for increased traffic receipts, less 55 per cent., which
would b~ equal to 28. 5d. a share, making the total
. value of the assets £2 9S' 6d. a share. Then the
company owes £I45;000 in round figures, which is
per shnre. That would leav,:, a net
equal to
£ 2 6s. 6e1. per share. Then. there are vanous reo
ductions, actual and contingent. There was a cor!cession made to the employes during the latter part
of last year in wages and hours, and that, I am
informed on authority, is equaJ to £30,000 per

.,s.

a:num. which 1 reckoned for fi\'e and a half years.
'J"hen, 'according to the report of the Royal Commission on fares, they recommend reductions which, the
report states, would be equivalent to a decrease of
revenue of £70,000 per annum. Again, there is
the appeal tv the Arbitration Court. on behalf of
the employes, for an increase of wages, and various
concessions in the way of overtime and time off,
&c:., and that sort of thing, which has been variously estimated to cost the company from £50,000
to £100,000, or even more. I have taken the
The total value or
lower figure of£so,ooo.
amount per share of those reductions would be 145.
2d. Then there are the dividends t.o be paid during the current year. The company pays quarterly
dividends, with a 4 per cent. bonus, which would
amollnt to 2S. for the vear. The total deductions,
then. are 16s. 2d. )Jer ~hare. Deducting that from
the £2 6s, ,6d. would leave a net value of £1 lOS.
4d. per share. That is a value which ~vollld leave
Ill) profit to the purchaser, but would gIve a return
of
per c<;nt., and wipe out the cost by the 30th
June, 1916.
II827· By Hon. J. Stcrnberg.-That is considerably below the market value of the shares at the
present time?-You could not sell many shares today at the quoted price. Since the report of the
Traffic Commission became known, I understand
that the market has been almost dead.
1I828. By the Chairman.-According to the evidence before another Commission, the assets are
worth £2,080,000 ?-That is the Look value of
the assets at 30th June last year. On the most
favorable basis, taking into consideration the probable' loss of revenue from the causes named, I
think the outside value of the shares is not more
than 34s. 6d. If the shares of the company were
bought at 45s., there would be an apparent loss
of £7°4,000, and if, as stated, there is a probability of the Government buying on behalf of the
mU1!icipalities, I presume the municipalities would
have to face whatever loss there is. I do not suppose the Government would do so, and I, therefore, think it important that the municipalities
should be consulted before anything is done in that
direction.
I have given you the figures I have
quoted to-night for what they are worth. I am
not a duly qualified accountant, but I have gone
into them very carefully, and they seem to me to
point strongly to the desirability, if I might suggest it, of the Commission obtaining expert evidence
OJl such -an important matter as that.
You mean the evidence of accountants or
actuaries ?-Yes. The value of the rolling-stock
and the properties, according to the books, is about
£404,000. I have taken off £165,000 for depr;:;ciation, and that would leave a balance of
£z39,000, which is, as near as possible, 58. a share.
It is a matter which, of course, the municipalities
are deeply interested in. They are the owners, and
if the' Government buy, they, on the purchase, be·
come the tenants in lieu of the Tramway Company.
I t is a large undertaking, and as it is understood
that the probability is that the Government would
buv in order to hand over to some body, on behalf
o( the municipalities, it is an important consideration for the municipalities who would have to take
over the liability. Although I do not profess to be
a dulv qualified accountant, I have some knowledge
of figures, which I have made use of. The tables
that .are. usually used are open to anyone.
1I8,10. Have Y9U taken into account the' prospective outlay the company may have to make on their
tracks, which th!'y are bound to hand over to the
Tramways. Trust 'in, I916, in good working condi-,
tion?-No, I am not taking that into consideration,
as T do not know what it may be. It is purely
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hypothetical, but, of course, it is a matter which
cannot be lost sight of.
rr83r. When you say the value of the shares to
d purchaser like the Government or the municipalities is £1 lOS. 6d., to what period of the lease do
you refer ?-For the five years which have to run,
from the 1St July of this month. At the same
time, 1 do not thmk there is any good reason for
buying at present, because we would simply have
to run them as at present for a very considerable
time, and 1 do not think they could be nm bette~
thall, if so well as, the company runs them. They
have had a very long experience, and it is an excellent service in !pany ways, as regards the business management.
Personally, I think that the
question of purchase might be deferred for two or
three years, until some of the extensions are ready,
which, I presume, would be t:lectrified. It would
be dr;sirable when tliose are ready, if it is at all
feasible, to have, the whole thing under one control; but it would be, I take it, nearly three years
before any of those extensions would be ready, and
until then there is no valid reason I can see for
buying.
II832. If the Government or municipalities
waited till these extensions were ready, would not
the fact that these extensions were running and passing passengers on to the cable tramways increase
the then value of the shares (-To some extent, it
would.
II833. Do you regard that as an argument for
not waiting until that time, or do you think the
increase would be so small that we could disregard
it ?-I think that any price that might have to r.,e
Daid above the actual and intrinsic value of the
;l11dertaking in three years would be very much less
than the price spoken of now.

coulloilior CabelUi,
lIth July, 1911.

is anything like what is anticipated, it must, I think,
affect the
of shares.
II840' BJl 1111'. Solly.-Do you think the Arbitration Act is likely to apply to tramway employes
after
decision has been given in the certificated
engine-drivers' case before the High Court ?-I
could not say. They are one industry. I l)Il:derstand the difficulty in the other case was that there
were· various industries in \vhich the engine-drivers
were engaged.
I 184J. They are in aO similar position as far as
the employes are concerned ?~-That is a legal position on which I do not th!nk I am qualified to give
an answer. There is another matter that perhaps
the Government would consider, and that is if the
proposed reduction of fares from 3d. t.o 2d. on the
southern lines takes place, the Government will lose
a considerable amount of revenue on the Brighton
line alone. Tne f~re to Balaclave is S!d. It was
reduced from, I think, 7!d. in order t.o meet the
competition of the tramways on the ticket system.
If the tramway fares are reduced to 4d., I should
imagine the railway fares will come down t.o 4 d .
to Balaclava, and to the Windsor and Prahran
stations also. No doubt that will be considered by
the Government when going into the question of
fares.
II842. By the Chai1'mall.-You think the Government or the Tramway Trust should wait until
some certainty is arrived at in regard to the Arbi.
tration Court case ?-Yes, especially as I see no
necessity to buy at present.
J 18 43. It has been suggested that nothing but
a decision of the Court or of arbitrators can determine' the expense the company will have to incur
with regard to their obligation to hand over the
tracks in good working condition. Do you think
that some certainty should be ascertained in conn~xion with that before the Government makes the
purchase?~That certainly would be an important
inatter. If the Government buys they take over
the responsibilities of the Tramway Company, and
if they do arrange with the Tramway Company
t6 haye that settled as one of the contracts entered
.
into. by the company in fixmg the price, they certaiIlly should not foist the responsibility upon the
municipalities. When the Act was passed Parliament placed that responsibility on the Tramway
Company, and as they have not asked to be relieved
of it I do not see why they should be.
II844. The fact that the tramways are likely to
be electrified at the termination of the lease, would
not, I presume, relieve the company of their obHgations to put the tracks in the order in which they
contracted to do ?-I presume that if the matter
went to the Arbitration Court or to arbitrators, that
would be a consideration in fixing what the company ought to do under ~he Act.
II845. As you have pomted out, the Tramway
Company are not under any obligation to hand over
their rolling-stock at the end of the lease, and I
understand that to another Commission a representativ~ of the Tramway Company said they
would like to come to some arrangement as to what
should be done with regard to the rolling-stock
now, or some consiGi;rable time before the'termination of the lease ?-l can understand that desire on
their part.
II846. Do you think it would be wise for a
tramway trust, or any new authority about to work
the tramways, to come to an arrangement some considerable time before the termination of the lease
,with regard to the price to be paid for the rolling.
stock ?-That would arise when the question of purchase arose, but as I said before I do not think
there is any need to consider that question at a,ll at
present.

II834· You have said that if the Government or
municipalities bought the tramways now, they woul;,
have to run the cable tramways as at prescut.
When you say that do you mean that the Government or municipalities would continue the present
fares ?-I could not say that. I referred to the
business management.
II83S· When you said that, you were not considering the pressure that might arise for revision
of fares, or revision of wages ?-No. Those are
things .which are incidental to the running of 1he
business, and it is a risk which properly falls 011
the Tramway Company. I do not think that the
Government or municipalities would be called upon
to step in or relieve them of that responsibility,
although a fair case might possibly be made out by
the company for equitable treatment in the matter.
u836. Do you think that a wise purchaser would
wait until Parliament acted, or determined not [0
act, 011 the report of the Tramways Fares C:nn·
mission ?-Undoubtedly.
II837· Do you think that a wise purchaser would
wait to see what alteration, if any, the Arbitration
Court maklOs in the wages of the employes ?-Yes,
that is a matter for the company.
I I 83 8 . I was referring to the purchaser?~ Yes,]
think a wise purchaser would wait.
II839· You do not think that the prospect of
Parliament acting, and the prospect of the Arbitra.
tion Court acting adversely to the interests of tbe
company are likely to-day to allow of la purchaser
buying the shares at a· correspondingly reduced
value ?-It would be some time before they would
drop from the present price to anything like the
figure I have indicated, and certainly it would not
reach anything like that until the actual results of
any Act of Parliament in regard to fares or any
decision of the Arbitration Court in regard to
wages is known. When it is fully known, and if it
. 16998.
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IIB47. Supposing it was determined that the
tramways should not be purchased before the termination of the lease, the question would then arise
as to whether it would be desirable for the new
authority to make arrangements with regard. to ~he
taking over of the rolling-stock at the termmatlOn
of the le;]se would it not ?-Yes, it might arise, but
if the tramways me electrified the dummies would
be useless, and a great deal \ of expert evidence has
been given in favour of a wider car than now used,
and if that were done th~ cars also would be of
very little value.
11B4B. But if the tramways are handed over on
the 30th June, 1916, it will take a considera?le
time before the new authority could . dispense wIth
either dummies or trailers?-They would require
them undoubtedly.
IIB49. Do you think it would be a wise thing
for the new authority to endeavour to make arrangements some considerable time before the termination of the lease in that regard ?-I should think it
would be a wise precaution to take when the body
is constituted.
.
lIBSO. By lIfr. Solly.-I understood you to say
that the cable system gave a good service in the
metropolis ?-Yes.
IIBS!. Do you really seriously make that statement ?-I do. I have seen the trams in Brisbane,
Sydney, Melbourne, Adelaide, and Hobart, and for
comfort I prefer the Melbourne trams: They seem
to me to be slower, but the experts say they travel
slightly more quickly than the other systems. The
cars are cleaner, the employes are very civil and
c,bliging, and the onl~' serious fault is they are
very dark at night.
II BS 2. What do you means by "service"?-I
am speaking of it as a tramway undertaking.
IIBS3. Have you ever attended a football match
on a Saturday afternoon ?-About three times in m'y
life.
IIBS4. That is the reason you make the statement .tllat it is a good service ?-I do not think that
it would pay any tramway company to lay themselves out to cater for one afterno:::m every week
for five monthes in the year.
lIBSS. Not' only once a week for every five·
months in the year. There are about six months
in the year when the people desire to get out from
the densely populated centres down to South Melbourne, and Port Melbourne, and other places.
Are you aware· that on. two days at least in the
week, people have to stand and wait for a tram
tor as long as half an hour in Carlton and other
places ?-I was not aware of that.
11SS6. It is a fact. When a football match is
being played on the Carlton grollI1_d there is only
one tram route to supply the wants of the people
and that is the Sydney-road tram. People have to
walk from the Carlton Football Ground to Melbourne or any other place, where they may live
olltside of Carlton, because there is no tramway
accommodation ?-I have been at the Carlton ground
on the occasion of a football match, and had no
difficulty in getting a seat.
I 1B.17. The Tramway Company, I understand,
is running its power to the fullest possible extent
now?-I believe that in one or two cases they are
close up to their maximum power.
lIBSB. In view of the fact that the people are
put to the inconvenience. T mention on the occasion of say a night like Jubilee night, or Coronation night, football matches, arid various other
things· that reasonably take place in a large city
like Melbourne, would you call the service a good
one?-I do not think you will ever get rid of that
sort of thing on special occasions. It occurs every

night on the trains. It occurs on the Sydney trams
every night.
IIBS9. Having these things pointed out to you,
and recognising the possibility that the popUlation
of Melbourne will, say, in another six years, increase by something like 100,000 people, would
yOll say you would wait until 1916 before you would
get a better service than the present ?-I did not
say so, and I do not propose to.
11B60. You are opposed to the purchase of' the
tramways ?-I did not say that.
I have given
evidence that I am in favour of the purchase, but
not immediately. If they were bought to-day it
would be two years before they could be improved
materially. If the Government or municipalities
bought them they would try and meet requirements
within a reasonable limit, but I do not think they
would spend a large amount on rolling-stock to
meet those requirements. It will be from two to
three years before electrification takes place. That
is a way out of the difficulty, but that cannot be
done in a month or so.
IIS6I. But you must admit that people who desire to ride in -the trams are put to a great deal of
inconvenience now?-I see that in every city.
IIB62. But surely you would not compare the
~ervice as far as the metropolis of Melbourne is
concerned with the Sydney service ?-Candidly, I
prefer the Melbourne service, and I am in Sydney
every month.
I
IIB63. For comfort and cleanliness that may
be, but for seating accommodation would you prefer the Melbourne service to the Sydney?-My suggestion is that as soon as possible the body proposed by the Tramway Conference should be
formed, and. take the necessary steps with the view
of ultimately acquiring the present tramway undertaking and of extending the tramways.
11B64. Would you compare our service here with
the up-to-pate electrified service in Adelaide ?-Our
;.('rvice here is some 27 years old, and I do not prorose to compare it with the Adelaide service, which
was IEade, to some, extent, in anticipation of the
requirements of Adelaide.
IIB6S. Do you say that Melbourne, the queen
city of the south, as it is called, should be behind
all the other big cities· of Australia, and wait for
s;x years before we get a service that meets wi~h
the people's requirements ?-As a member of the
Tramway Conference I desire to see the body which
they propose, formed as soon as possible so as to
deal with the difficulty. But even then a Government, Or any other body, cannot alter it in six
months or a year. It will take some time. It
was with that in wew, ,that 'the City Council
through the Lord Mayor took action last year.
IIB66. Did not the City Council safeguard the
interests of the company when the Bill was going
through Parliament ?-I think Parliament was supposed to do that. I was not in Melbourne at that
time. I was in the country. 1 have, however, a
recollection that the only representative of the City
Council then in Parliament fought as hard as he
could in the interest of the citizens, but did not
get the support he looked for.
lIB67. By Mr. Dureau.-You estimate the value
of the assets of the Tramway Company at the present time at £1 10S.4d. per share. Would you
advise the purchase at thllt price to-day?-No.
There would be neither profit nor loss on the transaction. It would simply return the 3£ per oent.
interest, and personally I do not see there is any
necessity to buy at present, but the matter should
be gohe into from two to two and a half years'
time.
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11881. Are we as slow as other places, or are
II868. Do you consider it to be an advantage to
the metropolis for a public ownership to be estab· we slower ?-I do not know that we are very difI think the work in Adelaide was done
lished to-day either a municipal or a gc:v::rnmex:t ferent.
body ?~ That is contemplated, and I antIcIpate It- quickl y, and I do kllow that they did not accept
for the reason that the lowest
will be carried out, but I doubt{ whether the mUnI' the lowest
cipal management or government management would tenderer required some longer time. They accepted
a higher tender ill order to obtain possession of the
be' quite as good as the present management.
II869. What I mean is this~would it be an ad- tramways completed at an earlier date. '
11882. If the Bill were passed through Parliavantage for say the' municipalities to control the
tramways of the metropolis to-day as against the ment this session authorizing the Government to
,companies controlling them. I do not mean merely purchase the tramways and all the necessary paraa financial advantage ?-I do not know that there phernalia to get the Trust to work, 90 not you
would be any material advantage; not 'an advan- thi11k we could complete our system of tramways
tage that would necessitate the immediate purchase ill just the same time as they did in Adelaide--a
year and nine months?-Their system is a very
of the undertaking or of the assets.
II870. Would it be to the advantage of the much smaIler one, and they were negotiating for
years beforehand.
public to haye rd. sections?-Yes.
1 r883. But when they reaIly got to work was
II 87 1. If the tramways were publicly owned
there would be a probability of ni. sectiolls?- when they started to purchase the old system out?
There would be a.
probability than at -When this Trust is formed I should say that at
the end of a cou!lle of years it ought to be in a
present.
. I 1872. Do you think there would be a greater position to have exteIII,:'::'::;:" ready, and then to go
probability of rd. sections if the tramways were on with the present
I I 884. Then
would have four years ~tart?
publicly owned than if owned by the company?between that and havll1g to
I think that would be one of the first things to be ~There is a
wait until the lease falls in r-.Ko, it would not be
done.
11873. To that extent, would it not be an ad- four years, because the lease has five years to run.
formed.
vantage for the tramways to be publicly owned r- The body js not
II885_
Say
three
years
then.
Would that ?ot
Yes. but it is a verv small advantage to warrant
the 'purchasing of such a large undertaking for the be of great value to the people generally r-I thmk
sake of two or three years. Personall y, 1 find it it is desirable.
TI886. It would he worth paying for?-It dea great inconvenience to go about with two or three
' .
kinds of tickets in my pocket, but as a member pends on what you pay.
11887. I am looking at the matter from a bUSIof the Finapce Committee of the City Council r
not from an excessive value
would not advise them to rush into a purchase at ness point of
of
view,
advantage
to the company?point
the present time, so that we might have an advantage of rd. sections in the city, or uniform fares 1 have said before that 1 am in favour of the
tramway un'dertaking being bought if it can be got
in the ether suburbs.
at a reasonable price, but I think that any wise
rr874. Have you considered which extensions
are most urgently required ?-Kot very seriously, business body of men considering the question
would defer purchase until they saw the effect of
but one of the first things to be done should be
to electrify the wretched horse tramways we have the various m::ctteni that are looming up, and which
will seriously affect the revenue of the company.
on the eastern suburbs, Kew and Hawthorn.
n888. 'What do you mean by various matters?H875. Is it strongly advisable that those horse The industrial question and the fares question.
tramways should be electrified immediately?-I
Jl889. I think you Can put the industrial questhink the residents would say so, but to purchase tion out of Court for some time to come ?-I was
an undertaking with assets of £2,800,000 in order not aware of that.
to construct 5 mil~s of electric tramway would be
, II890. By Mr. Dureau.-Would you credit to
like burning down a house to roast the pig.
the s!ure value anything for the additional advanII876. If it is advisable to electrify those horse tage of acquiring tbe tramways before the expiralilles immediately, can you say how it would be tion of the lease r-If I were one of those negodone without acquiring the compapy's rights r-I tiati11g the purchase I would consider that question,
do not think it could be immediately if we acquire but I would not lik~ to give an opinion at present.
the company's rights.
Who is going to do it?
1I89I. If the value to-day is £1 lOS. 4d" would
lJ877· Supposing the municipalities acquire the you take into consideration the additional value to
rights ?-It will take them some considerable time .. the communitv that would be obtained by getting
They must go to Parliament and get an Act earlier possession of the
whatever you
through, and the members of the Trust must he may determine that value to be
elected, and so on.
.
j' r8 9 2 • Would
you care to
having re11878. Would electrification not be hastened if fi aId to that and the
you have submitted,
the Trust had possession of those tracks to-day r- what you would consider to be a justifiable purchase
K ot necessarily.
.
price to-day?-The figures I have
do not deal
rr879. But do you think it would ?-I do not with that at all. It will be a matter of opinion
think it is possible that it would. The matter has upon which people would differ very widely perbeen started already, and if the Act is passed, and haps. I could not offer any "(,illion, and I would
the Tramways Trust is formed, it can get to work, not care to if I could.
and prepare plans; and 50 on, but it will be some
rr893· By lib. Cliam'Pion.-If the. tramway auconsiderable time be.fore they
the thing done. thority were constituted, and took over the system,
I think it wonld be possible
the two business I presume they would appoint an expert t) advise
bodies to come to some ungerstanding with regard them as to whether an .improved service (ould be
to that.
installed electrically or otherwise, and tbat you
IT880. By Mr. Solly.-Are you aware thfl.t Mr. would be guidea if you were one of the members
Goodman completed the> Adelaide system of 20 by that opinion ?-Yes, largely. Of .course, when
mile;: in one year. and nine months ?-I said two I say that the service is satisfactory I have in view
years, but it will he six months before the body is. the fact that the service is there, and that there are
ready to start.
difficulties to face in regard to the system of electric
2 z 2.
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traction to be used, and that lhere is the possibility
of a storage system eventuating which wil! be satlslactory.· The matter will re,quire very serious Call'
sideration.
I I 1194. This Commission has had the benefit of
the OPll1!OllS of several eminent autnorities on tram·
way collstruction, and it will be, I should take It,
in a P9sition to lay down the lines upon whicl1
future extensions should proceed, and as to what
ShOUld be done in connexion with the cable system.
Ha\;mg legard to the opinions which may be expre..,sed upon the evidence submitted, and having
regard to the opinion of the ·expert who may be
avpol!lted to advise, the Trust or other authority
should have no difficulty in' coming to a decision ( If all the experts who were consulted and have
given evidence were unanimous there could be no
According to the newsdIfficulty I would say.
paper report IYIL Goodman said that he did not
. S;;c any reason for the immediate purchase of the
Tramway Companv's lease.
Il89S. I am speaking rather as to the installa·
tion or any partIcular system ?-I. think the Conference is unanimous as to the desirability of having
an electric tram service,. and that as soon as possible.
11896. By the Chairma1l,-Have you anything
to add to the evidence you have given this evening,
or on the previous day you appeared before us rYes.
On the last day I gave evidence I spoke
from memory concerning the New South Wales
tramways. I said then -that for the last year they
had shown a profit of si per cent., and that there
was no provision made for depreciation or sinking
fund olher than providing for absolute repairs and
renewals necessary from year to year, and that I
thought it was a poor result.
Since then I have
had un opportunity of seeing the rep0rt for the
year ending June, 1910, and I find I was not quite
correct in what I said. Instead of the profit being
si per cent. the report shows that it was
iA lOS. 6d. per cent., or practically 4! per cent.,
and instead of their not having provided for any
llepreciation there is an item of £25,000 writ;ten
off the Ultimo power house. The writing off appears to be rather an unusual item, but to my minel
it is absurdly small considering the power house
~ost nearly £986,000.
The Melbourne City Council wrote over £,25,000 ott thelr undertakmg this,
last year, and the capital expenditure on their power
house was about £200,000. Of course, they wrote
OIl ;;ometillug from COSt of the mains, but the mains
-"ILl other assets are valued at about £238,000.
The depreciation, however, of mains, which are
l:opper wire, is much less than on plant and rna:
chinery, generators and dynamos. and so forth, because copper has always a large residual value.
!I897. By Mr, Solly.-Doe that 4! per cent.
extend all over the tramway sy,.,em of New South
Wales ?~-Yes, I will give you particulars.
The
report shows that the earniIlgs for the year increased
by £88,000, or 8.02 per cent. The worl~ing expenses increased by £108,000, or 12.33 per cent.
The ratio of working expenses to capital was 82.96
per cent., as against 79.77 per cent. for the preceding year. The profit was £4 lOS. 6d. per cent.
on the capital as against £S 12S. 2d. for the preThe net return per tram mile was
ceding year.
2id. as against 2!d., a falling off of 18.18 per
cent.
What are known as the city and suburban
and North Shore trams sh.owed a profit of about
S per cent" but all the other tramways showed a
loss, the principal ones being Newcastle and Broken
Hill, though on some of the outer lines there was
a loss of £16,644, induding interest and capital.
In addition to that, the Broken Hill, Newcastle,
ancI two or three other small lines were written
down to th~ <extent of £89,214,
I ,do not know

how it has been done, because there is no b'alancesheet published, but the accounts show the capItal
cost as that much less in I9IO than 1909. There
is no realization of tram track Of anything else,
There were
so that is an actual writing down.
two small extensions at Broken Hill costing
NrI9214
,
, and as Broken Hill was written down
£6,83 2 there ~as an ,actual loss apparently there
on capital and workmg expenses of £26,000.
Newcastle s\'stem showed a writing down of
£64 000 including new expenditure on the track."
The' only cost it doe~ not show or include is the
expeuse there may havf' been on cars for Broken
Hill. The total writing down was £108,628, so
that on all lines outside Ihe city there was a very
substantial 'loss.. The Clty and the North Shore
lines are regarded as separate,
II898. The development of Newcastle since the
tramway system has been e.stablished has been very
marked ?-Yes, but that mIght be more on account
of the increase of coal output rather than the tramways.
n899. The State, as a whole, may have lost
money by the tramway system, but the people in
that district, as well as. business generally, have
gained tenfold ?-Then the people who gained
should pay the loss, not the people of the State
as a whole.
119° 0 . The people, as a whole, could afford to
!'tand the loss better than the people of Newcastle.
In New South 'Males they bear one another's burdens ?-I have the old-fashioned idea that a business undertaking should be run on business lines
and that people getting the benefit should pay for
it. J do not think Ballarat would like to pay for
a loss on the Melbourne tramways.
11901, It is question of what benefit the people
of Sydney have received from the development of
Newcastle ?-And it is a question also whether the
development is not more due to the largely increased coal export trade than to the tramways. I
do not think the tram)vays ha.ve increased the population of Newcastle, although they may have inC'n~ased the convenience of the residents.
II902. It has increased the business resourc,:s
of Newcastle, to my own personal knowledge, and It
has increased the output of the manufacturing industries of New South Wales. Sydney supplies to
Newcastle almost the whole of the manufactured
articles it requires, so it has done good to Sydney,
and although Sydney people may have had to pay
something on the Joss on the tramway system J'"et,
on the whole, they have gained ?-It is a pity then
they do not extent the tramways right through the
State and run them at a loss for the ultimate benefit
to be obtained.
Il903. By tlle ClIairman.-Are you in favour
of the establishment of a Greater Melbourne Coun('il with power to take over and control (a) tramways j (b) sewerage and water supply, storm water,
g::rs' and electric light, cemeteries, fire brigades, public parks, River Yarra and other metropolitan rivers,
abattoirs, hydraulic power (or some of them), and
other matters of common interest to the municipalities ?-No, I am not.
1[904. 'Would you indicate what reasons lead
you not to favonr the creation of 'such a council?In the ~rst place, it seems to me that the area of
the Greater Melbourne Council is so great that
il would be a very difficult matter for anyone body
to control over such a wide area the various Ulilierraking1' that are referred to. In the second place.
in such a: large area. there is a lac~ of community
of interest in the municipalities which would he
necessary or desirable were a large undertaking
controlled by one body. The area of Greater Melbourne of 25 municil)alities is I40,000 acres in
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round figures, or about 22 square miles. The popula.tion according to the census is 560,000 approxiacre, which is. one of the sparsest
mately, or 4
populations
any large city in the world. Take
Manchester. Its area is 19,059 acres, and the
population, according to the 1901 census, is
610,832, "which is 32 per acre, or eight times as·
great as Melbourne.
Glasgow has an area of
12,618 acres and a population of 781,000, or 66
per acre. Birmingham has 42.17 per acre, Liverpool 48.08. The London County Council area has
a population of 107.42 per acre. That is on the
census figures of 1901. The population is more
dense to-day. This bears out my contention that
the very large area and the sparse population would
make it a difficult matter for a body to control
these various undertakings and interest. It is very

Deserlptlon.

different in the much smaller areas in England,
where the municipalities do control many of tlfe
undertakings .that have been mentioned. Then,
again, there is such a great variety in the various
subjects mentioned in this question that I think it
would be almost impossible to obtain a body with
the necessary experience wno could take charge of
the various matters. In the Old Country, where
many of these things are controlled by the munici.
pal councils, they bave come to them gradually,
and the members of the councils have acquired experience of the various matters, but the taking over
of ali these matters by any newly created body
would, I think, lead to confusion. I have made
out a list showing how they are controlled at pre·
sent, under each heading:-

Revenue.

Number of Dlreewl'!! on Board,
Trust, or Committee.

Tramways5 directors
626,697
Melbourne Tramway CO.'s Undertaking
5 trustees
Prahran and Malvern Trust
7,153
English Co., with local manager
North Melbourne Tramway Co.'s Undertaking, 31st May to
17,396
30th September, 1910 (this includes electric lighting)
Leased bv Council to two individuals
N orthcote Cable Tram
Leased by Council to one individual
Co burg Horse Tram
Sandringham-!Jheltenham Tram
In hands of Melbourne Trust Ltd.
543,768
40 members of Board
Sewerage and Water
Storm Water.
Hydraulic Power ..
3 directors
19,247
Gas UndertakingsMetropolitan Gas Co.
8
566,490
Williamstown Gas Co.
5
5
Brighton Gas Co.
15,415
5
Footscray Gas Co.
12,043
Box Hill Gas Co.
Engli81~' Co., with 2 local directors
5,913
Heidelberg Council
4,000
Gas Works Committee (5 members)
lIfoorabbin Council
Gas Committee (7 members)
1,908
Electric SupplyMelbourne City Council
120,362
Electric Supply Committee (6
o
members)
Melbourne Electric Supply Co ...
44,396
English Co., with 2 local directors
Cemet.eries'
Melbourne General Cemetery
4,246
6 trustees
New ~Ielbonrne General €emetery
10 managers
1,091
Boroondara Cemetery .•
6 trnstees
8,812
Spring Vale Cemetery ..
6
772
St. KHda Cemetery
11
],309
Heidelberg Cemetery
7
208
Coburg Cemetery
7
1,063
Footsoray Cemetery
5
564
Brighton Cemetery
1,609
7
Cheltenham Cemetery
5
101
Williamstown Cemetery
8
893
Box Hill Cemetery
9
373
"
Fire Brigade
62,937
9 representatives
(3 each Government, Municil)alities, and
Insurance Cos.)
"
Public Parks and ReservesMetropolitan Parks and Gardens
Joint Vote, £5,000; 12 members, representing Go.
agistment
and
vernment and City Council
other fees, £972
AbatklirsCity Abattoirs
16,269
Abattoirs and Cattle Markets
Committee (6 members)
South Melbourne
2,262
Public Works Committee (8
members)
Richmond
Public Works (whole Council)
2,400
In aduit,ion to these there are3 ]).[unicipal Abattoirs
Oakleigh, Musgrave, Nuna.
wading, and
19 l'rivate Abattoirs.
Board of Health ..
-: .
9 representatives (2 Government,
7 Munici palitics)
Health Committee of Melbourne City Council
6 members
Hackney Carriage Acts.
Rivers and Streams.
River Bank and Foreshore Improvements.
Refuse and Garbage DispoSll1.
Other matters. .
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Altogether there are nearly 200 persons engaged
in the management of the various public undertakings or institutions mentioned in .the statement,
and they have all had more or less experience in
the management of them, but I do not know how
you are going to get such a. body that will manage
all of them properly.
II905. By tlte Cltairman.-But the question asks
"Do you favour the establishment of a Greater
Melbourne Council with power
take over' and
control," not to immediately take over and control, so that if an Act were drafted under those
terms the council would have power to take over
and control the various matters when in its discretion it thought fit?~ The various councils control almost all of them at present. One which
they do not control now is the Melbourne Gas Company, 'and the one which we have been discussing
which will, 1 presume, be taken over b, the muni.
cipalities shortly, that is the tramways. I do not
see that any advantage is likely to accrue from
. transferring the. management of these undertakings
from the local councils to a newly elected body
which may not have the experience the local councils have.
IIQo6. Are vou in favour of amalgamateq muni·
cipalities ?-Yes, I think that is very desirable. I
would like to see municipalities grouped together,
in which there is a community of interests. The
Citv Council has done a little in that way and is
prepared to go further, and I am glad to see that
1t has been discussed, at any rate, in other dis·
tricts. I think it is highly desirable, and it might
be a step towards an ultimate Greater Melbourne,
and is, I think, the best way to achieve that end
if it be a desirable end.
·II907. \Vhen you say that, have you in mind
a Greater Council that would absorb all the muni·
cipalities ?~- Yes, to unite them all is my idea.
11908. There would be on~ municipal council fat
the whole of Melbourne and suburbs ?-I would
not go quite so far as that. The th'iI'lg would work
itself out. If the number of muniCipalities was
reduced to .seven or eight, each would be more sub·
stantial than at present, .and could undertake many
things that they find a difficulty in doing just now.
The grouping which the toW!) clerk explained to
you is a good example, although I do not say it is
Derfed. There is a. communi tv of interest in those
municipalities. Those municipaHties have a population of between 50,000 and 70,000, and each of
those would have a larger revenue, and with a
larger population and larger revenue would be able
to take on certain public matters which they caunot do at present, such as electric lighting.
II909. Is your ideal to have the present number of metropolitan municipalities reduced to seven
or eight ?~-Yes.
II910. And even then you would not favour anether body-a Greater Melbourne Council-with
.power to take over certain public utilities ?-No, I
think it would be even less necessary than now.
If there were only seven or eight bodies they could
work together in harmony. I think they do so
now to a large extent, and they would do so then
more easily.
II911. Then you give me. to understand that the
future authority, in your opinion, to take over the
control of the tramways should be a municipal body
somewhat on the lines outlined by the recent Conference?-Yes. And I think the extension of tramways will do a great deal to bring the VarIOUS
municipalities together in that direction.
II9T2 .. By Mr. lI1el17brey.-Would you suggest
thllt thev should take oyer the whole of the tram·
\I"riys, nletropolitan and suburban ?-Th::.t is the in·

to

tentiol1. That is on the programme of the Conference under the scheme on which the Bill is bas~,
that all tramways in the metropolitan area should
be municipally owned and controlled by one body
elected by the municipalities.
II9I.3. By ~fr. Solly.-You say that you do not
think it would be possible for a Greater Melbourne
Council to carryon work similar to that· done by
the London County Council ?-1 do not think that
I said that
I said it would be a very difficult
matter to get a body which could properly manage
the interests that are mentioned here.
11914. What do you consider would be a great
difficulty for members of a county council such as
i;; proposed to deal with?- I mentioned that you
would find it difficult to get a body that could
manage such a variety of undertakings ana interests. We have in Melbourne a population of a
little over half a million, and in the London County
Council area, which is half of ours, there is a
population of four and a half millions. That
means about 28 times our density of population.
They have a larger area of selection, and if you
read the list of tne members of the London County
Counril you will see that there are peers, baronets,
members of Parliament, &c. When I say members
of Parliament I refer to all classes, labour members as welL But they largely consist of estate
owners, merchants, and others. It is a widely representative body, as it should be, but they have
a very wide area 9f selection which we have not
here. We have not got the leisured classes to take
up the work.
II9I5. A Greater Melbourne Counc"il would not
have to deal with a number of things which the
London County Council deals with, for instance,
lunatic asylums, public libraries-:-thej\ are both
under State control-baths and wash-houses, technical instruction, music halls, education. Surely if
the London Count v Council members can deal with
question~ .of that ~ature, the representatives of the
people of Victoria, born almost of the same race,
could use the same intelligence, could deal with
any matters that may be left to them. Do you
mean to say that the peopJe here are not as intelligent as the people in England ?-1 have not said
so.
IIQI6. What then can I assume from your reasoning?-I say we have not the large area from
':lhich to select people with the necessary ability,
and the necessary leisure to devote to these duties.
I 1917. I understand vou favour uuifica t10n of
the municipalities in the' metropolis of Melbourne?
-Not at present. I favour a grouping of muni·
cipalities which will reduce the number -from 22
in the Metropolitan Board of\;jlorks area to about
seven or eight.
11918. By tlte Clzairmatt.-Do you agree with
the evidence given bv the town clerk of Melbourne
as to the policy tha't should be adopted for Melbourne and municipalities ?-1 did not hear all his
evidence, but, generally speaking, I indorse what
h<~ has said.
II919. He suggested municipalities should be
grouped and unified so that they will cover an area
having common interests. Do you agree with that?
~-Yes.
I would -favour seven or eight municipalities being grouped in that way, but there is nothing
arbitrary in that.
. II9Z0. By illr. Solly.-Do you recQgnise there
IS a very large number of important things that the
whole of the community are interested
?-Undoubtedly.
r r 92 L The health of the people, for instance, is
a very important matter. If 'there were half a
dozei1 unified municipal councils, all with different
pl"n"rs, hen\' -::0uld you dl"al on a uniform hasis with
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the health of the people of the metropolis of Mel-'
think, that in regard to health matters,
they have not got varied' powers. They have some
powers under the Health Act, and they could act
as they do now. There is a Board of Health into
which Melbourne is grouped for. the purpose of
electing representatives to it, and they will. be
grouped then just the same, although the groupmg
might not be identicaL
II922.· And you carry that system out ?~Yes.
II923. Do you think it has been very effective?
---I think it has done a deal of good work. I
certainly think· that each municipality is more likely
to look after itself, and its neighbour, than perhaps
one large municipality which might attend to one
.
part and neglect another.
II924. And you think that if a county counCIl
were formed on the lines of the London County
Council that a
neglect of work would necessarily take place
did not say so. I said that
there would be a greater liability to certain areas
area
being overlooked or neglected in a very
than in a smaller one.
II925. Are you not more likely to have a patched
up system of municipal work, where one municipality is doing one thing, and an?t?er. ::noth~r.
Supposing you had half a dozen mU!1lClpahtles wIth
the control' of parks and gara~ns. One would be
botching one iob UP and another one trying to improve another piece of ~vork, !lnd betw~n the whole
it would not be a beautLfjpd CIty ?~I thmk the pa.rks
and gardens are a very great credit to the city~
I I926. But are they' not under one control?~
They are under one body which represents. various
interests. The Government have representatives, because they contribute to the cost of a number of
them, and the various municipalities also have re. presentatives.
I I927. But there is practically one control?~
Yes.
I1928. And it has been a great advantage ?Yes, and therefore there is no necessity for altering that.
I I929' If the principle applies in connexion
with parks and gardens, why should it not apply
so far as other public interests are cOncerned?It does apply.
Il930. But YOIl say yOll believe in half-a-dozen
municipal councils controlling these various interests ?-Yes.
But they get it where it is a
matter of general ·interest. as !11 health, or the
running of tramways. They get it unitedly ,\S is
proposed to. be done.
[193 I. Then you think that these other public
int(;rests such as public health, parks and gardens
should be controlled just as at present?~ YteS. I
think member~ of the bodies take a greater interest
in their 'work than thev would if the interest were
handed over to One body.
I1932. The question of baths and wash-houses is
It very important thing, is it not ?Yes.
The Melbourne City Council has ,done it!> duty in that direc'tion, but the faciliiies they have given are not
a vailed of to the extent they might be.
1I933· By tile Clwirman.-~Is there anything further you wish to add ?~No I have not gone into
this matter as fully ;1S 1 might have done. because
the town clerk covered so much ground, and I
agree with his evidence in the main.
bourne?~ I

T Ite witness withdrew.

John Clayton, Town Clerk of Melbourne, further
examined.
1I934· By the Chairman.-On the last day yOIl
gave evidence before us yon were dealing with the
question of the est<1blishment of a Greater Melbourne Council, with power to take oyer and control
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the tramways and c..ertain other public. utilities
which were enumerated. Have you anythlllg further to add to your answer to that question?~
I would first of all like to refer to one or two
matters on which Mr. Cabena was speaking just
now in reply to Dfr. Solly.
Mr. Solly referred
to the question of haths.
That is a matter on
which I think individual action on the part of the
councils has produced very good results. The city
has handled the ,subject fairly well. It is costing
the City Council now 'something like .£~,500 a
to maintain the public bathing establIshments
which are in existence in the city. They are showing their des iT!:: to provide this accommodation. f<?r
the citizens, even though at a loss, because It IS
looked upon as being an essential-dement in municipal life to establish those places.
Fitzroy has
made a splendid effort, Rkhmond and Hawthorn
and illliJl1d towns have all tackled the subject
very well. The question of health was also mentioned. It seems to me that the proposal to create
a body which shall have the absolute I;ontrol of
health matters in its district is going to produce the
Very thing which it is tiesired to avoid.
Health
cerfainly is one of the matters which should be con·trolled throughout the State. Any departure from
that should C;nly be in regard to local administra·
tion. That being so, there is nothing to be gained
by creating ~n independent body !O bt: an intermediary between the health admimstratlOn of the
State and the health administration of the indio
vidual municipality. To create another body which
is going to have greater powers than the municipal
councils will probably produce a conflict with the
State authorities, and do more harm than good.
II935. By Mr. Solly.--Do not epidemics, as a
rule break out when the density of population is
greatest ?~Yes.
II936. Take, for example, a contagious disease
like tuberculosis. The prevention of a thing like
that is a very important matter.
There are no
means now of getting at the root of the evil, that
is of following the thing into the workshop.
It
is followed lip to the house where the person lives,
hut the r:ont:lgion tak~s place not so much in the
home he lives in, but where he distributes. That
is in a factory, where he may be working in company with zoo or :{oo penions. I will give you a
case in point. There is a factory in Melbourne
where 23 men died within a very short period owing
to two brothers who had tuberculosis going into the
factory.
The health authorities followed these
brothers to their homes, and fumigated the place,
but no action was taken in regard to the factory
where the seeds of the disease had been sown. The
result was the Joss of those 23 lives ?~-Do I understand you to say that 2;) persons died in a very
short time hom tuberculosis, and that the Board
of Public Health, which controls the whole State,
took no action?
II937. They took action after J reported the
matter, but it was a private individual who had to
fossick the thing out.
As a matter of fact, the
very factory itself had never been cleansed by the
proprietors' for "omething like three 01:' four years?
-~And if the State failed in that, do you think this
greater authority would meet with any greater
success?
I do not think the 30-called county
council would have had the opportunity or would
have been able, or more likely to discover the matter, and have it dealt with, than the health authority
of the State to whom all these matters are reported,
as well as to the local authority.
I I938. But as it was a Board not directly reo
presenting the people, the people did not recognise
the responsibijity of the Board. Any Board elected
indirectly by the people, and the people having no
(;
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chance to criticise their action from the public platform when they seek re-election becomes a dead
body, and I say that if the Public Health Board
were elected directly by the people these questions
would be raised every election, and there would be
a live, energetic body looking after this very important matter?~ There is no question for me to
answer in that, but I differ from it all the same.
The Board of Health is a State, body, and is subject to the direct control of members of Parliament, who are certainly' supposed to be in the
dosest possible touch with the whole community.
Those members sutely_ must carry some of the blame
for not having exercised the control which is vested
in them, and them only of dealing with the Board
of Public Heahh.
II939. These questions are ralsed in Parliament
annually?-If so, Parliament surely is not failing
in its duty in seeing that the Board does its work
properly. I fail to see how the Board of Health
did not recognise the matter, and take action in it.
The question is how to 'get the knowledge of the
thing. Did tliat occur any length of time back?
II940. About eighteen mOIlths or two years ago?
-Was it since compulsory notification?
II94I. Compulsory notificatlOn is supposed to
have been in force for years ?-If it were before
compulsory notification you will recognise one of
the difficulties they have had to face.
II942. Compulsory notificatIOn amounts to this,
that the health officer for the municipality must
report to the Council ,the cause of the death of a
person ?-That is not so. The doctor attending the
person is the person who is first saddled with the
reporting. The duty is cast upon the medical' attendant to report to the local authoritv and to the
Board of Public Health the fact of' the existence
of the disease. I do not know where this factory
you refer ·to is, but if it is in the city I should
like to know.
11943. It was in the city of Melbourne ?-Under
ordinary conditions the first step would have been
to follow the patient to his workshop, and I can
give you instances where we have taken action in
the workshop, with the result that the person
suffering from the disease has been required to leave
those workshops.
I could cite a number of instances. Without attempting to argue tillS point I
want to point out that the common practice of the
health officer is to report the cause of death, the
doctor attending the patient, if it is a contagious
disease, necessarily reports to the authorities the
facts of the case.
II944· The only thing that the health authorities do is to sponge the walls down, and g{·nerallv
cleanse the dwelling house of the person aJfected,
but they do 110t follow the man into his workshop,
and take any action with regard to that workshop.
Withont attempting to argue this point, in the case
I referred to the patients were living outside of
Melbourne, but they \~orked in a -Melbourne factory?--I want to point out that as the patient resided outside the city we would not have alty notification of the existence of the disease, and there!ore -;e would have no cognisance of the factory
m whIch the patient worked.
With the city of
Melbourne, and J miflht say the same with regard
to the other municipalities, on the reporting· of a
case of contagious disease, the officer of health,
simultaneously with his dealing with the home. ajso
deals with the place of business, and I will tell
you we have carried it so far that we have practically shut a shop up by the mode that was
adopted.
.tH)4,'i· But the question of ell!;)] control comes
in. In the municipality where the man resided the

health authorities took the necessary action, so fat
as his private residence was concemed, but (this is
what I object to) no report was sent in to your
council notifying that a certain person working in
a factory in your municipality was suffering from
You were ignorant of it, but only
tuberculosis.
ignorant because there was dual control. If there
were one authority to deal with the whole of these
questions these matters would be settled ?-And
that would be satisfactory, and that is as it is toBut with the body you are proposing it
day.
would not be as it is to-day. You are proposing
a body which is limited to the metropolis, and consequently a man living outside the radius of the
metropolis the evil YOll refer to would still con·
, tinne to a great extent.
II946. The Board of Health, as you know, is
represented under the grouping system by the
various municipalities admittedlv under Government
control, but the members are not sent there directly
by the ratepayers, and if you were to ask the memo
bers of the municipal council who represented the
municipality on the Board of Health I do not
think many members of council would be able to
tell you ?-May I point out that the mere matter of
election has nothing whatever to do with the administration.
If the administration of the duties
of the Health Board is going to be dependent on
the mode of election of the representatives on that
Board then I am afraid it is going to depend on
a very weak stick. If it is going to be removed
from the shoulders of the officers who are plljd for
the work, and who must· be primarily responsible
for the administration 'of that work, you are going
to make a sorry step,
1I947. By iYfr. Durcau.~There is dual control
in regard to health by the Board and the councils,
and in some respects the Board has not power to
compel a council to take a certain action. It only
requests ?~I do not know of any case where it
only can request, because the general principle of
the Health Act is it makes an order of the council
calling upon it to do, and on disobedience it can
enforce its order in the Court. That applies both
to the making of local laws, and the administration of the Act.
II948.Supposing the administration of the
Health Act was taken from the council and placed
in the hands of the Health Board?-Then that is
an ,effective answer to this question, because this
suggests the creation of a minpr body which shall
be intrusted with the administration of the Health
Act, ,and I say if it be sound in this county council
it will be sound with't\1e local council, if not more
so.
My argument for that is that which is put
forwa.rd by Mr. Solly, namely, that in the local
COUIlClI the members ar'e subject to direct representation, and therefore the ratepayers of the district have direct control over the administration of
their own local health laws.
11949. By iYlr. Cltampion.-·-Do you consider that
the dual control on the Board of Health has been
satisfactory ?~I do not think for one moment that
t!le fact that there is double control is an objectIOn. If you are going to talk of administration,
each individual district must answer for itself, but
I say that the State control and the local control
have proved themselves to be very satisfactory
where properly administered, and I will go further
and say it is practically the universal practice in
Grcat Britain and her dependencies.
JI950· By tlte Hon. S. StemberJr.-Has there
not been a great deal of trouble between the Cit1
Council and the Board of Health ?-If you will
remember I used the words "with satisfactory
administration," that is the central bodv and th(
local body working together as they should, and
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I may say that in the case of the city they certainly
do. I think we get the best possible results.
II95I. By Air. C1Ulmpiolt.-In the case of inspection of public buildings, have you known of
uny friction occurring between the Board of Health
and the local authority. Do the local authorities
comply with the requirements of the Board of
Health ?-They cannot help themselves.- As the
Board of Public Health has the last word they
must comply.
The experts may hold a. different
opinion, just the same as two engineers may differ.
II952. By lllr. Dureau.-The Board of Health
is supposed to approve of the plans before building is proceeded with?-The Board of Public
Health forwards to the local .authority the notification of its requirements upon those plans. I only
know of one ~r two cases where there has been any
material difference between the ~xpert offices of the
Board of Public Health and those of the local
Board.. In the districts outSIde the city the Board
of Public Health relies very often upon the offices
of the local Board for administration.
II953· Would you 'advise that the local council
be made supreme in the administration of the
Health Act?-No, certainly not ..
II954. By Mr. Cltampion.-In the event of your
council being interested in the building and certain
alterations being necessary, the Board of Health
would demand that its requirements be complied
with. Is it your experience that those requirements
are complied with 'by your council immediately?In the main.
II955· And no attempt is made to avoid them?
~No, certainly not to avoid.
Circumstances may
arise when it may be expedient to suggest a delay,
or it may be a case where there is a difference of
opinion between the expert otIicers, in which event
I am not prepared to say that the other must always
prevail.
However, if the Board indorses the
opinion of that officer then, of course, the Board
prevails, and rightly so. I can quote an illustration where the reverse procedure tooIf place. The
City Council felt it incumbent to place in writing
its objections to the continuance of a certain large
public building frequented by the public nightly in
very
numbers, because the Board of Health
would not insist on some improvements being carried
out. A point which I do not think has been made
in dealing with this question 1S this: The question is introduced as having a bearing on the tramway question.
The tramway matter is somewhat
urgent. The creation of a county council on anything like the lines that 'ue mentioned in this question does not need to be urgent, because it is not
at all likely to be brought ihto effect for a conThe vast amount of destruction
siderable time,
that will have to be done before 'ou can attempt
to create at ali will, I am sure, Jend to prevent
any such body as that coming into existence for a
v~ry considerable. time, so that from the point of
Vlew of the tramway system it certainly will not
be an advantage to' establish such a body. You
will notice that first we will have to destroy the
Metropolitan Board of Works, the Fire Brigade
Bo::t1:d, the Board of Public Health; and the question of the tramways wi1l sink almost into insignificance when you come to deal with the purchasing
of all the interests in the different gas undertakings,
the different electric supply undertakings, municipal and private, and abattoirs, which are not so
important.
The others are matters of very considerable importance from a public convenience
point of view, qs also from a-financial point of'
view. I do not think there is any likelihood of a
body which is going to take the whole of those
powers O\'er being created for some considerable
time.
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II956. By the Chairman.-The question only
suggests the desirability or otherwise of forming
a body with power to take over and control the
public utilities which have been enumerated.
It
does not imply that they must necessarily be taken
over immediately, but possibly gradually taken over
as may be thought expedient ?-That would answer
my objection to a great extent.
How far that
would stand I do not know, becanse after all is
said and done the issue would be just as important
in the granting of the power to take them over as
in the actual taking over, and if I were going to
fight against the taking over I would probably fight
equally as strongly against giving authority to take
them over later on. The granting of the authority
to do a thing is where the fight takes place rather
than in the details of the doing of it afterwards.
As far as the manner of their tqking over is concerned it all bears out what we have in our minds.
There is the body proposed under the' conference
scheme composed of representatives of 26 municipalities being created for the purpose of taking
over the tramway system, and after it has -shown
by some few years of experience that it is a body
competent to do that work, if it is intrusted by
Parliament with such powers, the body is already
created if it is desirable to take over the other
matters.
II957· By jJ1r. Champion.-How do you say it
has shown it is competent ?·~If after a period of
years it has shown itself to be a body competent
to manage public affairs by the manner in which
it has' managed the tramway system, it might well
be considered whether it sbould not be intrusted
also with the electric supply system: For instance,
when. it is generating poweI for the tramway system It would not be a great step to say this is a
fine body to take over, gas and the electric light
supply_
1195 8 . By the Cltairman.-You would regard the
Tramway Trust outlined by the Municipal Con. ference as the nucleus of a Greater Melbourne
Cc;uncil ?--:I cannot conceive any better, but with
thIS exceptIOn that I think the area it comprises is
a long way too large for any body which is going
to have vested in it the number of enterprises or
municipal works which have been suggested. Reference was made to the London County Council.
'~'he popula~ion .there is great, and it is dense, and
ttIC area whIch It covers is approximately only half
of what it is composed
whilst if we take .the
area which c~rtain local authorities assert should
be thE' area of the greater body, the area of the
London County Council is insignificant.-[Witlless
here handed in diagrams showjng tlte comparative
areas covered by the London County Council ('md
the proposed Greater i1f elbourne Council.]
Melbourne, comparatively spealcing, has only a small
population, and it is scattered over an immense area,
which will rna lee it very difficult of administration.
II959· I understood that you were in favour of
a Greater Melbourne Council that would absorb
absolutely ,all the municipalities ?-No, I did not
say all. I gave what I thought was a clear indication of the limits of unification, that limitation
being such an area that each separate brahch of
the municipal work can be well controlled oy the
brain of one man. Taking into consideration the
facility with which this Tramway Trust can be
cc:nstituted and brought into existence as'l~ompared
WIth any bo.dy such as that spoken of, I am satisfied of this that for some ot the biggest undertakings, and with our large areas and our small
populations, and also our small selection of men
for the municipal work of the metropolis, we shall
get very much better result') if these men are intrusted with only a portion of the duties to be
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performed.
I am satisfied of this, that if we are
to have any benefit from the persons who constitute
that Board in the shape of a personal knowledge
of the work of. that Board, as was suggested just
now then your county council is going to fail.
Thi;~[holdillg up volume ]~contains the estimates
for one year of the London County Council. I d:>
not think the average member of a county counCIl
can take in all' that is in that book.
11960. By hiT. Solly.~The members of the
county council have to do work equally as important
and equally as large as the members of Parliament in this State ?~More so, 1 think. 1 do not
say he does it as well, but he certainly has more
important work to do, and has it more under his
own direct touch.
This~[hold'illg up another
volume ]-contains the notice-paper for one meeting
of the London County Council, and consists of 18'7
pages.
If anyone wishes to tell me that the .90
or 120 gentlemen who were present at _that meetmg
were seized of all that was in that notioe-paper, 1
1 was pres~nt
will beg leave to differ from it.
at one of their meetings, and was, of course, mteres ted in the manner in which the work was done.
Thev are very keen in their business, and every
man'is in earnest. The body is an important body,
and does good work, and does that work well, but
at the same time 1 am satisfied that the great bulk
of the work of the London County Council is the
work of its committees, which it must always be
in any big public body, but not to the same extent.
The variety of work carried oilt by the London
County Council is egualled by a number of provincial cities. But the London County Council has
not had the effect of doing away with the other
bodies, inasmuch as in London itself there are, as
1 mentioned, 28 metropolitan borough councils and
29 sets of officers, and in many cases they are doing
the same work.
The health question, to which
specially stronll" reference has been made, is being
administered by both on exactly the same lines as
it is here.
11961. By Mr. Cltampion.~In Glasgow, Liverpool, Manchester, and the other big cities, how
does the franchise compare for liberality with that
in Melbourne and suburbs ?~So far as suburbs are
concerned, I think it is vel y much on the same
lines.
I am speaking now of English provincial
CItIes.
I will give you, if 1 may, a definite
The
statement of those l1l cOmparison later on.
English local government is very much on our own
lines. The London County Council, -I think, is on
broader lines. As to the work done, this~[holding
up vOlumeJ:--is a report of the work ~one by the
council during the year.
I am certam that the
work of the tramway system of the metropolis will
be very much better performed, and certainly the
community will have a better knowledge of its
work if it be carried out as the work of a separate
body, independently of the many other municipal
enterprises which are also placed in bodies.
At
the same tin1e~I want to be consistent~I do not
favour a separate body for every undertaking.
There are many of those undertakings which I do
not think are, so to speak, common to a series of
municipalities at all, and if there were an inner
grouping such as has been mentioned by Mr. Cabena
the great majority of the works mentioned in the
list submitted to me would be subjects for administration by a larger municipality.
Sewerage
and water supply necessarily are greater, and are
at the' present time vested in the Melbourne and
Metropolitan Board of Works, and ye~ I mentioned
as 8n illustration that some of the largest provincial cities 110t only control their m;n water supplies,
but the water supplies for areas many times larger
than themselves outside Storm water and hydraulic

power are necessarily matters more limited than
some other powers
Gas, electric, power, and light
are all matters which can well be controlled by
smaller municipalities.
Certainly the abattoirs
can. Refuse and garbage disposal must, because
the moment you are going to carryon that work
for a great area, and with gr,eat distances for
haulage, you are going to make it costly and unsatisfactory.
Destructors are things which should
be erected at such comparatively close intervals as
to reduce the necessity for and expense of haulage
of offensive matter, whatever it may be, and should
allow of it getting to the destructor as quickly as
possible:
The subject of the federation or unifiGltion of municipalities was one which was referred
to a Royal Commission which was distinctly in
favour of a unification scheme, and adverse to the
federated body, 'and they expressed themselves
ci~arly on that subject, and no further action has
been taken so far as I know since. I was asked
as to whether I thought the municipalities of the
inner area would be as likely to be favorable to
the construction of extensions or new lines in preference to taking over of, the present cable system.
For the moment I had forgotten to call the attention of the Commission to the fact that clause 3
deals with that point.
Clause 3 states, "The
Trust to be formed at the earliest possible date,
8nd the construction of the new lines both in the
inner and outer suburbs to be gone on with without
waiting for the termination of the present lease."
That is a very clear and definite statement as to
the wishes of the municipalities. Clause 9 of the
scheme also inaorses what I said about sectional
fares.
Sectional fares 011 all lines are made a
primary conditIOn.
11962. Your scheme, if I remember aright, is
silent as regards the acquisition of existing tramways in the outer suburbs ?~No. " The system to
include within its scope (a) Present cable and
horse trams; (b) All extensions and additions both
in the inner and outer area; (c) All other street
tramways, such as Prahran and Malvern, Essendon,
N orthcote, &c., with the consent of the municipal
councils interested on such terms as may be mutually arranged." Our Bill makes provision in that
direction.
I 1963. Does your Bill make provision for
the
amaig8mation of municipalities ?~Yes.
We have
provided for that, but in the event of amalgamation the interests of those municipalities are to be
conserved, and machinery has been provided for
that purpose.
It is provided definitely in the
Metropolitan Board of Works Act, and under that
Act when the city of Melbourne took over the districts of Flemington and Kensington' and North
Melbourne the ,epresentation on the Board still remained with the districts taken over.
119 6 4. But ",iii it not be slightly more difficult
her~ ?-·Has n'ot' every municipality got a member
~m It ?~Yes, but that would not materially affect
It:. We have already thought that out, and proVISIOn has been made clearly that in the event of
unification representatiOI! reriJaim to the area but
the representative must be one of the represent~tives
from that area in the new body. I would like to
say a word on one point that was not very promment when we were first touchmg on the question
of p~rchase, ~nd t?at is as _to the non-necessity for
any mtermedlary m rega:rd to the purchasing of
the Tramway Company's interests.
The owners
,ca~ deal with the lessee equally as well as any
~hud body who ~ight thin~ it necessary to step
III and purchase eIther On ItS own account or on
behalf of the mu.nicipaliti~s. It can make equally
8S good terms; m fact, It would be in a position
to make better terms} .inasmuch as it bas the
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covenants of the lease to one tramway company
with the power in its hands to force those covenants,
which may easily be made a set-off for pounds,
shillings, and pence of purchase money, and 1 think
it would be a factor in regard to bringing about
terms for any purchase of the lease which mIght at
Further, if
a later date be considered expedient.
any third party did act as that intermediary the
municipalities would be. in a very difficult position,
because the intermediary would have no financial
responsibility in regard to it, and could buy on
what it considered to be proper terms, and the
municipalities would be paying later on. Nothing
can be gajned by such a purchase, because legis·
!ated sanction would be necessary iri any case, and
It would be just as easy to get the legislative au·
thority for the constitution of the municipal Tram·
way;rrust with the powers which the Bill contains
to acquire all interest in alI such undertaking, and
it will be as easy to get that as it will to get the
sanction which will be necessary even for the Government to buy it.'
II965· Would you favour Parliament delegating
to the Tramway Trust the power that Parliament
reserves to itself to revise fares?-There would be
llO necessity.
It would have that. would it not?
II966. Under Act No. 765 Parliament has reo
served to itself the power to revise the fares to
be charged bv the company as long as the tramways re.!:nain the property of tht. company. Would
you be in favour of Parliament delegating that
:;ame P?wer to the. Tramway Trust ?-I thiuk that
1 f ParlIament carnes out the duties which are im·
posed on it at pres.ent and the preliminary steps
In regard to whIch It has taken by asking for the
opinion of the Commission, there will not be room
Parliament will be
for any further alteration.
able to do all that is neq;!ssary for the remainder
of this lease.
II9 6 7· Supposing Parliament determined that it
is not a duty but a right,' and that without having
e;"ercised such right itself it would delegate that
nght to the new Tramway Trust?-If Parliament
could be'so inconsistent then I should say the new
Tramway Tmst ought to take it. It would probably then be administered.
U968. Do you think that the new Trust would
exercise that right ?-If no revision is made in' the
interim I should say that the Trust, being the representative of the people, would certainly do what
have been asking Parliament fo do lately.
is certainly room for it.
11969. I do not know whether the company
would pretend that that was going outside the clause
that Parliament reserved to itself the disr:retion
mentioned, and should not ,hand over the discretion
to
one else ?-It probably would" but I take it
th~tt
Parliament is willing to vest that power in
another body it would be equally willing to do its
own work, e·specially as it has refrained'" from doing
it for so long.
Il970' You think the 'Jramway Company would
oppose that delegation?-The company has every
reason to be well satisfied with Parliament's ad·
ministralion of that clause up to date, and I think
that is one of the things which is responsible for
the present condition of affairs in regard to the
tramway undertaking.
lI97!. Bv
Mr. Cltampion.-With respect to
clause 3, several experts of undoubted reputation
have asserted, that the best way to give effect to
that policy will be to electrIfy extensions, be·
ginning on one route of the cable system so to
speak, and at the same time electrifying that section of the cable system. Would that modify your
views as to acquiring the balance of the lease 7Not one scrap, as far as immediate purchase is

concerned. You will remember that in my evidence
on that point I said that as soon' as the necessity
arises, for the new Trust to have the o\\nership and
control of the present cable system, so soon should
it have power to take it; and I have not rhe slightest
doubt it will exercise that power.
II 97 2. And what shal1 define the necessity of the
Trust ?-The very matter which you said just now
was the evidence of experts, that with certain eXtensions there should be, experimental if you like,
electrification of one line. Take the Bridge-road
line, which seems to stand out as being certainly
the best for any such work.
The moment the
Trust has reach'cd that position it should have
power to negotiate at once for. the purchase; in
other words, to take it subject to proper payment.
II973 .. S9 that as soon as the necessity for that
work arises· it would be advisable for the Trust
or the authority to
the cernpany's interest?
---Yes.
II 974. You do 110t think that necessity has arisen
at present ?-No, I say it would be perfectly" impossible to do it.
If the Trust ;,vere constituted
to-day there would .be no gain in asking the Tram·
way Company to hand over at once the Bridge.
road line, except for the all-powerful reason of
wishing to electrify it. It would, in my opinion,
be an error of judgment, because of the financial
complications which would necessarily be attendant
upon taking over the undertaking. But when that
other feature becomes such a prominent one,
namely, the necessity for electrification in conjunction with the rest of the scheme, then you must
face those oifficultle:..
II975. And you would consider the necessity fot
electrification an all-powerful reason ?-On the basis
of the opinion given by your experts, yes. I want
to make myself clear on that point that until Parliament has exercised its duty and the Court has
given its decision in
to the revision of
and the effects upon
financial position of the
company are apparent, certainly it should not be
a matter for immediate purchase of the company'~
undertaking. The company's fares have been al·
lowed to remain for a long period of years, despite
the clause in 'the Act giving Parliament the power
to revise. If Parliament thinks fit that that power
to revise should now be exercised, then let the
effect of the exercising of that power be apparent
upon the value of the company's interests before
buys it. There is no doubt it will have
an appreciable effect.
I would like to refer to
the question put to Mr, Cabena as to the necessity
from a public convenience point of view of the
immediate acquirement of the undertaking and its

immediate electrification, The whole of the questions put by Mr. Solly had a bearing only 'upon
special and emergency
and it matters not
what kind a f traction you have those difficulties
will arise, The average man's experience of suburban railway travelling will
anything ,you will
get under ordinary circumstances in tram traffic.
One frequently has the satisfaction of standing the
best part of the way to Brighton, and that is a
good distance to stand, in order to be carried
home.
.11976. By lIfr. Solly.-The tramway system has
outgrown it5elf in usefulness, as the suburban railway system has also outgrown Itself in usefulness
,IS a'means of transit for the people.
And, there,
fore, the experts say electrification of the railways
is essential for the purposes of carrying the public
ro their destination ?-- But electrification will n~t ger
over that difficulty, \Vherever J have travelled th(;
,arne trollble arises. Given a holiday cwwd, ;;1'.1
your mode of locomotion fails.

'.
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the city of Footscray, and we are also going to
I I 977. I said this is an occurrence which happens every Saturday afternoon ?-Which is an give a supply for the new cordite factory. O~r
supply is given at our boundary, and the baSIS
equivalent to a holiday crowo.
II978. And almost during all the. spring ,:nd that we arranged with Footscray is what might be
summer months, when people want to be earned termed a retaining fee, that is a charge of £8 per
by the tramway, they cannot get accommodation. annum for each k'ilowatt of maximum demand (that
That is a common thing, and it is to be depl?:ed provides llS with a certain return to meet our
that a city like Melbourne should be in the po::ntlOn standing charges on the plant necessary for genethat it cannot take its people to the health resorts rating the supply if required) and .~d. for ev~r'y
of the metropolis ?-One of the biggest health re- unit consumed, and we have a guarantee of a mmlsorts is in the hands of the Government to-day, and mum revenue of £250 per annum. We undertake
it is failing most lamentably in its efforts to carry to supply up to a certain maximum demand, and
the people to that place. I refcl to the St. Kilda- they have to give us six months notice of any
, Brighton tramway, which is electrified and under appreciable increase in that demand so that we can
the control of the State. Therefore, electrification be ready to meet it.
I I 987. Are all those particulars contained in the
does not afford tne required relief, neither does
annual report ?-In the main. I will put the reState controL
II979. But if the Government fails to do some- port in for the information of the Commissign.thing, it does not make the argument any better, so [R eport handed in.]
far as the Tramway Company is concerned ?-I
II988. By the Chairmal1.-When you state that
only pointed out that the failure is on the part of the cost of production per. unit is .727 of a penny,
administration, and not due to the mode of what does that include ?-Costof generation. Our
traction used.
If you take the 60 cars on the costs are put under the following heading :-GeneSydney-road line, and especially if there is an ration, distribution, management, and these aggreextra trailer on, and multiply that 60 by the num- gated gIVe a total supply cost I.I5Id. Then we
Our
ber of people who get on the car (and I have seen add our capital charges on to that.
II8 people on a dummy and car on the South Mel- sinking fund and depreciation account is 7d.,
bourne line) then comes the question whether any and our interest is .7Id. The.727d. is the works
tramway can carry them unless you are going to cost, which comprises water, coal, engine-room
have a continuous line of cars.
stores, steam obtained by other means, repairs, \lnd
1I980. You want better headway?-At times it maintenance.
Take the
would be a physical impossibility.
II989· By /IIlr. Dureau.-What is your total supElizabeth-street line. If you will spend 10 minute.> ply cost?-I.ISId.
in Elizabeth-street on the Occasion of the next footI I 990. By /IIlr. Cha11lpioll.-What do the standball match on the Carlton ground, and be in Eliza· ing charges bring the total up to ?-2.Sd. apbeth-street about 2. 15, you will get some striking proximately.
,llustratiollS verifying what I have been saying.
II99I. By Mr. Dureau.-Can you say what is
II98r. By lifr. Dureau.-What reserve power ~he present capacity of those works ?-The electrical
has the. City Council at the central electric station? engineer informs me that our capacity to-day is
-About 25 per cent., which is equal to about 1.600 6,400 kilowatts.
kilowatts.
II99 2 • Can you say to what extent the cost of
II9 8z . What is the council's cost per unit to re- generating. would be reduced if the capacity was
duce electricity at the works ?-Generation, .727d. doubled ?-No.
It would depend on the output
Generation and distribution. in other words works and again the purpose for which it was required.
mst, .90S.
That is the average for the whole It makes a difference whether you are going to have
of our output. When I tell you that the charge your day load, night load, or continuous load. A
for part of our supply for power under the maxi- heavy lignting load is more profitable from :bne
mum demand system is ·~d. per unit you will think point of view.
it looks like a contradiction.
.
II993· Under municipal control of the tramways,
IH~83· What is the capital cost of the plant to- are the plant and works of the undertaking to be
day?-The total capital cost is £605,02S. The subject to a'tax by the municipalities ?-Yes.
capital cost as it stands to-day is £5°2,956.
II994· What should become of that tax ?-It
1I984· What was the net profit last year after should go to the ordinary revenue.
allowance for interest, sinking fund, d~preciation?
II99S· For the benefit of the municipalities?-After allowing for a silJking fund of I per cent. Yes.
on £526,000, and for depreciation and renewals,
11996 . Is any reference made to that in your
worked on a scientific basis, according to the life Bill ?-;Yes. We are making provision for it, and
of the plant, there is a profit vf £20,765 I3 s. zd. are endeavouring to work out the most equitable
Der'lucting the balance carried forward from the system by \yhich the outside municipalities shall get
Out of that the full benefit of the rateable value of the underprevious year gives us £19,531.
£19,53 1 the committee thought it expedient to. still taking.
further increase the contribution to depreciation and
II997· In what way would th~ outside municirenewals account, and provided an additional pality get the benefit of the rating if, say, the cen£5,000, making £25,765 to depreciation and re- tral power house was situated in Melbourne ?-That
newals account.
.
will depend on the system of rating. There are
II9 85· Could the reserve power you nO\v have various points which arise. Take the tramway sysbe used for the purposes of electric traction on the tem to-day. First, it is on the basis of the comtramways?-Yes.
Of course, it becomes a ques- pany's balance-sheet for the past year.
Having
~ion of d:egree. . I might go further, and say that ascertained what the company's revenue was and
If there IS any sound proposition in regard to the what iiS working expenses were, the company' Were
;;upply of power for a tramway system for ex- then allowed by law to make certain deductions
perimental and other purposes the power will be and having made all those deductions, we have ~
there.
balance remaining which is supposed to be the rate11086. To what extent and under what condi- able value of the whole undertaking.
The next
tions do you supply electricity to other municipali- thing is to deduct from that balance the rateable
ties or bodies ?-We only supply power to two at value, based on the principle of the Local Governpresent.
We have made arrangements to supply ment Act or our own Act, of the power-houses
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which are situated in the different districts. The
value of the inner portion of the tramway system
balance then remaining is apportioned amongst the
which would be the Melbourne portion.
municipalities through whose districts the lines run
'I2007.
Still, if you are deciding on a popula·
on the basis of the route miles.
tion basis ?~I said generally On a population basis.
II998. What is the basis in your Bill ?-I cannot tell you that. It is under consideration at the Special attention was given to that, because there
must be another factor besides mere population.
present time. If we try and avoid some of the
May I point out how population would be an
evils we have experienced with regard to tramway
rating, we will produce something which, if it be utLerly false basis if taken by itself. Let us take
the district of Hawthorn. It has a railway which
possible, wiII be more equitable for the whole of
serves a very large proportion of its population,
the municipalities.
.
and therefore to that extent the population is not
II999. Is that Bill drafted ?-Yes.
It is in the a factor in regard to the tramway service.
The
hands of the drafting committee and the barrister popUlation basis alone would not by any means be
to-day.
fair or equitable.
12000. You said that provision in the scheme had
12008. You say
"generally on a population
been made to conserve the interests of amalgamated
Will you explain in what, way 1'--- basis, " but influenced by the value of the undermunicipalities.
I cannot definitely yet. Ope clause which may be taking?~ Yes, the share of tht\ undertaking in the
accepted is on the lines of a clause in the Metr9- district.
polltan Board Act, although, as a matter of fact,
1200 9. 'What is the total amount of rates
rethe draftsman has another scheme in his mind which ceiveci from the Melbourne Tramway and Omnibus
I cannot quote.
.
Company Limited by the Melbourne City Council?
I2001; I understand then that it is a matter for
11:>0 ror the year 19II.
the Bill that is not decided?-That is so; it will
I20IO. Can you say approximately the total
be in it, and on the lines of the Metropolitan Boards
amc:unt saved to the municipality by the tramways
Act if we cannot improve on them.
havmg to maintain their tracks ?-I cannot give you
12002. What is the basis of representation 1'The expression used is, ".generally on the basis that. I was under the impression that Mr. Moun.
of population."
It was very clearly understood tain had.
1201I. Should tramways be run primarily for the
by the whole of the Conference that no one factor
could be a satisfactory one for settling such an benefit of the travelling public by giving cheap
fares and frequent service ?-By the word primarily,
important matter as representation.
do you mean necessarily at a loss? I think the
12003. If it is generally on a population basis,
what is proposed with regard to future increase or answer I gave you previously to that question that
decrease of population in the groups?-That is a a municipal tramway system is one which must be
matter that has been thought out, because it is .pos- largely run in the interests of the public, and in
sible they may be materially affected, and probably some cases regardless of financial results, which I
provision will be inserted for a revision. I will not . think is just as near as I can state it.
say a revision of the grouping, but some revision
12012. Do you think it should be run so much
of the representation should such an important in the interests of the public that the public would
change as that take place. The elections are carried receive .every concession possible up to the point of
out on the basis of population. When you are con- prevelltmg a loss ?-No, I do not, for this reason:
densing into two and a 'half pages of foolscap a Supposing we take Hawthorn as an example. The
big principle such as the one we are discussing, large number of residents whose rates are at stake,
necessarily you have to take your head lines as and whose capital is inv.ested in a tramway system
conveying a great deal more than appears on the
will not get the slightest benefit from that system
The. details have to be worked out.
surface.
personally, and therefore I do not see that their
When I t,ell you that those two pages and a half revenue should be used in establishing either a
of foolscap are represented by the draft Bill you
will be ableto follow me more clearly. The prin- tra:nw~y system or an electric supply undertaking,
ciple of election of represen~atives will in all prob- whlch lS to be run at the lowest possible co'st, bar
loss, for the benefit of a few consumers or travellers.
ability, I think, be- on the lines of the Adelaide
I think every portion of the
scheme, where the councillors assemble and voted
I2013· Should it be run for the purposes of
.as members. That: is the way it is provided, as a
matter of fact. and I do not know that we can get profit ?-Yes, it profit; but what profit, is another
Certainly the profit which will be made
anything that would be more equitable, but that has matter.
to be considered.
by a municipal undertaking will necessarily be
made on different lines to the profit which will
I2004. In applying the poputation test to Melbourne, if the population of the city considerably naturally be endeavoured to be made by a private
decreased, would the representation proposed in the company.
Trust remain unchanged ?-I think so.
First of
I2014. Should profit or public convenience reall, because I think there could not possibly be an ceive prior consideration ?-If you do otherwise one
appreciable decrease in the population of Mel- will fall.
bourne, so much of its area is residentIal.
I2015. Under those
circumstances convenience
12005. There has been a decrease in Sydney?and
profit
going
hand
in
hand, do you expect there
Sydney has an area of 3,000 acres, Melbourne
nearly 8,000, and a fairly large portion of that would be any large profit from the converted tramarea to-day is still unoccupied, certainly not densely way service as contemplated by the municipal
built on. ,I anticipate an increase in the population Trust ?~~If you mean do we expect. to make as
much as the Tramway Company made in the past,
of Melbourne, not a decrease.
I would say no.
There would be no such good
I2006. Yuu think then that if the popUlation
should considerably increase the representation pro- luck for us.
posed should be retained ?-There would be no jus12016. no you think you would make 5 per cent.
tification for any alteration, because one other factor profit ?-I would not get down to percentages. I
would come into play. The necessary increase in only mentioned the one example as showing what
the population area, and the extension of the tram- would happen, and your question enables me to
way system would tend to increase very largely the point out that the municipal services are conducted
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on lines that the States services are not, and that
the traffic arrangements which are under the control of the Statt: are absolutely controlled or influenced by the results in the shape of profit. We
are suffering to-day from things which will not be
done because they may not pay. The St. Kilda
to Brighton tramway is being run on a single line
at very considerable public inconvenience, and they
will not face the expenditure of making it a double
track.
I have heard there is a proposition to increase the number of turn outs, and to put on more
rolling-stock, but I will wait for the consummation
of that before I comment on it.
12017. Omitting any definite amount of profit,
do you think that the tramway service of Melbourne under municipal control would make a
narrow profit or a very large profit?-That would
depend entirely on_ the period of time.
For instance, for some few years to come there will necessarily be heavy stanciing charges.
12018. Take the first five years ?-I should say
there would not be a large profit made the first five
years. On the contrary, I should say it would be
rather the other way.
12019. If there w.ere heayy profit during the next
five or ten years, do you thmk that that profit would
be ab;;orbed immediately afterwards by concessions
to the public ?-I should say that the concessions
to the public would be made before the heavy proI cannot confit had been aT:isolutely received.
ceive of a municipal enterprise being allowed to
get to the stage of making a heavy profit.
Of
course, one naturally asks, what do you mean by
a heavy profit?
12020. Would 10 per cent. on such a capital outlay be a heavy profit ?-I prefer not to talk percentages.
12021. Councillor Cabena said in evidence when
per'
criticising the Malvern system, that I
car mile profit was not a fair supposition ?-It
depends o~ what !he -cost of t.he Malvern system is
per car nnle. What proportIOn is that penny to
I will give the experlence of some
the total?
English cities.-[T he witness here quoted excerpts
from several of the municipal undertakings of Great
i3ritai1l. ]
12022. On a great number of those tramways the
profit does not exceed ~. penny per car mile?-That
15 so, and how much did they put in in relief of
rates?

d.

Varying amounts, but I understand you
say, III effect, that you did not anticipate that
there. will be what may. be called a heavy profit
resultmg from the runmng of the tramways?r should say not. I do not think municipal government would allow such a thing.
I2024. And the tendency would be to run the
tramways for the benefit of the public, although
there would have to be a business basis in the
operation ?-If a municipal undertaking is not
carried out on business lines to that extent it will
be a failure.
I2023:

to

12025. But it would not be run with the object
of the profits being used in relief of rates ?-1
should say it would be run with the object of the
profits being made for the relief of rates, but I
do not say the undertaking should be ron so as
to make profits for the purpose of relieving rates,
but that should be in my opinion the destination
of those profits.

The witness withdrew.
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J. G. Membrey, Esq., M.L.A.,
Hon. J. Sternberg, M.L.C.,
R. H. Solly, Esq., M.L.A.,
H. V. Olampion, Esq.,
D. H. Dureau. Esq.
Percy Rosling, further examined.
12026. By tlte Cltairmatt.-I understand you have
something further to add to your previous evidence
with. regard to span wire construction?-Yes, when
in Sydney, since last appearing before you, I took
the matter up with the gentleman who is in charge
of the overhead construction there, and asked bim
if he thought there was any engineering difficulty
in regard to that construction in 99-ft. streets, and
he said they had found none at all. In my previous evidence I suggested that there might be some
difficulty on account of the sag of the wire due to
the difference in temperature. He said that owing
to the spring on the steel wire the sag is only .lhout
4 or 5 inches, and it should not make any difference. It does not in Sydney, at any rate.
12027. Did you notice in Sydney the shriek made
by the trolley passing over the wire ?-No. I baNe
noticed that noise at Home often, but in Sydney,
owing to the narrow streets, the noise the trams
themselves makes quite takes away the noise of the
trolley.
Sydney is a noisy track, because it is
rocky.
I2028. We have some evidence that in other parts
of the world a bow is used ?-I have not seen the
bow.
12029. We understand that provision is made for
its lubrication, and in that way a great part of the
noise which is made by _the trolley passing over the
wire is ayoided. Are YOU familiar with the use of
the bow?-I have not heard the noise, but I know
it is called tbe "whistling bow."
12030.' That would seem to indicate that one of
its virtues was not the avoidance of noise?-That
is so.
12031. Do you know of cases where the trolley
wheel has been replaced by the bow?-I do not
know of any case where the bow is used in a tram;vay syste~ at all. It is more for railway work
m collectmg heavy currents.
The Germans in
thei~ experiments used the bows for collecting high
tenslOn current.
12°32. By Mr. Champion.-Have you considered
the relative advantages of direct current and alternating current for the suburban railways of Melbourne?-Ye!? I answered-that question last time
I was before· you.
I said then that I considered
the Melbourne suburban railway system should be
equipped on the direct current system, and that it
could- be used up to 40 or 50 miles radius and if
in the far-distant future the other railw;ys were
equipped with alternating current transmission the
motors used on those trains would run on the direct
Praccurrent system without any trouble at all.
tically the same equipment does the work.
The
n:ain line trains would have to have only one extra
pIece.
- I2033. I think you said when you
were last
before. us that in Am~ricll:' even for long-distance
e~temnons, they nre usmg the direct current with a
hIgh voltage ?-Yes, what is called high tension
direct current, 1,200 volts.
12034. And the voltage is 600 within the inner
radius. ?-Yes. Twelve hundred volts is considered
too high tension to have in use in shunting yards
The same
and places round about the station.'
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motors will simply connect over and run on the
1.200 volts when they
outside.
, 120 35. In such cases \vhere t~e~ use the co~
lJination of the two tensIOns, wIthll1 what radms
is the 600 voltage used ?-That depends. on circumstances. Six hundred volts would be qUIte equal to
\I.ll1ning 10 mIles, !:tut probably it would be only
Ilsed for 2 or 3 mIles, and then t~e I.' 20~ volts
taken. up. You could. use the combmatlOn 111 two
different ways. Taking Melbourne as an example,
round about Spencer-street and Flinde~s-street, you
would have 600 volts. Then, supposmg Elstemwick became a busy shunting place, you would
have from Mel15bume up to E1sternwick 1,200 volts,
and then at Elstemwick itself 600, and then on to
1,200 agam.
12036. Do you know of any places where they
have this combination of high and low tension?I have read of four or five. Minneapolis is one.
12037. The accounts you read were to the ~ffect
that the systems were working successfully?-Yes.
12038. Was any comparison drawn between that
system anel the combination of direct current and
a"aernating current ?-No. But one could make a
'comparison by reading between the lines; for example, the ",-eight of the equipment was given,
which, of course, is much lighter than alternating
current equipment.
12.039. Supposing you were told by the authorities here, that although Mr. Merz drew up a scheme
whereby a maximum distance of 20 miles could be
electrified, namely, on the Dandenong line, but that
owing to political exigencies, or the growth of outer
suburban population, it became necessary on that
line to electrify another 6 or 8 miles to Beaconsfield, or even as far as Pakenham, another 16
miles, and that, saY,on the Mordia.lloc line (Mordialloc is about 16 miles) it might be necessary to
go to Frankston an extra 9 or 10 miles, and possibly to Mornington, a further 20 miles from
Mordialloc. If you were told it was quite on the
cards that that work would- have to be done' within
the next ten years, would that affect your recommendation of the direct current within a radius of
20 miles ?~No, and, what is more, I would not
believe the Commissioners if thev said that.
It
would not be possible within ten' years to get a
traffic down there which would justify electrification
;0 those districts.
It is of no use killing an electrification scheme by bringing impossibilities into
the question.
It is necessary to have at the outside an hourly service to make electrification worth
while at all.
t2039A. On those long-distance lines in
Germany, where they are electrifying up to 80 and
IOO

~He

miles, have they

[l

half-hourly service.

They

inter-urban systems ?-They would have an
hourly service, but an inter-urban system is a different thing to suburban. In the .latter you have
your loading from both ends throughout the day.
TZ040. On the Continent and America, where
thcy have inter-urban electric lines, did they have
an half-hourly or hourly service before they considered electrification was justifiable ?-I believe
that is about the limit at the present time:
One
of their leading men, Mr. Potter, definitely stated
that electrification was simply a question of the
traffic, and he goes further, and says that if the
traffic justifies electrification it justifies direct current
electrification up to 1,000 miles.
Mr. Potter is
one of the leading electrical engineers in America.
I believe he gave that 02inion in a paper he read,
which I cannot put my hand on at the time, but
I think possibly Mr. Kendall rna): be able to give
an opinion on that. Personally, I am rather doubtful about. that distanre.

12041. Do you know what is the maximum dis,
tance in America within which they used direct
current?~:;ro.
I believe it is ISO miles, but I
would not say definitely.
120 4 2 . Have you any records by which you can
check that within the next few days?-Yes, I can
check it within the next few days.
12043. In connexion with th~ application of tJ:e
direct current, the usual practIce I understand IS
to operate it with the third rail ?-Yes, with the
600 and 700 volts, but when it comes to 1,200 volts
they have an overhead conductor.
12044. Mr. Merz, I. think, recommended a voltage of 800, with a protected third rail. Of course,
it cannot be protected altogether?-The top a~d
two sides can. You cannot protect the bottom III
that case.
.,
.•
-12045' Did they find any dIfficulty 111 statIon
yards \vith the third rail ?-As far as the work of
the North-Eastern Railway Company is concerned,
they have not had any serious difficulty. One or
two people were killed in the early days, but that
did not happen in the yards. Almost all of them
were trespassers on the line. who were crossing in
a hurry, and did not realize the danger of, the
third rail. I was in England at the tim~ it was
installed.
I heard of two fatalities in the first
year, but have not heard of any ~ore..
.
12046. Of course, the track eqUipment 111 statlon
yards is complicated enough without the introduction of another rail ?~That is true.
r 2047. I presume that in the event of the d~
railment of a train the third rail would be disturbed and add to the consequent dislocation of
the tr~ffic ?-Momentarily yes.
I take it that if
a train went off, the third rail would be put to
earth, and become dead. A gang would have to
be sent down to fix' matters up, and they could
patch up the rails at the same time, and by the
tiine they got the train moving they would probably have the rail in working order.
.
12048. I see that the London, Brighton, and
South Coast Railway directors, before adopting
electrification 011 their lines, sent Mr. Charles
Morgan, chief engineer, to examine the various systems in Europe, and he sent· in a memorandum
dealing with the direct current system to this effect:
"The insulated conductors along the track and the
necessity of making continuous contact with these
for a moving. train are the weak points of electrical
traction for a complicated system of rail ways, especia)ly when the width between the lines and rails
is very restricted as in the case of our lines. The
third rail continuous current system is especiaTIy
objectionable for out purpose for the following
reason :-(a) In the event of the derailment of a
truin tile third rail would ·almost certainly be disturbed, and thus add to the consequent dislocation
of trnffic j (b)' The line could not be properly
packed and maintained without great risk to the
platelayers, or, as an alternative, this work would
have to be done during a short time at night when
the passenger trains had ceased running and the
current cut off, but this could not be done on most
of. our railways if goods were also worked by
electricity, as the largest portion of our goods traffic
is worked by night."
What have you to say on
that point about working at night as affecting our
system here ?~I do not agree with that. The London, Brighton, and South Coast Railway is very
jammed.
12049. The fact that they were jammed would
be a good reason for them adopting the overhead
system rather than the third rail ?-Yes.
. l2050. Mr. Morgan goes on to say: "Damage
.would be certain to arise with· consequent dislocation of traffic -in unloading materials at night for
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repairs and renewals."
Would ?ur system be what we have done.
We may improve, but even
if we did not find anything new out then the alteraffected in that way I-I do not thmk so.
120,) 1. Vt course, in statlon yards. there IV.ould be
nating current motors can run in ?n the direct
ht?
current system.
Your outlymg trams trom long
d
a. great deal of loading and ynloa mg at rug . - distances would have to have equipment not very
Do not they mean to repa~r the tr~ck) p'uttmg much more expensive than you have at present to
down spare rails and that kmd of tlung r
come in and run on the lines which are equIpped
12°52. Yes ?-There might be sOI?ething in that, cheaply.
.
but it could be easl\y guarded agamst.
12058 . By the Clwirman.-Would you cOllSlder
12053· "'fhe third rail cannot be fixed in station it more effiCIent and economical to have the whole
yarus, and tor tl1fougl1 crossmgs WIthout bemg toul inner area direct current for the supply of railways,
ot gauge, but if so fixed it WOUld. be a s~urce of tramways, and power for factories, and so on, and
great aanger to the staff engaged 111 shuntmg and to have single phase for the area outside, say, a
marstladmg operatlOns."
What do you s~y !O 20 miles radius than it would be to have the tramthat (-There does seem added comphcatlo,n. m ways and power for ractones, hgtlting, &c., direct
shunting and yards operations if t,he goods ~rams current, and all the railways single phase ?-:-The
were electnlied, but the North-Eastern RaIlway lir5t proposition is far and away llreferable. There
uompany must have the same difficulty, and they is one point that I am not certain has yet come
get over it.
.
out, and that is about the use ot alternating curr~nt
12054· "In many cases structur~l al~eratlons, for railways.
The continental people are gomg
too. and probable reconstructions of statIo~ pla~- very strongly for 15 cycles.
That would be. of
forms WOUld become necessary to allow a thIrd raJl no USe for lighting on tbe trains you are runnlng
bel11g kept dear of gauge" [---That seems reason- with.
You would have to have a special plant
able. '
at each station,
I2055' "Considt:rable expe~diture .would ,bec~me
, 12 °59. \Vould it be correct to s~y that the equipnecessary in alteratIons to anu dlVerslOns of p0111t- ments were interchangeable, havmg reference to
rodding . and signal connexion:;, and on London y.our statement that the alternating current equipviaduCt!S tillS would apply to gas maim;." Is that ment could run on the direct current line ?-It is
not applicable to our case ?-I do not think there not a correct term. The 'motor is the same, and
would be considerable alteration.
From what I the current is interchangeable, not the equipment.
have seen of the signal working down the line there It would be necessary to transform the pressure
seems to be plenty of room for the. third rail! but from the alternating current high tension line down.
that ought to be looked into by a raIl way engme;:r. for use on the direct current motors. The electric
12056. You have discusse? gen~raJly t?e questlOn switch gear and the transformer is all that is reof the application of the kmd ot el~ctn::al system quired for that.
that shOUld be applied in our case, 111 VIeW of the
12060. By jvIr. Cltampio1z.-Mr. Dawson says,
possibility of extension. II! connexion with that "1t is quite true that single-phase motors can be
Major Cardew, one of the dlf~ctors of the Lond?n, made to work over direct current systems, but thi1l
Brighton, and South Coast Rml:vay, I~ 19 03, saId: does not appeCtr to be a satisfactory. !Solution of the
" It would be foolish and futIle to llltroduce any problem CtS it greCttly complicates the installation,
form of electrical traction without first seriously \ Lesides rendering it more expensive, and like mixed
considering how it could be applied to our whole races possesses the vices of both and the virtues
system of rail,,'ays: We ca~mot draw a hard-and- of neither ?-I do not' agree with that.
fast line, and whIle extendmg the latest developIZ06r. The vice-president of the New York,
ments to'one station, refuse them for the nextj more New Hav2n, and Hartford Railway Companies, in
especially is this the case since, as before pointed a letter dated 3rd May, 19 I1 , states: "This unout our distances are by no means such as to fortunate complication was made necessary' by the
,
D 0 not you earlier installation of the direct current system by
render
these benefits doubtful. "
think that is a very strong argument for s<;riously the New York Central Company, which is less
considering whether such a syst~m of electrIC trac- desirable and ecqnomical for long·distance transtion should not be adopted whIch can be capable portation" ?-You should hear what the New York
of extension up to distances of 30 to 50 miles?-:- central -engineer says about the other .equipment.
. Undoubtedly it is wise to 'consider what the POSSl- There are two railways running over the two lines.
bilities are but·it is a commercial question whether The New York people are just as bitter against the
it is wise' to put in a system ?uitable for tre- New Hartford as the New Hartford is against the
mendous extensions that are not gomg to take place New York.
for 50 years. In the case of the London, Br.ighton,
12062. He says it is an unfortunate complicaand South Coast Railway, you have London at tion to have the two systems in operation together.
one end, Brighton at the other, and' Eastbourne and Would you con~ider that desirable ?-I should preother biD' towns on the way down. They have not fer to have one system, and that one system I should
yet got °to Brighton, but they are considering the prefer to have direct current.
If you are conquestion. Here' we hav~ no parallel case. Then, sidering tbe question of extensions 30 years hence
again, in 1903,. alternatll1g ,curre!}t motors wo~ld . tnere is always me fact of the alternating current
not run over rhrect current eqmpment. and vzce motor running 011 the direct current line, and dso
versa, The 1,200 and 1,500 direct current equip- the probability of it being improved. Looking at
ment is all new since Major Cardew made that the matter from both sides, I do not think there has
, b e e n all that trouble about the alternating current
report.
.
12°57. I understand you to say that it would be running on the direct current line that is mentioned.
better to instal the direct current system for the
12063. By the Chairman.--You think both
suburban railways, and, if necessary afterwards, to schools are apt to exaggerate?-. Yes, they have
instal the single phase for extensions ?--:-I would always done that. There have been perpetual fights
not say that now, because it is too far ahead, but for the last 20 years.
I would say, instal the direct current now, and you
12064. By Afr. Cltampion.-Mr. Dawson on that
have the best system apart from extensions. Look- point says it is not the intention of this paper
ing ahead, it seems there will be reason to consid~r unduly to accentuate the advantages of one parextensions in IO, 20, Qr ;~oyears time on certam· ticular system as compared with others, and it is
lines, By that time we will not have gone back on mllch to be regretted that a battle of the systemll
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ever arose. The electrification of any portion of
a railway system is purely a financial and an eflgineering question, and must be saIyed on, its merits
alone ?-Mr. Dawson is rather bIased 111 favour
of the alternating current
I do not think Mr.
Merz is biased. He has no personal feeling, and
only desires to get perfection.
1206 5. By the Cliairmall.-You think that if he
were asked to reconsider his report, he would take
into account any developments that have occurred
during the last three years, and that if he thought
our suburban railways should be electrified on the
ulternating current system he would say so ?-I am
absolutely sure of it.
12066. By ilh. Champion.- When you say that
you would cO!lSide;: it more efficient and economical
to have within a radius of 20 miles direct current
to supply railways, tramways, and power for factories, and so on, and single phase outside of a
radius of 20 miles, than it would be to have the
tramways and power for factories, lighting, &c.,
direct curren,t, and all the raihvays single phase,
how do you come to that conclusion ?-It is a
question of the equipment of the railways themselves. I understand the equipment will be more
ecollomical, and the running more economical on
the suburban railways on the direct current system
than on the alternating current.
12067. Hut in the l1r5t system you could ultimately have the complication which is described
as unfortunate by that American railway company
at present ?-Possibly. But I say you do not want
to electrify these outside lines for 30 or 40 years,
and that is a long way ahead in electrical science.
12068. By the C /lOirma1z.-1 'believe that half
the trains that go to Dandenong go on to Berwick
and Pakenham. Dandenong is 20 miles, Berwick
about 26, Beaconsfield about 28, and Pakenham
36 to 31. Supposing it wa~ a fact that half the
suburban trains that go to Dandenong go on to
Berwick and Pakenham, would that affect your
statement that you do not think more than 20 miles
are likely to be electrified . within the next 30 or
40 years ?-What number of passengers is carried
per week to Pakenham?
12069. I do not think there is .a very great nurnber. There are only three Ot four trains a day,
probably five ?-'rhat would hardly pay for electrification. There is a further point I would like
to make, and that is that when Mr. Merz reCOffimended direct current 700 or 800 volts, the usage
of 1,200 volts was not in vogue. It is practically
a new system since hI;: drew up his report. The
extra voltage would account for another 10, IS, or"
20 miles.
12070. So that if it became a necessity to go to
Pakenham, the direct current could do that easily
enough ?-Yes.
12071. Recent developments have shown thatrYes. It is purely a commercial question. You
could work 1,000 miles by having sub-stations
along the route. You could send the current along
at 30,000 or 40,000 volts, and have means of redueing it to 600 or 1,200 volts.
12072. You say that within 20 miles the advantages of direct current are so great that it would
pay to inc~r a little ex!ra expense to electrify an
extra Ie:' mIles on the duect current system, rather
than bnng in a Hew system on the alternating current ?-Yes, for those 10 miles.
12073. By lIfr. Cltampion.-With respect to your
view that the direct current would be a more
economical equipment to introduce on the Melbourne
system, Mr. Dawson in the pqpep previously referred to says, "In view of this adverse criticism
it is particularly satisfactory to be able to record
that the results obtained since the coII1!Uencernent
11:1998.
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of the electrical service on the South London line,
from both the engineering and traffic point of view,
have proved so satisfactory, that the co~pa~y have
confirmed their confidence m the electnficatlon by
putting in hand extensions, to the system.
It is
also satisfactory to report that the system adopted,
in addition to providing all efficient short distance,
high speed suburban service has proved itself
'eminently suitable for electric traction at large terminal stations with their necesse;t.ily complicated
approaches. It will be remernrn:red t~at the ~nergy
consumption at the Denmark H1l1 SWItch cabm for
a non-stop train between Victoria and London
Bridge, which includes a long gradient of I in 64,
besides a large number of other gradients and sharp
turns, worked out at 34.4 Watt hours per ton mile,
the average running speed for the distance of 8·1
miles being 37 miles per hour.
While it is not
possible to draw an exact comparison betw~n this
Ctgure and representative figures for direct current
traction, yet it is interesting to note that the consumption on the direct current railway, which most
near! y approaches these conditions, namely, the
Liverpool-Southport line of the Lancashire and
Yorkshire railway, as given by Mr. Aspinall at the
proceedings of the Institution of Mechanical Engineers, 19091 was 49 Watt hours per ton mile.
This figure measured at the train WaS exclusive of
passengers, and was for express trains in regular
service, the average speed being 44.4 miles per
hour for a run of 18~ miles without intermediate
stops.
Making allowan<;e for the fact that the
Southport line is practically level and straight as
compared to the South London line, and that the
energy in the latter case was measured at the
switch cabin, and in the former case on the train,
these adverse factors in the case of the South
London line would to a large extent balance any
extra consumption which would have been experienced had the speed been the same as in the
Liverpool-Southport case.
Taking for the latter
an efficiency of 81 per cent. between the train and
the power station,a consumption of 60.5 Watt hours
per ton mile measured at the power station is obtained for the direct current case. For the South
London line the loss in transmission between the
power station and the switch cabin is about I per
cent., whic;h would increase the consumption in that
case to about 35 WaU hours per ton mile. The
energy consumption has been worked for the South
London train for an average distance between staHons of 6,535 feet, and an average speed including stops of 33.4 miles per hour. With the present
gear ratio it would amount to 7 I Watt hours per
ton mile at the tr'llin.
The gear ratio, however,
was designed for the South London conditions, and
by altering it a further economy on the figure given
should result. A three-coach train on the Lancashire and Yorkshire line is stated to require under
similar conditions 96 Watt hours per ton mile on
the train.
These figures correspond for alternating and direct current respectively with 73·9
and II8 Watt hours per ton mile at the power
house. As a further check the 77.7 Watt hours
per ton mile energy consumption on the train of the
Lancashire and Yorkshire railways given by Mr.
H. E. O'Brien ~n the discussion on Messrs. Dalziel
and Sayers' paper, for a run of I mile at an average speed of 30 miles per hour has been taken.
Taking the Brighton equipments for a run of I
mile in 120 seconds on the level, the energy consumption on the train would not exceed 69.1 Watt
hours per ton mile. Taking Mr. Aspinall's effi·
ciency of 81 per cent. between power station and
train this would mean at the power station 9I Watt
hours per ton mile or direct current as against
7I.f) Watt hours for single-phase current, which
3A
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shows that the former uses over 26 per cent. more
energy at the power station than the alternating
current." Would you consider that statement was
one which should be carefully considered in dealing
with this question ?-It should be very carefully
analyzed. Watt hours per ton are misleading when
If it
the tonnages of the trains do not agree.
were Watt hours per seat it would be a more
valuable figure. There is a great deal of " if's"
and" should's," and" so on's" about Mr. Dawson's remarks. ~
12074. Mr. Dawson further says, "One of the
reasons why single-phase traction must be more
economical than direct current is the absence of
rheostatic losses during the period of acceleration.
It has been admitted by competent authorities that
'the effiCiency during controlicr notchings for direct
current equipments is as low as 57 per cent. How
great the rheostatic losses are has also been shown
by Mr. Aspinall, who states that for runs of I mile
between stations the quantity of energy lost in the
rheostats may be anything between 13.5 and 18.12
per cent. of the total energy absorbed by the train
It has been shown that in the
during the run.
case of the South London line with single-phase
motors the efficiency during notching is 67 to 69
per cent." ?-ls the efficiency per ton mile again?
12075. It does not say?-lt is a most difficult
thing to get at that rheostatic loss.
The latest
means for speeding up direct current motors does
not necessitate a heavy rheostatic loss which he
In the old
probably has not taken into account.
system there certainly was a good deal of loss.
12076. "Beyond this the single-phase system
does not require any rotary converter or motor substation" ?-That is correct.
12077. "It is true that the total weight of a
train equipped with single-phase motor is greater
than that ot a similar train equipp'ed with direct
current motors capablrl of working the same service."
For a motor which developed II5 horsepower of a certain weight tJ:>ey now have a motor
which develops ISO horse-power for the same
weight, according to Mr. Dawson. It is very difficult, if 110t impossible, to make a really accurate
comparison. The most satisfactory way, of course,
if it were practicable, woul(l be to have a line
equipped with both systems, and run similar trains
on it. This, however, is too expensive a method
to be realized in practice, and the author thinks
it may faii'ly be said that after allowing for increase in train weight, due to the adoption of
single-phase system, there is still a saving of energy
consumption at the power station which will amount
to 10 per cent., and may reach :ao per cent., a very
important matter, both in first cost and in regard
to working expenses."
Do you admit that saving
in consumption at the power station ?-I should be
very suspicious about it. I will not say I do not
believe it, as that would not be fair.
I think,
however, it requires a good deal of looking into.
I would have to know exactly the weight of the
car and the \veight of the number of passengers.
12078. Probably that would be so easily ascertained that there would be nothing to be gained
in making them other than what they are r-That
is so.
120 79. "As regards the first cost of installation comparisons are very difficult, as will be seen
from the fact that while Mr. George Westinghouse,
in an example given in his paper at the 1910
summer meeting of the Institution of. Mechanical
Engineers, shows that the total first cost of the
equipment of a given line is much less with single
phase than with direct current.
On the other
hand, Mr. Potter, of the General Electric Company of America, at the same meeting argued that

exactly the reverse was the case.
The author's
experience would show that for the equipment of
a large system under the difficult conditions of converting an existing steam road in England, the oost
of 'the single phase shoqld be somewhat less than
that of the direct current system. If there is any
question of the electrificati_on extending to a distance of 30 to 50 miles there is no doubt of the
greater economy as regards first cost in the installation of the single-phase system."
Your view
is that there is rio such question?-Yes.
And
that the work can be done with direct current.
Possibly the extra 10 to 20 miles might be more
expensive than on the, alternating current! but the
saving would more than counter-balance It.
12080. Supposing we wanted to extend to Geelong, which is about 45 miles from Melbourne.
There may be no reason for dOing. it a.t present,
but it is an importallt place, and IS gomg ahead
rapidly. Large sums of money are being spent
in harbor improvements, sewerage, and so on, and
the country at the back of Geelong is being developed, and altogether there is evidently very gre~t
progression going on in that quarter, so that It
woutd be almost impossible to say when the service
will increase to such an extent as to demand electrification. Supposing it did, which would be the
most economical method to employ ?-Direct current.
12081. What sort of man is Mr. Dawson as an
engineer ?-I would rather not answer that question.
I have met him, but I cannot say I know
him.
12082. Do you know Mr. Merz personallyrI met him in Melbourne twice.
12083. One of the witnesses before this Commis.
sion informed us that Mr. Dawson was considered
one of the most. distinguished electrical engineers
of Great Britain ?-I may be biased against him.
He has had a lot of experience. I was with the
company who were doing the switch gear for th~
London, Brighton, and South Coast Railway. Mr.
Dawson used to come down and see about that stuff.
1 heard that aJl the designing was done by a
German company for the railway. Mr. Dawson
was there as nominee of the railway company. Of
course, he has learnt all that now.
12084. With regarCl to repair;, and maintenance,
Mr. Dawson says in his paper, "It has always
been claimed by the opponents of the single-phase
system that the cost of maintenance must be much
higher than that of a corresponding direct current
system, but the figures which have been obtained
from actua.l results over one year's full running
show that there is very little to choose in this respect
between the two systems.
Experience has shown
that so far no motor sus~nsions or axle bearings
have had to be removed in' consequence of wear,
nor has anything arisen to lead to the conclusion
that the motors or any part of them will require
any considerable extra maintenance or renewals over
what ha" so far been found necessary with direct
current equip,ment. There is no doubt that in the
future a general overhaul of the trains will not be
required til! a minimum ot 60,000 miles has been
run, and more probably 70,000 or 80,000 will
eventually be the mileage.
From this it can be
concluded that the fares so often expressed as reo
gards the heavy extra cost of maintenance resulting
from the use of alternating current apparatus are
unfounded." Do you agree with that ?-N ot entirely.
Take one instance.
The motors on the
equipment have 24 brushes instead of four. Those
all get out of order. Then, again, there is difficulty in driving through the motors owing to the
alternating current. That tends to give a slip on
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the rails when heavy current i~ on, and it is necessary to have a spring effect between the motor and
the driving wheel.
r2085. Do you consider the relative merits of
either system are sufficiently settled to at present
make the choice?-Yes.
12086. And you would prefer to apply direct
current ?-Yes.
12087. What do vou consider would .be the advantages accruing to the travelling pUbli'c and to
the State if the railways were electrified ?---:To the
public an enormous saving in time, which means
an enormous saving in money.
There is very
much greater comfort and safety. The trains can
. be got out oftener from the platform. I find that
at Spencer-street 3t night it is not safe to have
You are pushed forward,
the children with me.
and there is always the chan~ of a door flinging
open. There is a big crowd on the platform all
anxious to get to the train, and the front people
cannot keep the pressure back. If the trains went
out everv two or three minutes that crowd would
not get there.
Leaving out the question of the
saving of time, there are great facilities for living
in the count! y by being able to get up and down
more quickly. and th'.'!refore the possibilities of
greater health. If the line to Sandringham were
electrified there is no reason why there should not
be a 25 or 30 minutes servicE..
An enormous number of people woulCl theriore live in that district.
The railway COUld. be carried down, I suppose, to
Frankston, which would then have an enormous
residential area.
With regard to the advantages
to the State, as the travelling public is a large
proportion of the State, this question is partly
answered, but there is this, the cost to the travelling suburban public may either be reduced, or
if not reduced the State as a whole will be able
to make out of the fares a greater proportion of
profit tqan at present. This can be allocated either
to extensions 01 even to improve roads for the
benefit of those coilntry memljers of the public who
have not the advantages over and above what are
paid for by fare~, of which the public living in
the suburban area can avail themselves.
r2088. You think there is bound to be a large
increase of revenue?-Yes.
12089. Do you consider. the working expenses
would be less ?-I think the nel profit would be
greater. The working expens~ I should say would
be less for the immediate suburban area.
12°9°, What about smoothness and safety in
working ?-There would be greater safety by having insulated blocks in between two trains.
If
that had been in practiie for the last two years it
would have saved a number 'Of valuable lives and
money, and neither the Sunshine nor the Richmond
Then there is
disasters could have taken_"place.
Improved lighting is hardly
greater c1eanlinesb.
a point, becau~ the trains ar,;; very well lighted
now.
1209I. By ilh. 1Uenrbrey.-Would they not be
better lighted?-They could be, but they really are
very well lighted now. Of course, there is danger
of exploding if there is an accident to the present
gas tanks, whereas with electricity there would not
be that danger.
I2092. By iYlr. Cllanipio?I.-Youcould regulate
the heating of the coaches with· electricity ?-Yes.
That is very easily done with resistances. It is
done in AmerIca.
I2093. I suppose that from a railway manager's
point of view there would be advantages also.
For example greater flexibility' in making up trains?
-Yes. There would be easier working of traffic,
and the trains could be sent out in lengths desired,
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which would be valuable in race traffic or traffic
of that nature.
12 °94. Mr. Merz in his report gives about eleven

reasons why the railway managers would have a
better job to handle :-1. Higher sc?edule speed,
enabling a large mileage to be obtained from a.
given amount of rolling-stock, and a greater number of trains to be operated over a given length of
track.
2. Continuous and regular movement. of
trains and in consequence.
3. More econ~n.:l~al
employment of train crews for greater flex 1blhty
in making up trains to meet the varying reqUIrements of the traffic both throughout the day and
on special occasiops such as ra~e day~. 5. ~bility
to reverse trains at termini ImmedIately WIthout
engine shun!ing, thus reduci~g the time w~sted, the
tracks occupied, and the SIgnal and pOlnt movements, and entirely dispensing with shunting. locomotives and in consequence.
6. Increase In. the
capacity of termin~ and .postponemen,t Of termmal
extensions.
7. EhminatlOn of the hghtmg up of
locomotives and of tht: inefficient water, coal
'handling. auxiliary lighting, and heating appli.
ances.
8. Use in the powel station of a cheaper
fuel than can be used in locomotives. 9. Supply
of electric power at a low price available for a
number of purposes, such as railway workshops,_
cranes, and capstans, for which an independent installation would not be justifiable Of economical.
10. Reduction in rej1airs and an increased life of
track due to the weight of the driving machinery
being distributed throughout the train instead of
being concentrated as in the steam locomotive.
11. Reduced cost of painting and increased life of
all metallic structures near the railway due to
absence of corrosive fumes. No.6 is an important
point I presume in connexion with Flinders-street
station ?-Yes.
12095. If at presnt there is any possibility of
it not being quite big enough, any desire to extend
would be postponed by the introduction of elctri·
fication ?-Yes.
12096. No. 7 is also an important point?-Yes.
I 2°97. And No. 9 witll regard to the supply of
electric power at a low price is also important?Yes.
12098. They would, for instance, use a large
quantity of power at the Newport workshops?Yes.
12099. Do you agree also with No. IO and No.
I I ?-Yes.
I agree with everyone of those.
12100. Mr. lVlerz further states in his report that
the advantages from a profit point of view are (I)
Reduction of operating expenses even for the same
traiu mileJge, and considerably greater saving in
the expenses per train mile ;,vhen the mileage is
increased ?-I should think that would be so.
12 101. The second point is "Increased revenue
due to an increase of traffic"?-There is no doubt
about that.
\ 12102. The third advantage is " Improved earning power of capital sunk in lines, stations, and
rolling-stock due to the increasd traffic capacity,
thus saving capital expenditure which would otherwise be necessary to meet growth of traffic." What
would you consider to be a reaosnable prediction
for the increase of trnffic due to electrification alone?
-That is a very difficult thing to say.
If you
do not electrify the tramways I think you would
get a 20 per cent. to 30 per cent. increase. But
jf you electrify the tramways and keep the balance
the same I do not think you will get: more than
5 per cent. _at present.
fZIOS. That is the opinion of the Railways Commissioners, and Mr. Merz made out his estimates·
on that basis because he was instructed to do so.
He also included alternative estimates based on an
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additional increase of 10 per cent. greater traffic
and 15 per cent. greater t.raffic. .The. Railways
Commissioners did not mention elctnficatlOn of the
tramways or consider that point in working from
their estimate of 5 per ce~t. ?-If y'0u ~o .not .electrify the tramways you WIll get an mfimtel.y bIgger
percentage increase, but if you do you wIll get a
smaller percentage.
It is absolute guessing, because I do not know the conditions here, and whether elctrification would induce the travelling habit,
but judging from Sydney 1 think it would. The
people now travel onlv as little as they can help,
as far as I can see.
12104. By lIfr. Solly.-Supposing they :lectrified the tramways and kept the steam raIlways,
what do you think would be the percentage Increase ?-I think then that the railways would lose
about 30 per cem.
12105. And the electrifIcation of the tramways
would force the electrification of the -railways?Absolutely. No one would travel on the railways
if there were electrIc trams.
1~106. ily illr. Clwmpioll.-It seems that the
electrification of the Londoll, Brighton, and South
Coast Railway line was forced to some extent by
the South London tramways. The effect of that
competition, according to ~ table given in Mr.
Dawson's paper, was that for the year ended 31st
December, 1902, the bookings at Peckham Rye
station (South London line) were 1,213,281. That
WitS before the opening of the London County
Council tramways.
The booklngs for the year
ended 30th November, 1909, were 526,373, That
was the last vear of steam trains. The London
County tramw~ys, being electrified, robbed the railway of more than half of its traffic. For the year
ended 30th November, 1910, the bookings were
1,051,263, showing that the electrification of the
railway system brought back nearly the whole of
the traffic which the tramway competition had removed. It seems, therefore, that electrification of
the railways by adding to the comforts of the public in the ways just mentioned will give an increase
in the total number of persons carried, perhaps
very much greater than the 5 per cent., 10 per cent.,
or IS per cent. we have been discussing ?-I think
that is quite likely, as long as people get the travelling habit.
12107. What is the general tendency in new
electrification schemes in Europe and America towards direct current or alternating current ?-In
America I gather the tendency to suburban railways
is wholly direct current, and for inter-urban railways mostly direct current, more especially since
the 1,200 volts direct current system has proved so
successful.
12108. Is the 1,200 volts system operated overhead ?-Yes. It appears at present that the future
system in America will be usually 600 volts direct
current in urban areas, and 1,200 volts direct current outside, and that only when there is some
special reason alternating current. either single
phase or polyphase, will be installed.
On the
Continent Germany seems to favour alternating
current, especially for inter-urban work, but this
may be that the two large manufacturing concerns,
who I believe have a contracting agrecment, have
developed alternating current for main line and
inter-urban traction to a very high state, and that
as there are numerous large towns some distance
apart to be connected up, the purely suburban
traffic has to be made subsidiary to the inter-urban,
a totally different state of affairs to that ruUng
here. It will be probably 50 to 100 years before
we have numerous large tpwns within 20 to 40
miles of one another.

12109. By lib. 1I1embrey.-With rega.rd t~ working expenses, do you think that electnficatJ~n C;f
the railways is m;ely to bring about a .reductIOn.1O
suburban fares ?-That is a commerCIal questIOn
for the Commissioners to settle. They will have
to decid,~ whether it is better to reduce fares to
the passengers or make bigger profits for the State.
12IIO. What has been the result, as far as yOUl
know led b"e
in this direction, of electrification
_
of railways
other parts of the world ?-As far
as I· know they have not reduced fares in England.
The passengers have been quite c~:mtented with the
extra conveniences they have receIved.
12III. By 111r. Solly.-But the railways in Eng.
land are privately owned ?-Yes, and naturally
they want to make as much as they can? .but s~ill
there is always the question of competltIon WIth
tramways and other Jines. They ke~p t~~ir fares
as high as they can on account of theIr dIVIdends.
12112. But the general tendency is, wl~ere t~e
railways are owned by the State, if there IS a bIg
profit to reduce the fares to the people who patronize the railways ?-Undoubtedly.
12113. By ilir. jj,jembrey.-And you think there
would be greater profits resulting from electrification, and consequently a reduction in fares?-Yes,
possibly.
1ZII4. By Mr. Champion.-In which system,
direct current or alternating current, is there likely
to be the greater improvements from an actuating
point of view?-At present there does not seem to
be much opportunity for improvement in either.
We have a motor which is giving a 94 per cent.
to 96 per cent. efficiency, and there is not much
room for improvement there. All the plant is up
to enormous efficiency.
The only improvements
that can be made are in some details of working;
for instance, alternating current motors require to
have a large number of brushes and a particular
arrangement to get a clean drive on the wheel.
That may be improved. In the direct current system they are now working tip to 1,200 volts. They
lllay find tl}ey can work up to 2,000 volts.
12II4A. I believe they are in some cases, but
I think they have some trouble with the motors?The I,200-VOlt motors do not actually get 1,200
volts on them. They are insulated for 1,200, but
they are coupled in series.
.
12II5. Is there not a considerable loss due to
sparking and short circuiting with the high voltages?
-No, I made a machine myself running to 900
volts without sparking.
12116. With regard to the production of power,
supposing we took all the various services for wnich
power is require'd in Melbourne, such as the suburban railways, mechanical power in factories, supplied direct or in bulk, elctro·chemical and electrothermal demand, public and private lighting supplied in bulk and tramways; w041d there be any
advantage in concentrating the production of that
power in one power station, say, at Yarraville,
which Mr. Merz recommended as a site?-Yes.
12II7. Would there be any advantage from an
economical point of view in the production of
power for the tramways and railways both to be
operated on the direct current system ?-N 0, I do
110t think there is any virtue in that, because in
any case most of the current for the railways would
have to be gener..:l.ted as three phase.
Even the
single-phase system on the South Coast railways is
taken from a three. phase generator in the London
Electric Supply Station.
That is transformed
down.
They have static transformers.
Static
transformers are a very great advantage over
running transformers. They require no attendants~
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12II8. Would you always generate for the tram
ways on the three-phase system, and transform with
the rotary converters?-Yes.
12119. It really does not matter from that point
of view whether you have single phase on the railway or direct current?-Not in the least.
12120. But there would still be an advantage in
the power station by having' all the power produced
in one station ?-Yes; but if you had the alter·
nating current system on continental lines you
would have IS cycles. That would probably mean
that it would be a totally different class of plant
in the power station to what would be required
for supplying the power to be used for lighting
and tramways.
Twenty-five cycles is about the
lowest you can use for lighting.
12121. I understand that a good many of the
lines on the single-phase system have been operated with 25 cycles, although the tendency is to
come down to 1512122. As far as railways and tramways are
concerned three phase may bE' employed in the
generating station, but for lighting we would have
to use 25 cycles ?-Yes.
12123. And for railways 15 cycles?-Yes.
I2J24. Therefore, we would have to have two
sets of plant in that power house, one for the lighting and one fof the railwaysr-Yes.
12125. Even with the generating plant?-Yes,
and probably the tramways and lighting would go
together.
121i6. Mr. Merz's report shows that for the next
decade after 1908 the public and private lighting
,is not a great proportion of the total amount of
horse-power required. It is aoout 10 per cent. ?That is so.
t:U 27. Then a portion of the plant in the power
house couln generate current which would be suitable for electric lighting and suitable for tramways
and for those other purposes I have mentioned-·
power in factories. and so on ?-That would be
all the same.
12128. Then part of the plant would be devoted
to the production of 25 cycle. three-phase alternating current, which would be transformed to direct
current for all those services except ,railways ?-Yes.
12129. And then there would have to be in the
generating station a separate plant for generating
three phase 15 cycles, which would be transformed
to single phase 15 cycles ?-Yes.
12130. S\Jpposing the direct current were used on
railways, there would be no difference I presume
in the class of generating plant required in the
generating station for all these services r-There
would be no difference -at all.
l2I3T. The one effect of introducing the alternating current on the railways would be that there
would be a separate class of plant in the power
station for generating current used on the railways
not interchangeable with the plant Igenerating electricity for use for all the other 'services ?-That
is so.
J2J32. And there would, therefore, require to be
under thQse circumstances reserves of power for
each type of plant?-,-Yes.
I2T.,)3. If the generating st;1t10n had a plant all
of one type which could be used if direct current
ig used on the railways for all those serviGes, there
would require to be less reserves of power than
Ihrre would if there were two separate reserves of
power ?-Yes.
12134. To that extent, therefore, there is an
:1dvantage in employing direct current on the railways ?-Yes.
12I3S· The effect of that would be that the total
cost of instal\;1tion at the power station for all those
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services would be somewhat le~s than if single
phase were used on the railways?-Yes.
12136. Can you say approximately how much?It should be at least 5 per cent. Allowing IO per
cent. spare plant, which is a very small limit, you
have to have 10 per cent. of the half in each
case, which makes .5 per cent. of the whole, so
there cannot be less than that.
12 137. There will be no possibility by using
static transformers for transforming 25 cycles threephase to 15 cycles single phase r-Not to my knowledge. I do not know of any phase-changing device that could do that.
It could be don~ by
running machines. You could run it one end as
three phase 25 cycles and the other end 15 cycles
single ph'lse,
That requires attendants just the
same as on the direct current, and then you lose the
advantage of the static transformer.
12138. By the Cltairman.-With regard to using
different plant in the power station, if we were to
use dir~ct current for the inner railways and tramways that would have to be supplied to the substations by three-phase high tension?-Yes.
12 r 39. And if the single phase were used for
the extensions, would that not be transformed from
the ffiree phase ?-It could be, but a three-phase
generator of 10,000 kilowatt capacity would be
cheaper than a single-phase generator of the same
capacity, ann you can take the current off from
the three different phases for the three different portions of the line.
1214°. Would transforming three phase into'
single phase involve a serious loss or economy?Not if they are of the same peTiodicity. If you
change your periodicity, there is.
12141. If you were to have the thTee phase for
supplying sub-stations with direct current and three
pha~e also to be trllmformPfI 1nto single phase.
would not that mean the sarre class of plant ?-No,
hecause the railwa-ys accordipg to the latest returns
should be I Ii cyd~s.
12142. What about the other purposes, tramways,
&c. ?-You could transmit the tramway current
three phase I.~ cycles and convert to direct current.
hut the plant wouln be much more expensive. The
lower the periodicity the heavier the plant is a
rough law.
12 r 4.,. From that you draw the conclusion that
it wonln he advisable to. use the direct current for
the inner railwavs, tramways, and so on, but that
for thp. outer railwavs vou woufii still use direct
current hi.!!h tension ?-Yes.
121 44. And in that way you would use the same
A rotarv conplant in tlie power house?-Yes.
verter to convert 2.~ cycles into r.~ would be more
p.xpensive proposition than having different generating plant in the power station.
1214.5· Supposing you decided to adopt single
phase for t.he railways, if it were generated at 15
cycles, would that not be suitable for transmis?ion to convert~r ,stations for other purposes?-Yes,
It would be smtaole; but the whole plant would be
more expensive than the 25 cycles.
I2146. Why is that?-It is heavier owing to the
lower periodicity.
121 47. Why do you limit the application to railways. Why db you say 25 q;des alternating ~ur·
rent is required for lighting ?·-If you did not you
would have a flickering light.
I2148. That current is used direct as alternating
current?-Yes. without converting.
12149· Under the circumstances it would be abo
solllte~y nseles~ to have It; cvcles for lighting?That lS so. No engineer would discuss it.
[2150. The 2s-cycle generator CDuld be used for
these other services except railways?-Twenty five
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cycles could be used' for rail ways, but the' modern advisable to construct this power station on the
practice says 15. That is due to there being more Latrobe Valley coal-field until the load-factor has
reached a higher rate than 33 per cent. ?-Yes.
loss on the return rails with 25. than with IS·
12151. At any rate, you are dIstinctly of opinion,
121S9. And it should not be constructed until
v;hether the railways are electrified on the alternat- this other plant is in full operation and until that
ing current system or not, it would be advisable deposit of coal has been thoroughly investigated
to concentrate the proauction of power in om: and its calorific value determwed, not merely from
station, even although there might be a different one or two samples, but from a large number?class of plant for different services ?-Yes, the Yes.
The question of load-factor might be put
power should be concentrated wherever possible in this way: If you have 70 miles of transmission.
the biggest units.
and you are only using it 8 hours a day, it will
,
12152. Is there no limit to that ?-Yes.
Up to not pay, but if you are using it 24 hours a day it
100,000 horse-power, you would not get much saving
will pay. Thirty-three per cent. is only 8 hours
a.bove that.
~
3. day.
12153. What are Melbourne's limits likely to be?
12160. But vou recommend that the power sta--Mr. Merz's report says 80,000, so 100,000 will tion shculd be" built on a site to which coal can
give you a good margin.
be brought economically, and at which there is
121S4. By iIlr. Cltampion.--'-If there were any plenty of water available ?-Yes.
deposits of fuel at, say, Morwell, which could be
IZI6I. You say that within tEe last Ihree years,
used to advantage and obtai.ned very cheaply, it while there have been developments on the single
might be advisable to supplement the Yarraville' phase alternating current system, there have also
power. station by one constructed on the coal-field been considerable developments in direct current as
at Morwelt. Morwell is 80 miles from Melbourne? applied to long distances ?-Yes. This running of
-It is pUt!;!l)' a commercial question. I think that two machines in series in 1,200 volts is practically
in England the question of putting down stations in a new system.
It has been running in America
the Midland coal-fields (120 miles away) was .'gone for a couple of years, but I do not think it was
into, and tl:-ev came t(\ the ,conc.l usion it would not heard of three or four years ago. Then again, the
pay, but there; there was not the big difference in question of weakening the field of the motor by the
the cost of coal.
controller, for speeding up the motor at the top
12 I 5S. Their
black coal supplies would be speeds, has only very recently been brought into
cheaper than oure ?-Yes. The price of coal brought practice, and that means a saving in the rheostatic
. down by barge was not very much higher than the losses during acceleration
actual value on the coal-fields.
12162. You have told us that you know of many
121S6. I suppose you agree with Mr. Merz's
suburban railway systems that have been converted
statement, that "The erection of a plant in such to electricity?-Yeli.
a district as the Latrobe Valley would not bejusti12163. Do you regard our suburban railway systied lin less the coal had been worked there for some tem as a good steam service ?-I think i t i~.
considerable time, in ord~r that the cost of ob12164. Do YOll know any other suburban railtaining it and the reliability of the supply might way system that has as good a service as we have,
be definitely .asceItained "?-Absolutely.
or which we might have with an adequate rollingI21S7. And also "The instaBation of such a
stock, that has been converted to electric traction?
plant would involve an E;Xpenditure of £360,000, '~Yes. The Mersey railway was quite as good as
which might, be useless if the supply of fuel at a this.
They had strong locomotives, comfortable
low eriough pllce were not fully assured" ?-Yes.
trains, which were run to time, and they did their
. 12151:1. And again, " Even if we were to assume
duty yery well, but they did not pay. They have
that the brown ,coal could be worked over a period electrified them, and I understand they are beof vears at a low enough price it would be ver~ ginning to pay.
The Lancashire and Yorkshire
diIf1cult, if not i'mpG~sibk, to d~ide to-day upon line has a magnificent steam service.
the best actual site for a power station. in the
12165. How many miles of that were electrified?
Latrobe Valley." He fur-ther states ... The power - I think it is about IS or 20 miles long.
plant to' be installed to commence with for dealing
12 166. Were they suffering from tramway comwith the power requirements of Melbourne and the petition ?-No.
'
surrounding districts should be located on a cen12167. Where did the extra traffic come from?trally-located site.
My chief reason for this re- Reduction in time of travelling.
People could
commendation may be induced from the general -live at Southport, and come into town every day.
principal discllssed above (pages 18 to 21 of report) I t increased settlement
,
which may be worth while repeating in a rather
12168. By 1I1r. il1embrey.-Have you any idea
different form.
It i~ that, assuming that the total
load has a load-factor considerably less than 100 what saving of time was effected through the alteraper cent.-which will always be the case in prac- tion ?-From 7! to 10 minutes.
12I69. By the Chairman.-Can you give some
tice-it will pay to consider it as divided into two
parts, one of a high load-factor, and one of a much particulars about the Mersey lme ?-That is under
lower load-factor, and to have a centrally situated the River Mersey. It is a first class railway system.
1217°. Wha.t was the length of that system?plant for dealing with the latter.
Even if we
had at once to deal with the whole power require- Across the Mersey is, I think, a mile and a quarter.
ments shown in Fig, 1 above-which, of course, we Then if stretches out into the country. There were
have not-and even if it had already been ascer- about 8 or 9 miles altogether.
12 q1. It did not pay as a steam service, but is
tained exactly where the brown coal can be best
and most economically worked, I should still re- paving as an electric' service ?--Yes.
12t'J2. Were they subject to competition from
commend 1he erection of a large part of the plant
on a centrally situated site, apart altogether from tramways or other railways?-The competition was
the following reasons which render it to-day the from boats across the River Mersey.
12:173. Did the new traffic come from increased
only commercially sound policy:-(a) The load to
he dealt with in the first instance is considerably settlement, or was it at the expense of the boats?
less than the total requiremnts shown in Fig. I, --At the expense of the boats. One point about
and, as may be sen from Fig. 2, has a load-factor the Southport railway is this: Under steam service
of only 33 per cent." Do you agree it is not tbe~j' duplicated the line. Now trt-y are running
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on only two rails. One set of rails is practically
out of use.
12174. Have they a frequent s~rvice?-yes. T~e
stations are all shut up on the sIde that IS not In
use. There is no country traffic and mineral traffic
on that line. It is a suburban line. With. steam
trains thev· had a fast and slow service.
12175. ~Supposing the electrification of the railways is postponed, and the electrification ?f the
tramways proceeded with gradually, and ultlll1ately
th~ best electric service of tramways that can be
installed is installed for Melbourne and suburbs,
and extensions take place in some cases j what effect
the first class electrical tramway service properly installed and m3:naged have on the railway
service ?-It would practically take away half of
the present railway traffic.
12176. You say then, in effect, that if our tram-·
wa y system is electrified it will be essential to
electrify the railway syst~ ?-Absolutely.
12177. In fact, you say the same thing would
happen to a large extent as happened on the L~n
don, Brightpn, and South Coast?-Yes.
WIth
regard to quadruplication, personally, I do not
think it would oc necessary, but in any case it is
absolutely essential that the level crossings should
be done away with.
The present system is
dangerous.
121i8. It would become even more so with electrification ?-Yes, or with quadruplication.
12179. When you say that with electrification
you do not think quadruj)lication is necessary, are
you considering the suburban trains only, or do you
take into account also that there are about 40
country trains coming along that line per day, and
that at the busiest time of the day-in the ~vening
and morning-it is desirable to start off those country trains or bring them in, which would create a
block with the rapid electric service.
Take th(>
Caulfield line. The Warragul trll-in would simply
hang up all the electric trains 'after it till it got to
Caulfield ?-The country trains woulrl be nonstopping trains.
12180. Not necessarily?-But they could be arranged to do that. They could pick up suburban
passengers at Caulfield.
1218r. In addition to the Warragul trains, there
are the trains 'On the South Gippsland line and the
Morning-ton line, so there are three sets of trains
on the rine passing through Caulfield ?-I .see the
difficulty.
12182. By Afr. Cha1!Zpion.-If you are going to
electrify the 'railways and reduce the headway,
would not you find it more difficult to provide for
the country· trains than for the goods traffic ?-Not
if you make yOUl schedule to suit your traffic instead of the other way round.
1218". You say that if you run a symmetrical
time-table then electrification of tne railway makes
it more difficult to arrange for the passage of the
country trains ?-Yes.
1218 4. But you think that the time-table could
be so arranged to remove that aifficu lty ?-Yes.
12185. How would you provide for race traffic,
which starts at 11.30 and goes on till alxll1t I.30?
-With electrificatlon it is so easy to lengthen the
train. Instead of having three cars you can put
On six.
With the same time-table you can double
your traffic.
I ZI86. Mr. Wilson said, "Speaking as a railway engineer, I would advocate the quadrupIica'tion of the lines" ?-As an engineer undoubtedly;
but I am talking as a commercial ma.n.
12187. With you it is simply a question of whether what you get is worth the cost ?-Yes.

will

12188. The Railways Commissioners' proposition
is to quadruplicate the lines from South Yarra to
Caulfield. They say the quadruplication and regrading together will cost .£3II!00~. For the next
few years they say quadruplIcatlon IS not necessary,
and that regrading will cost a little more than half
the quadruplication.
We will have t~ alter our
stations along that line if we do regradmg ?-Presumably you would.
.
1zr89: Do you not think it would be ad;lsa?le
to make the one job, and do the guadruphcatlon
as well, as it would cost so littIe?-It is a question of what are you going to get back for your
money.
12190. Bearing in miJ?d t?e. tremeJ?dous c~)Untry
traffic on that line, whIch IS mcreasmg owmg to
the development of coal mines and the development
of Gippsland, do you not think it wo~ld be an
advantage to do the work at the same tune as ~e
regrading ?-Yes. As an e;ngineer it seems ~ mce
thing to have but the questIon of cost comes m.
12191. Th~ Railways Commissioners say that
where it is possible to get vacant land on the Camberwell line it would be desirable now to purchase
it for the future?-That is reasonable.

The witness witlldre1f),
Arthui' DOll,rjas Murdoch, Engineer and· Manager
of the N~rth Melbourne Electric Lighting and
Tramway Company, sworn and examined.
12I92. By Mr. Champion.-Have you had mt;ch
experience in connexion with tramway constructIOn
and operation ?-Yes.
12193. Have you had experience in ?ther plac~s
than in Victoria?-Yes, I have been m AustralIa
four years.
12194. What other tramway line~ have you ~n
connected with ?-I am conneCted WIth J. G. Whlte
and Company Limited, London, who are operating
managers for Essendon, and I am their reI>resentative ill Australia j they are tramwa y contrac~ors.
12195. Have you supervised the constructlon of
tramways for that firm in other places ?-Yes.
12196. What do you consider the relative advan·
tages of the overhead and conduit system of tramwav construction and what are the objections to
each, especially 'in a city like Melbourne?-The
advantages of the overhead system are that the
capital cost of construction is less, and it is cheaper
to operate. The disadvantage, if any, of the ov~r
head system is an ::esthetic one more than anythIng
else.
12197. Can the ::esthetic objection be overcome or
reduced to a minimum by judicious construction and
proper design ?~Yes.
12198. I have some photographs here put in by
Mr. Goodman showing the type of overhead construction adopted in Adelaide-[ltanding same to
witness]. Do you think that type of construction
would be found to be objectionable, eveD for the
city of Melbourne?~No, but in the centre of the
city I think that' rosettes on the buildings would
mike a better job, escepially with the number of
yerandall and other constructional difficulties. For
the outiyi!)" tramways, if you desire· to have the
advantages "of cheap' fares, &c., I think it would
be better to construct them on the Parked system,
that is tramways constructed in roads of 100 feet
wide or so, 30 to 33 feet, would be required for
the tramways, and Parked margins, and 30 to 34
feet on each side thereof for vehicular traffic; practically a light railway with centre poles.
1:21<;::: Would that not be almost making a
private roadway for the tramways ?-Yes, the constructional cost would then be a minimum, and the
operating cost a minimum, and the tramways would
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develop the outer suburbs, and give those who have
the operating of the system a chance of imposing
minimum fares, consistent with successful financial
.
operation.
12200, In arranging an overhead system it would
be possible to very much improve the type of pole
of a city used for telegraph wires, &c., would it
not ?-Yes, if it be desired to run telegraph wires
on the poles used for the tramways' then the spanwire system shown in these photographs would be
the better.
12201. Is not the conduit system of the South
London tramways the best of its character in operation ?-Yes, it is LIe English representative conduit system,
12202. Are yOU acquainted with the type of construction used in that case?-Yes.
12203. Can you say whether that line is operat·
ing satisfactorily now?-Yes, successfully.
12204. Is the cost of construction and operation
greater than the overhead system?-Yes.
12205. What reasons induced the London County
Council to adopt the conduit system in preference
to the overhead system?-To eliminate the overhead wires and poles in the streets, especially about
historical buildings.
12206. Some difficulties in connexion with
the
operation of that system \vere mentioned in a paper
read before the Institution of Civil Engineers. in
1904, particularly ail to the difficulty of keeping the
plow effective. Do YOll know if those difficulties
have been overcome ?-The plows have been improved considerably.
12207. Is it now necessary to keep two plows
in use for one car?-It is always advisable to have
one spare plow.
12208. Do you require a g-reater number of cars
in reserve with that system than wi;.n the overhrad
system ?-You would have to provide for more
" pullins": that is removing cars from he road
for electric defects. The percentage is higher with
the conduit system than witn the overhead system;
it is much more difficult to maintain plows tban
trolleys.
12209. As' to the slot points, do thev have anv
difficulty on account of the plow fouling the slot
points ?-They have improved on the earlier type,
and in the later designs those troubles have been
mostly eliminated.
12210. I understand that the conduit system is in
operation in some cases for a portion of the length
of the line or route only, and when the tramway
gets beyond the very thickly populated zone a reversion is ·made to the overhead svstem ?-Is that
so ?-Yes.
'
12211. Does it not then oecome necessary to have
two type of connector to the conductor wires or
rails, the plow for the underground system, and the
trolley or bow for the overhead system ?-That is so.
12212. Therefore, one car, in order to run from
one system to the other must be provided witli both
type of connector, must it nott-Yes.
12213. Is there not some delay in changing from
one system to the other ?-Yes, it must occupy time.
12214. Mr, Brain, the State electrician of New
South Wales, stated that in 1910 in England he had
timed some cases where it was said that the change
would only occupy some seconds, but he made it
as much as two minutes. Have you any definite
knowledge about that matter ?-It is quite possible
it would take that time, varying according to the
expertness of the men.
12215. Do you know whether they.have made
any improvements lately in the collector changing
device?-No, I think it is just about the same.

12216. In the conduit system, must no special
provision be made to keep the conduit dry?-Yes,
well drained.
122I7. You have before you some drawings illustrating various types of conduits which 'have been
constmcted in different parts of the world, and
they a.re shown in red on the drawings; there is
also a drawing showing the conduit of the present
cable tramway system of Melbourne, which is in
black.
Could you say from an examination of
those drawings whether the cable conduit would be
suitable for electric traction?-The conduit would
require some little modification; it is quite deep
enough, but it is not wide enough at the top just
underneath tbe channel sections. The bottom part
IS, however, better in this respect.
12218 .. Is it too narrow to put in two conductor
rails at the height which has been proved the most
suitable by experience?-Yes, having regard to the
standard of other conduit des'lgns.
122I9. Could you get those conductor rails in at
the space apart which is necessary for proper work·
ing, without putting them towards the bottom of
the Melbourne conduit ?-No.
12220. Would not that involve an increase in the
length of the plow?-Yes.
12221. Would that increased length be very un~
desirable ?-Very undesirable, I think.
12222, London is sewered on what is known as
the combine sYstem, and the storm water is taken
away from the conduits by connecting the conduits
with the sewer system, but even in that case in
I903 it is recorded there were three complete stoppages of the South London trams due to flooding.
In Melbourne the sewers of the Melbourne and
Metropolitan Board of Works are not available for
the removal of storm waters, and special provision
in our case would have to be made for the removal
of storm water from thoSt conduits. At the present time no special provision is made in many
cases to prevent storm water:; from entering the
conduits, but in some cases it is connected with the
storm water system, such as it is, but storm waters
an: allowed to enter into the slot, not only the watf'''
that falls upon the tramway tracks, but also the
water from inter3ecting streets, for instance, the
intersection of Queen and Collins streets. In some
instances the tramway tracks are subject to snbmergence of storm waters which cannot be removed,
for instance, in Chapel-street. What is your view?
-Supposing that water were deep, and you were
using the overhead system, it would not be advisable to run the cars through. During the last storm
in our district-we have a .dip similar to the one
you have mentioned-we had 3 feet of water over
the track within twentv minutes. Two armatures
were damaged by endeavouring tc run through flooel
water. Therefore, there would be danger of operating through the low lying part of Chapel-street
with an overhead system during floods,
If
you get flooding I do not think you can operate
over sucb areas with any system at flood times.
12223. I do not know that the surface of the
road is flooded, but the tramway tunnel is ?-In
those cases where the surface of the road is flooded
yon could not operate the overhead system, because
I8 inches would ,;ubmerge the motor axles, and you
would get thE: water into the motor cases, and da lll We have had in our rlistrict
age the apparatus.
on one or two occasions so much water that we
could not run our cars through for fear of damaging the equipment.
.
T2224· The total removal of all storm waters and
ordinary light rainfall waters, dust, and mud, is'
of greater importance in the conduit system than in
the overhead system, is it noP-Yes, in comparison
you must keep the insulators and conduit clean.
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I2235. Do you think the sleeper construction
12225. Do you think a system constructed with
one conductor rail instead of two would be desir- would give a more resilient type of track?-Yes.
able ?-No, I think two conductor raiJs are
12236. Of course, yeu could not use those
preferable.
transverse sleepers without conduit construction?12226. There have been many difficulties with the No.
The yoke extended out becomes a sort of
installation and operation of those systems, and sleeper; but extended yokes are not absolutely
the general practice seems to have arrived at a cer- necessary for conduit construction.
12237. To put it shortly, your view is that the
tain definite standard in any case. Is that so?conduit system can be operated successfully, and is
Yes.
12227. As tne conduits of the cable system in operated successfully; but it is necessary to have
Melbourne are not of a suitable type to take 'cun- the proper type of conduit for in-Yes, and where
ductor rails in the same way as is done ('n the the density of traffic will support the capital cost
approved systems, the installation of the conduit of installing, and the slight extra cost of operating
system in Melbourne would mean the entire' re- it.
construction of those conduits, would it r:.ot r- Yes,
I2238. Can you give any comparative figures
that is to use two conductors, positive and nega11ve, showing the' cost ?-I did not know you were going
which is the recognised plan at the present bme. to ask me that question, and I have not made any
One conductor could be used, but I do not t!1lnk comparison; but I think the London County
Council's operating costs and the Melbourne Tramit is advisable in the light of experience.
12228. Apparently with the London and other way system are about the same.
The Melbourne
conduit systems the yoke is extended out at mtel vals Tramway Company will pay higher wages; but the
London . County Council being a council, would
to carry the rails, and that makes a better !rilLl"
does it not?-Yes, a firmer track altogether.
operate at a little extra cost than would a com12229. There is no yoke of that type in the ex- pany. Probably the two would be about the
isting cable conduit system of Melbourne ?-No. same, slightly in favour of Melbourne.
Yokes are spaced from 3 ft. 6 in. to 5 feet; the
12239. The Melbourne cost is about 7. 6d. per
insulator boxes about 15 feet, that is, they are foOt car mile ?-I think it is about the same for Lonput in at every yoke, probably every three or four.
don j but, as I have said, Melbourne pays higher
12230 . Apart from the shape of the cable con- wages, and the material used for repairs would be
duit, the yokes themselves would require to be higber in Melbourne than in London-I should say
modified to give the best type of conduit construc- ~d. to ftd. per car mile.
That is just a general
tion.?-Yes, as far as can be judged from the small idea, without going very carefully into the matter.
tracmg handed to me.
12240. Do you think the superiority of electric
122 31. What, in your opinion, is the best type of tranlS over the cable system is sufficient to justify
track for tramway construction under any system? the conversion as may be decided by the inroming
-From an operating point of view, in the centre authority?-That has to be gone into very careof cities, I should say a track with a concrete fully, as there is a big financial question involved.
base having rails anchored down to the concrete,
I2241. I think most of the experts who have
either by. separat~ anchors or by steel sleepers, and given evidence are of opinion that the conversion
paved wIth gramte or wood sets. This would be should be carried out gradually, route by route,
the best for standing the wear and tear of vehicular with the extensions belonging to each route. There
traffic and the tramway traffic.
In the suburbs is an urgent demand for tramway extensions in cerI think the Parked method is the best that· can be tain localities, such as to Riversdale-road, where
used, that is, cross sleeper construction on a bal. they are very indifferently served by a horse tram,
lasted road bed, with crossings at street intersec- and also a horse tram to High-street, Kew. It is
very desirable to give those people decent traveltions for vehicular traffic paved in the usual way.
ling facilities in as short a time as possible r-If
I 2232.. Do you consider the sleeper track a better
type of track from a railway or tramway point of those lines would be remunerative in the near
view than the more rigid track founded upon ron. future, I do not see why the overhead system
crete ?-The sleeper track gives an easier, quiet<:r, should not be installed without delay, as you would
and safer running for railways, but where yeu never consider the conduit in those places.
I2242. The Riversdale-road line connects with
have paving on concrete integral with the lrack,
unless the whole is rigid, the paving after a time the Richmond tram line at Hawthorn-bridge, and
begins to work. The track engineer of New South the High-street tram line could also be made to
Wales having had experience of rails founded direct connect with that place, by running a line from
upon concrete, and rails founded upon transverse Barker's-road, through Burwood-road, to the
Then the cable tram brings passengers
sleepers was of opinion that the road on the trans- bridge.
verse sleepers was better under all conditions. What from Hawthorn-bridge to Spencer-street, Melis VOUr opinion?-They are setting them in (On- bourne, along Flinders·street.
In order to give
cr~te in America now.
Indeed, they have sub- facilities to those outlying districts, do you think it
stItuted steel sleepers in the centre of the citles. It would be desirable to electrify the whole of that
seems to make a better job where concrete is used cable line which is independent of any other cable
as a base for the outside paving. I think if you line ?-Yes, it would bring passengers right into the
have in such cases any cushion the pavement after centre of the city without changing cars; and it
a time is llable to work, and then repairs start, would be least costly to make that experiment, and
and operating expenses increase.
the people of Melbourne would then have an
12233· The latest system in Sydney was to put opportunity of seeing the two systems working ;ide
the track on wooden sleepers with about 4 inches by side.
There is another line (meeting the
of concrete under the sleepers, and the concrete Essendon line) running to North Melbourne. There
brought up level with the sleepers ?-That is fol- is a gap between them at Flemington-bridge, and
lowing the American practice.
the people have not the facilities to travel which
12234· Yon think the transverse sleeper con- they ought to have. A light Parked track could
struction is best, but you would prefer to use steel be laid along Flemington-road, and run into Melsleepers ?-Yes, in the centre of the city, where bourne very cheaply. Brunswick-road is already
the pqvement is laid in concrete. When you get congested with traffic, and if the Essendon people
into the suburbs, where there is a macadam road, had facilities for direct car traffic to town, sav.
then wood sleepers may with advantage be used.
through Queen-street, or one of the parallel streets;
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it would relieve congestion, and at the same time
take passengers to the centre of the city.
12243. The cables are- driven by steam power
plant situated in various power stations scattered
over the city and suburbs; do you think there
would be any great gain by substituting for those
steam plants electrical plants operated from a central station still retaiqing the cables?~ That is a
question one would have to go into very carefully
before giving an opinion.
It would ,be necessary
to know the size of each power station, the maximum demand, and the saving in labour, fuel and
stores by centralization. These things would have
to be looked into before a definite statement could
be made as to abandoning steam power,_ and replacing the engines by electric motors driven from
a central power station.
12244. What type of car are you using on your
line ?-·Both closed and open cars. The closed
cars are necessary in the winter months, and the
open cars' in the summer months, especially during
holiday rushes. A combination of the two types
would about meet the requirements of Melbourne.
12245. Even with the open electric car and
cross seating, you are able to afford temporary
shel ter in wet weather if necessary, and that is an
advantage over the dummy car of the cable system,
is it not?-The cable dummy cannot be used at all
in severe weather, and the blinds on the electric
cars are an advantage, but they are a source of
trouble. Passengers would be more sheltered with
cross seating, even.if there were no blinds.
12246. Do you know the height of the step all
your cars ?-I think about 10 inches.
There are
two steps. The height of the step varies a couple
of inches, according to the wear of the .steel tyres.
The tyres are about 3 inches in radial thickness, and
a wear of 2 inches would drop the step so much
nearer the ground.
12247. Do you think the electric system offers
greater advantages for
with congested
traffic than the cable system
1 think it does.
12248. Are these steps in the cross-loading cars
higher than the steps in the end-loading cars?Just a little higher.
12249. As to the system that should be adopted,
if electric traction is decided on for Melbourne,
the question of the type of electric traction, whether underuround or overhead, shoulrl be left to
the incoming authority who would be advised by
experts, should it not ?-Yes, those who have to
operate should have a say in its construction. They
will then be able to go into all phases of the
problem--crush traffic, prospective developm~nts,
and so forth, and arran~e their capital charges accordingly, with a knowJedge of what they have to
.
and what they are likely to get in "eturn, D11d
they are able to offer the travellingp.blic.
I2250' Speaking generally, do you prefer the
overhead system to the conduit system for ccollumy
and efficiency?-As an operator, :xe;,.
12251. By Mr. Dureau.-Regarding the g'lP at
North Melbourne between the two tramway s1'swhy did you not connect with the (a!'lle C'lrs?
cannot, according to Our franchise; we are
prohibited from connecting.
12252. What was the object in making tin: pIOhibition ?-I do not know, unless it was to ~top
competition with the railways,'
12253. Do you think it was with that objed?-That is the only idea which strikes me <is being
the cause.· But we deal with passengers who do
not find the railway convenient.
Roughly spEaking, we take one side of the road, and the I'{'(JI.'le
living there practically all travel by car; along
the other side they all travel by railway.

12254. Do you think it would interfere with the
railway much if you were connected at North Mel
bourne ?-No, I think it would go towards develop·
ing some of the sparsely-populated areas of
Essendon.
12255. Do you now give transfers to the cable
line ?-No, we are not allowed to do that, but to
assist our passengers we issue cable tickets on the
cars. We buy these tickets, and sell any number
from one to six as may be desired. If you travel .
by our cars you need not buy tickets from the
cable company, you can get them 'from us at 2d.
each.
We make no extra charge for the convenience to our passengers, nor do we receive any
percentage for selling the Melbourne Tramway and
Omnibus tickets.
I2256. If it were not for the conditions of your
franchise, would you be agreeable to exchange
transfers with the cable tramways ?-I believe there
would be no objections to that.
12257. From the Melbourne terminus of the
cable cars to the terminus of your line at the other
what time is taken in the journey?-Roughly,
24 minutes.
12258. What is the distance?-It is about 3·73
miles.
12.259. Do you think it would be a convenience
to the travelling public if that connexion were made,
and arrangements made between the Tramway Company and your company for a through fare?~1 do;
I think the people in our district would have the
full benefit.
At the present time they have two
fares to pay, two tickets to buy, and they have
to walk 200 or 300 yards between the termini of
the two systems.
In the wet weather that break
is very hard on the women folk.
12260. Do you think the effect of the present
restriction is to prevent peQple living in the outer
areas, which otherwise they might do?~lt has that
effect, but whether it was done for that purpose 1
could not sav.·
12261. Supposing that restriction were removed.
do vou think there would be an increase of settlement in the outer areas ?-I do in our area.
. Is the public feeling or the feeling of
your passengers very pronounced ?-It is very strong.
12263. 'Would the Commission be justified in
assuming that your company is agreeable to an
arrangement permitting the linking up of the North
.Melbourne tramway and your tramway, and provirling for through fares on both Tines?-1 do not
think my directors would raise any objection. The
question has, however, never been discussed with
them as it was known that the franchise would not
permit it. It is a question that would have to be
put he fore the directors.
12264. What is the gauge of your tram line?4 ft. 8~ in.
1
What is the width of your cars ?-About
8 feet across the fouling rails.
12266. What are your track centres ?-Almost
11 feet.
.
12267. Would it be possible to run your cars on
the present cable tram track ?-It would be a
tight squeeze.
12268. Would you care to do it
1 do not
think it could be done very well. Of course, the
width of the car has. been increased in Australia,
following the American practice.
f2269. What would you say is the tendency today in regard to tramway cars, to build them wider
or to retain the measurements previously existing?
- I think, so far as the width is concerned, it is
about settled, but there is a tendency to .lighten
cars. especially electric cars, and to do away with
the heavy top, and substitute therefore a plain
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arched roof. tlius cheapening' construction and
operating.
.
.
1227C. What width had you m mmd when you
said the width was a bout settled ?-About 8 feet
for street tramwavs.
12271. What is the width of the street lead~ng
from the Flemington-bridge, where your tram hne
runs along ?-About 66 feet.
12272. Have qnv objections been raised with
regara-to the centre poles ?-No.
12273. Has there been any aocident because of
them? Only one or two, with practically no serious
result.
12274. 'Do II-ft. centres allow of plenty of
room for centre poles?-Yes, although I th~nk I
would give a little more if I were constructmg a
Parked tramway.
12275. Do you know the space between the tr.am
and the centre pole as the tram passes ?-I thmk
about 10 inches to 16 inches, but these are rough
figures.
. .
122 76. What fares do you charge on your hne i'
-A 2d. fare for 3.7 miles; that works out at
.537d. per mile on the Keilor-road, and .61d. on
the Saltwater River line. We also issue a transfer
from our Keilor-road line to the Saltwater River
line to feed the Newmarket station, so that any
"Passenger living along the Moul1t Ale~ander-road
who wisheli to catch the Newmarket tram transfers
for the . same figure.
We also have a. universal
Id. fare for children, and up to 9 o'clock we
issue 2d. return fares to an passengers travelling,
and this averages, assuming the passenger does t?e
outward and homeward journey, .z68d. per mIle
over the route, a fraction over td.
12277. Do a large proporition of your passengers
travel before 9 o'clock ?-For last year the fare
value received was 13.0 per cent., and the pas~engers carried 26 per cent. of the total returns.
12278. Has the return fare been in vogue fr~
th(:o institution of the tramways ?-Yes, our franchIse
requires us to run four workmen's cars each way
only before 7.30 o'clock in the morning, but the
company has extended the issue of cheap return
tickets up to 9 a.m. on all cars.
12279. Do you issue the return fares to ev:ry
passenger, whether it is asked for or not?~Yes,
indiscrimimtely to everybody.
12:280. Do, you think it has increased the traffic?
-It has increased it slightly.
In 1908 the per·
centage of traffic revenue from the source named was
9.8 per cent., and in 1909 13 per cent.
.
I228r. Do you think the settlement has mcreased in the outer area in consequence?-Yes',
there has been quite a distinet settlement going on
in our area during the last two years. It ~s due
in part to the cheap return fares, and the cuttmg up
of one or two small estates. I blOW two estates
have been cut up during the last few years, and
I suppose there will be 50 houses on each of them
already.
. 12282. Do you run along the routes permitted
by your franchise ?-Yes.
.
12283. Is it proposed to give you a franchIse for
other routes ?-No, there is a route in our agreement that has not yet been constructed.
12284. Do you think tramways are required along
other streets in that district ?----"N 0, I think they are
fairly well served. The Saltwater River tramway
runs along Victoria-street, and then joins th.e MOlint
Alexander-road route. . It would make It better
for the people of Newmarket if instead of going
abng Victoria-street the Salt.vater River route continued along Race-course-road to Flemington-road,
it would then save time to those travelling to and
from the-city.
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12285. Would you operate that car, supposi?g it
went along that road ?-Yes, we could then gIve a
through service, starting from Keilor-road to .Saltwater River, and better serve Newmarket statIOn.
12286, Were your cars built in Melbourne?No, they are American built cars.
12287. How many motors have you in them t-,
Two motors per car of 30 to 35 horRe-power.
12288. What is the carrying capacity of the cars?
-Closed cars 32 passengers, open 46.
12289. Can you give the capital cost of your
undertaking?-No, not off-hand.
.
1229°. Could you supply the Commi~sion with
that capital cost ?-l should have to get It through
our London office.
1229l. The Commission would like 'to have it it
"you couid get it ?-l will write for it by to-morrow's
mail. We have no local shareholders, and everything is done in Lon~on. The whole of the books
are kept there on capItal aocount.
.
I 2292. I suppose you keep local accounts,- do you
not ?-The local accounts 'are very complete.
12293. Can you inform us whether it is so far
a profitable undertaking ?-The first year showed a
loss, the second year showed a pr'ofit of £I,5~1,
that is in excess of operating expenses, the thIrd
year showed a profit of £2,053, and the fourth
year £3,362. We are iuthe fifth year now, and
it will probably show the same rate of increase.
12294'. Are those profits above the operating cost?
-Yes. Unfortunately, we have not as yet earned
any interest on our capital
We are developing.
12295- Do you think after deduction of interest,
sinking fund, and depreciati.on, that your system
to-day would show a profit ?-I do not Suppose it
would, but it is developing rapidly.
12296. Did the fact of the establishment of your
tramway considerably increase the population of the
district ?-Yes, that is testified by the records.
I2297· Can you inform us what is 'the population of the area served by your tramway?-Approximately, 30,000
12298. Is that all in one municipality?-That
includes Newmarket, Flemington, Kensington, and
Essendon.
Essendon means Ascot Vale, Moonee
Ponds, and Essendon prop~r.
12299. What has the municipality received either
in the way of rates ,or fees from you for the franchise ?--I have not that separated out in my account
here, bl),t I will let you have it at a:' later date.
123°0. Do you know whether there is any provision in your agreement authorizing the municipalities to buyout the tramways ?-Yes, after a
certain number of years.
123°1. Do you know when that becomes operative?-In I9.17.
12 3°2. By Mr. Solly.-What num~r of passengers did you carry the first year of operation?1,639,066.
12 3°3. What has been the development since?To 1,870,295.
12 3°4. Is that the difference between the first
year and the second ?-No, between 1908 and 1910.
12 3°5. Is the company satisfied with the progress it has made ?-Not quite.
12 3 06 . Is it a paying concern ?-Not just yet,
but we have hopes that it will pay.
12 3°7. You stated that the development of that
portion of the district which your tramway serves
has been considerable, but you did not tell us
what proprtion of increase of population has taken
place in the district ?-I have not the figures; I
have tried to get them from the authorities on several
occasions, but could only get approximate returns.
The figures in my statistics are for last year. They
are not taken from the census returns, but were
supplied by the town hall authorities.
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12308. What type of house is being erected out
that way r~For the artisan and the clerical classes,
equally divided.
12309. Have the people who have gone out there
been mainly the artisans from the industrial cen·
tres, and clerks from the city?-Yes, but further
out you get the wealthier clasS-'-the business man.
12.310. Are the houses of a good typer-They
contain four, five, and s~x rooms, with plenty of
air space.
12311. Is it a good residential localityrI should say it is. I do not think there is better
so close to Melbourne.
12312. Can you give any reason why, with the
development of the tram system out there, the in·
crease of popUlation has not been so great as to
make the trams a payable concern, as anticipated'
by your company r-I think the through travelling
,facilities to Melbourne have been to our disadvantage, a~ with the tram service you have to change
cars and walk the gap b~tween the systems at Kensington, and you have two fares to pay. l3esides,
you have to go all the \vay round North Melbourne instead of going direct to the city. What
is wanted is a more direct route to the city.
12313. Do you mean, if you could ~o right
straight up Flemington-road and get into Elizabeth-street r-Yes, or a street parallel to Elizabethstreet.
12314. Supposing, eventually, your tram system
was linked up with the cable system electrified,
and the tram system could go right up and meet
on the Sydney-road the present system, would that
be the means of taking a larger proportion of the
passenger traffic than at the present time?-Yes,
I think it would build up the area. From Newmarket up to Essendon is closely settled all along
the railway line, but on each side there is a lot of
land unoccupied.
12315. Along your tramway line is there plenty
of good residential land for settlement?-Yes,
plenty where the railways would not meet the convenience of the people.
12316. By Mr. Champion.-The people will not
go there because the cable system is not linked up;
is that it r-Yes.
12317. By Mr. Solly.-With the linking up
would there be a possibility of that?-Yes, and
workmen could obtain land very cheaply, and
house~ could be constructed at reasonable rates,
and residents could get to and from their work in
town by one service of cars.
12318. What has been the result of that development out there from the residential point of
view j have the land values gone up ?-Yes, they
have gone up with the tramways, and rents have increased within the last two years considerably.
12319. That is a great disadvantage to the man
, who has to pay rent, is it not ?-Yes, but that will
always follow j wherever tramways go, the land
values rise unless the authorities buy the land beforehand and push the tramways through afterwards.
Property-holders will naturally take advantage; every man wants a tramway up his own
street.
12320. What are the wages you pay your conductors ?-The same rates as the M~lbourne Tramway and Omnibus Company; we are bound by
those rates.
12321. Does the Federal Arbitration Court make
you shake at all, seeing that a tramway union has
been lately formed ?-I do not know that I hav&,
done any shaking yet.
12322. By Mr. Dureau.-Would you have any
objection to telling the Commission your operatin~
charges per car mile, and the total car mileage

tun r-I will supply that information to the Commission-the total cost per car mile, and operating
cost per car mile, including all charges, if possible.
The car miles operated were 426,358. That works
out roughly at 39,000 car miles per mile Qf single
track per annum.
12323- Hbw is your track constructed ?--:-Atcotding to the stringer principle j that is, a stringer of
concrete is run under each rail, about 18 inches
wide and 6 inches deep, and the rails are laid
direct thereon j they are tied, but there are no
transverse sleepers.
12324. Do you find that style of construction
wears well r-Yes, everything is in good order in
Essendon.
12,325. By Afr. C!uimpion.-What is theweignt
of the rails ?-90 lhs., and about 10d lbs. bli
curves.
12326. By Mr. Solly.-How many houts' a week
do you work: the men driving the trams ?-Not
more than 48 ;48 constitutes a week's ,york, but
we rather take it as a fortnight of 96 hours, the
fortnight basls is far the best one. We pay overtime, but overtime commences after 48 hours have
been worked.
12327. Could a man work 48 hours right.off and
not' get any overtime ?-If he were permitted he
could. We limit the working hours, so far as
possible, to so many hours a day. We do that in
the interests of safety, apart from any other consideraion. We endeavour not to leave a man on
a platform more than five hours if we can
help it.
Many of them woul& like to work eight
hours at a stretch, but we do not consider it advis~ble) in the interes.ts of public sa~ety.
Fi~e hours
1S, roughly, a maxlIDum betwetm meals br tlme oft,
but such matters have to be arranged according to
the scheduled service. Mainly in the morning and
evening, large numbers of people will travel at· the
one time j everybody wants to get home without delay, and extra service cars are needed to meet the
traffic. If 40 or 50 additional cars are scheduled
at such times, split shifts are necessary. Other.
wise, standing time follows, and that operates on
the fares, whether the system is worked by the Go
vernment or by a company.
12328. How many men have you engaged in the
work (-Eighty or 90; but they are not all traffic
men, some are employed in the engine-house,
others in the depot, and lighting departments.
12329. Have you any mess-room for social in
tercourse ?-We have one room only.
12330. Do the men work full timer-Varying
times.
12331. What is the' average work out at for the
twelve months ?-I could not say ~ithout going into
the matter.
12332. Could you say whether the men work 25
hours a week or 48, on an average ?-All other
employes, excluding traffic staff, work 48 hours
a week; whilst the traffic men vary from 30 to 48,
and spare men probably get down to 30.
12333. Have you any number of emergency men
for the purpose of taking the place of those who
are taken awav?-Yes. we have three or four conductors, and three or four motor men.
12334. How do they fare when not working?They get no pay unless they work j but they alwavs
get an average wage, say 30S. to 35S. a week. We
give them all spare work in the depot or powerhouse, or at least the first chance, only they do not
,
always like to take the work.
12 335. Would the average work out at 35s. a
week ?-Possibly; I am only speaking roughly.
r2336. What would be the average wage of men
who are supposed to be permanently employed by
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your company, including lost time?-That is a
matter which would have to be carefully gone into.
I should say, for the traffic staff, the-average wage
would be about 45s. a week for 45 hours.
.
12337. Could you manage to get the average
rate of pay for the men in your employ for twelve
months for the Commission ?-I dare say we shall
be getting that out, so it will be available.
(The witness withdrew.)

Alfred W. Kendall, electrical engineer, sworn and
examined.
12338. By Mr. Solly (in the Chair).-Where are
you employed ?-1 am manager of the Australian
General.Electric Company.
12339. By lib. Cltampion.-Do you mean the
General Electric Company in New York ?-No. The
Australian General Electric Company is a separate
company, but is the sole agent in Australia of the
General Electric Company of United States of
America.
12340. What has been your experience, or what
'branch of electric work have you been principally
associated with ?-Electrical engineering, with reference -largely to traction, until 1 joined the General
Electric Company, and since then my work has beeri
what you might term consulting and commercia]
engineeripg, and superintending the carrying out of
work .
. ~2341. When you speak of experience of trac·
tion, do YQU mean traction al; applied to tramways
or railways ?-As applied to tramways.
12342. flave you had any experience in the construction of tramways?-Yes, in Sydney. I was
assistant engineer to Mr. Brain for four years.
12343. What do you consider the relative advantages of the overhead system and the conduit
system of tramways, and what are the objections
to each, especially for a city like Melbourne ?-1
would put down the advantages of the overhead
system as being cheaper to construct j it can be
installed much more quickly, and the maintenance
cost is lower; it is more reliable, and less liable
to interruptions and disablement, dividing the traffic
by an actual instead of an imaginary line if centre
pol<;s are used, while around the poles there are
island platforms that are advantageous to pedestrians in wide streets. The centre poles avoid the
unsightliness considered by some of' span·wire con·
stn,lction, but they slightly interfere with fire
brigades, and if centre pole~ were adopted for Melbourne it woqjd be necessary to spread the track
to 12 ft. 6 in. centres.
12344. The streets of Melbourne are 99 feet in
width, with footways 18 feet, leaving a clear width
of roadwa,y between the kerbstones of 63 feet. In
view of that fact, what class of overhead construct~on would you regard as most suitable for the city
of Melbourne, centre poles or span wires (-From
an engineering point of view purely, sp.an wires,
but from an resthetic point of view centre poles.
12345. If the span wires were secured by rosettes
to the· buildings, do you think that they would be
II\ore objectionable from an resthetic point of view
than centre Eoles ?-Ye!!, I think that a centre pole
rather a,dds to the appearance of a wide street; it
tenqs to divide the traffic and it takes away from
a very wide street that dead look which you see
sometimes when there is not much traffic on it. I
have noticed that in Sydney you are able to slip
across the road quickly but in crossing at ,some
intersections in Melbourne I find almost a difficulty.
I feel ~ Cl).nnot rush across thl? same as I can in
Sydney, and in a wide street a small island platform arotfnd the centre pgle woulcl be apprecia,ted
by women and children. .
-
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1234(J. Are you aware that the centre poles
erected in George-street, Sydney, have been removed ?-Yes.
12347. Do you know fOt what reason?-I did
not hear the reason; 1 presume they were considered
an obstruction. There is the reason that with the
centre poles .the connexion to the trolley wire is
more rigid than with span-wire construction; there
is not the same give and swing with the span wire.
As the trolley comes along it tends to lift the span
wire more pr les!>, but with the centre pole the
trolley wire is more rigidly held, and after a time
with 'fatiguing the wire breaks; with the span
wire there is a certain amount of give, and 1 think
it was partly due to the breakages in George-street
that they took away the centre poles. There would
be more wea,r and tear with the centre pole than
with span-wire cOllStruction.
12348. The Commission have some evidence in
connexion with span-wire construction in Adelaide
with steel poles on .each side of the street, the steel
pole being used for carrying the telegraph wires,
electric light wires, and telephone wires, and all the
timber· poles were removed. Do you think it would be
judicious to remove all the unsightly wooden telegraph poles with their mass of wires, and replace
them with a uniform system of steel poles throughout the city of a much more elegant character?Yes. 1 certainly think that telegraph wires and the
electric light wires should be carried on the one support, if possible.
12349. One set of poles for the overhead electric
service of the city could be made of a much more
refined appe-arance than those at present in existence, could they not?-Yes.
1235°. The photograph~ 1 have here show the
old telegraph polt'S and the new tramway poles used
for carrying telegraph wires in Adelaide, the new
pole being of a much lighter and more elegant
character- th;m the old pules.
Looking at that
photograph, do you think there would be much objection to such a type- of construction in the city of
Melboume from the resthetic point of view?-lf
you are going to carry the telegraph lines overhead,
1 think it would be an improvement.
12351. With respect to the conduit system, what
is your view ?-Of course, there is the resthetic
point of view? but apart from that the conduit
leaves the roadway clear, and if your conduit, is
installed throughout you do away with the possi·
bil~ty of electrolysis; if you have a partial conduit
system you would then minimize the danger or the
risk of electrolysis.
12352. Are you thinking of the return current
through the rails on the overhead system bringing
about electrolysis as affecting the gas and water
mains ?-Yes, and electric cables. There are systems of protection against electrolysis, but at the
same time it has to be borne in mind where you
have many water and gas mains.
12353. Would you be getting that advantage with
the conduit system in which you have a positive
and negl;ltive conductor, but would not get any
advantage in that respect by the introduction of
a conduit system witll merely one conductor, and
you would still have the same disability with the
return current through the rails that exist with the
Qverhead system?-Yes.
12354. What system would you adopt for the
central portion of Melbourne ?-I should adopt overhead construction with either centre poles or span
wires.
~2355. What are approximately the relative costs
of ~pan wire and centre pole construction ?-I
should say '£20,QOO a mile or more for conduit
construction, and. .£IQ,OOO for span wire, and
.£n,ooo for centre pole construction.
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12356. Do you wish to add anything further on
the question of the relative advantages of the over·
head system as compared with the conduit system?
-The contact plows have always been a source of
trouble in the conduit system, which has never been
eliminated.
You can never eliminate that source
of trouble, but you can minimize it. The plow is
not so reliable as the overhead trolley, and it is much
more expensive to construct and maintain. Then
there is the liability of the flooding of the conduits
in Melbourne. The flooding of the conduit, however,
does not mean of necessity the stopping of the
tramways, but you would have a heavy lea~age of
current; that is if the conduit were flooded ill parts
you would get a' heavy leakage of current, but it
would not of necessity stop the tramways. In continental and American cities they have' a fair
amount of trOllble with the dust and dirt which get
into the conduit, but that would not be an important matter in Melbourne where the traffic is
not so heavy.
12357. Are there not difficulties in connexion with
the working of the conduit system which do not
aGcur with the overhead system, and do not those
difficulties tend to increase the cost of working the
conduit system?-Yes.
'
12358. Would those difficulties be reduced or in.
creased in the conduit system if a single conductor
were used, situated centrally under the slot ?-They
would be reduced, but to situate the conductors
under the slot would be rather dangerous
for anyone poking sticks down or metal rods.
12359. Why would they be reduced when we find
that the type of conduit construction which has reo
ceived the most general approval is of it different
character altogether, with two conductors positive
and negative, by the introduction of a single r~il
situated centrally under the slot?-When I said reduced I was thinking of the fact that you would
have to maintain one contact plow as against double
contact plow; but against thf.t-which point I
overlooked-you have no bonding, and probably
the cost of bonding would run to more than the
cost of maintaining the extra part of plow, &c.
You have to bond the track on the return route.
12360. Is not that dispensed with by means of
the Thermit 'weld ?-Not altogether. The Thermit
weld fails sometimes, but you need not of necessity bond, but I think its about every. sixth rail;
you have to leave a break between the rails, and
you must bond there. I should say that if you
took bonding into consideration, which, of course,
you should, a double plow would be cheaper than
{or maintenance.
Here is a cross seca
tion of an ordinary plow, or rather
an
elevation of it, that fits in between the two
conductor rails which are situated at each
side of the slot, so that drips from the slot
shall not fall on the conductor rail, and the plow
is a single plow with two faces which are pressed
out by a spring against the conductor bars or rails.
A plow of that type is solid between the positive
and negative conductor. and is pressed against, the
tips of the tees of the conductor rails, then these
conductor bars are kept up as close as possible to
the surface of the road.
12361-62. What would be the object of that?The closer the better for mechanical reasons, the
better for the plow; the strains are less on the
plow the closer the contacts are to its support, and
the leverage is less.
123 63. Supposing you had one conductor rail
situated centrally under the slot, would not that
be likely to get more dirt and more rain on it than
if you had two conductors situated away from the
centre of the slot ?-Undoubtedly.

12364. Would not that tend to increase the difficulties of working ?-Yes.
12365. So that from an actuating point of view
there is no advantage to be gained, or rather the
reverse, by putting the rails centrally under the
slot ?-That is so. Of course, the single construction is cheaper in first cost, because you cut out
your feeders, as well as the second conductor. You
have a double feeder net\york \vith the double
trolley and the douDle conduit, but for working ~t
is better . You lose all the advantage of the rail
return if vou have the double. The rail return is
worth so il1uch in extra conductor. If you PUt .in
a double trolley conduit you do not make any use
of the rail as a return.
12366. Do you then eliminate the possibility of
electrolysis, which is an advantage?-Yes.
12367. There have been considerable difficulties
in working this system with a plow on account of
drainage and for other reasons?-Yes.
12368. The system has been in operation in
London since 1903, about seven or eight years. Do
not you think it would be wise if you were going
to operate that system to adhere to the methods in
which the greatest experience has been obtained,
rather than start out with a new method altogether?
certainly for Melbourne. Of course, New
York
been very successful; there are troubles,
but the system is operated, and operated successfully, but at a greater cost than the other methods.
12369. Amongst those drawings I have handed
you there is, a, ClOSS section of the cable conduits
of the city at Melbourne in "black." Could you
say by ,comparing that with the drawings of the
conduits systems in operation in other parts of the
world whether the conduit is suitable for the underground electric traction system ?-I am afraid my
opinion would not be worth much on that point.
Yop want about 18 inches between sides of that,
and the conduit brings the conductor right against
the side.
You couId drop it lower, but in that
case you increase the length of the pJow which
would be very undesirable, and you would get
nearer to any flood waters that may be running on
the bottom.
Still, I would not like to say that
it could 110t be done if you dropped the conductor
a little, so long as you could get sufficient clearance
for your conductors j you could arrange for insulators in the conduit.
12 37 0 • Is not the essential difference between
that conduit and the conduit for electric traction,
that the conduit for electric traction immediately
opens out so as to give room to space those conductor bars ?-Yes, it does, and the cable conduit
is not suitable, but it might be used.
I2371. If it were used, apart from any question
of being able to fix in the conductor rails, would
it be an undesirable type of conduit, because the
drips through the slot would be more likely to
collect about the insulators ?-Yes.
12 37 2 . The reason fOl having the great width at
the top of the conduit as in the London conduits
is not only to gIve room for the conductor bars,
but also to provide. a clear drop for any water
which may fall into the slot, is it not, while in the
Melbourne conduit there would be a tendency for
that water to run down the side ?-Yes, but it would
not tend to drop on to the conductor; it would tend
to run clown on to the insulators.
12 373. That would be very undesirable, would
it· not ?--It would, but an insulator could be made
with a shield if necessarv.
12 374. So fa~ a~ the 'operation of the plow is
concerned, in all those systems of which drawings
are before you, the plow acts in a similar way, and
is pressed against each conductor, is· it not?-Yes.
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12375. With a single conductor rail under the
centre of the slot a different type of plow would
have to be used, and it would be more difficult to
obtain the lateral support at the end of the plow
which is afforded in the systems already in operation.
Is that so?-That depends on the construction:
12376. I should imagine it would be more difficult to secure it. Suposing the rail were situated
centrally under tne slot, you would hav<;: to get a
plow coming through that slot, and beanng on the
conductor bar?-That design would not be any
good; you would have to change it. I would propose, if you had a single conductor, to have a
conductor something like the shape of a "T"
rail, and a collector on the side for a side contact
inverted U shape.
12377. The presence of dust or mud on the rail
would be objectionable, would it not?-Yes, that
is always objectionable.
I237S, Would it not be more accentuated in the
case of a single rail under the slot than it would
be with the two positiv'e and negative conductors?
-Yes; the nlOre you think of it the more impracticable it seems, because all the rubbish that dropf
through that slot is going to drop on that rail; and
if you put brushes on' to clear the mud and dirt
away they would soon wear out, and you would be
renewing the brushes all the time.
.
12379. With regard to working of the system
with the plow, they sometimes have a difficulty with
the fouling of the slot points, do they not ?-I
should say so, but I speak without experience on
the subject.
12380. Have you seen the conduit system in
0peration anywhere?-I have seen it in New York
when riding on the car, but I have not examined
it.
12381. Do they not have to keep a number of
plows in stock ?-Yes.
12382. Are you aware that they have two plows
for every car ?--I am not sure of the construction.
12383. Does the New York system in any of its
parts change from the conduit to the overhead
.system ?-If the car runs through, .it must change j
there are places where they have to change from
the conduit to the overhead system.
12384 .. Is there any delay?-Not an appreciable
delay.
12385. Then the cars must be furnished with a
plow and an overhead trolley, must they not?Yes; they just slip the trolley under a hook on roof
of car. I should imagine the plow. is released and
dropped into a slot.
12386. Do you say that the more you see of the
possibilities of the conduits in Melbourne for electric traction, the more difficult the proposition becomes ?-Yes.
12387. Would you agree with Mr, Goodman
when he says the use of the conduits is not practicable ?-No, without actually going properly into the
matter, and I have not done that. It does not look
at all attractive; and even if you put the single
conductor in the width of the collector with double
side contacts would pretty well fill· up the upper
part of tbe conduit if the conductor were kept up'
to the most desirable height.
12388. Could you give an opinion as to the conditions of rainfall as between Melbourne and London, Berlin, Paris and New York?-I have not
much knowledge of those cities, but I should say
pretty certainly that the conditions are not worse
than they are in Melbourne.
_
12389. Do you think there is a greater fall of
rain in a given time in Melbourne than in those
cities ?-Yes; and it seems more difficult for the
flood waters to get away here.
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12390. Except for the removal of storm waters,
do you think the difficulties of operating would be
grea ter in those cities than in Melbourne?-Yes;
and you have no snow here to worry with.
I2391. Do you consider the superiority of
electric trams over the cable system sufficient to
justify conversion wholly?-Yes.
12 39 2 . Would it not be an advantage in electrifying the cable system in Melbourne to take the
Richmond route and the extensions depending upon
it, and electrify that route and its extensions, and
having done that, proceed to some other route with
its extensions, rather than electrify the whole inner
system at once, and proceed with the extensions
gradually?-Yes, assuming that you propose to lay
out a scheme to handle the whole of the tramways.
12 393. The scheme, I presume, would be designed. in its entirety as regards power stations,
&c., with the object of going on with the whole
business, Do you think it would be desirable to
electrify in the way I have indicated as being the
best method of progression ?-It seems to me that
would suit public convenience best.
12 394. The citizens of Melbourne would then
have an opportunity of judging of the respective
merits of the electric and cable tram systems in the
city as soon as the first line was electrified?-Yes;
but that does not seem to me to affect the matter ~t
all.
.
12 395. You are satisfied in your own mind that
electric traction offers many advantages over the
cable traction system, but there are a great many
people who are not ?-I can hardly understand
that. If you are going to install electric tramways
economically, you must set out with a complete
electrification scheme.
If you do it. piecemeal,
your power-house units will be put in small in the
first place, and your car sheds may be placed in a
position ill relation to one line, which, if the whole
scheme were electrified, woulCl be differently placed
in relation to the whole of the lines, and likewise
your sub-stations.
The power would be supplied
to these lines through sub-stations, and in that case
the sub-stations would be placed in order to be of
most benefit to all the lines. If you start it piecemeal, it would mean practically scrapping or altering the plant afterwards.
l2396. In Adelaide, 20 miles were constructed
in less than two years. Now the system is approaching 86 miles; but it is only quite recently
that the temporary supply of power has been
dispensed with, and the proper operating station
has been brought into use. So it is quite conceivable in electrifying the Melbourne system we may
have to make provision for the supply of power of
a temporary nature, pending the completion of the
power-house, in order to push the matter on. Admitting that your method of devising a scheme as
a whole is adopted, which was done in Adelaide, it
may still be necessary to provide temporary supplies of power. Do you think a temporary supply
of power should be obtained i'-I think, with regard to the temporary supply of power, there is no
reason for it. If you did not lose time, you would
be ready with the power-house just about as quickly
as you could lay the lines, and build the cars, and
get the motors out. Take Adelaide. Tenders for
the power-station were not called for a long time,
twelve months after the rolling-stock had been purchased.
12397. Do you think there would be no reason
for delay in electrifying any section of the cable
system because of having to make provision for a
temporary supply of power; you would get your
power-station into operation as soon as you could
any alteration of track ?-Practically, yes.
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I2.WS. What do you consider the best type of
track: rails laid on transverse sleepers, or ralls on
the concrete ?-Rails laid on sleepers, because it is
easier on the track, and much easier on the· rollingstock.
12,399. You could not lay such a track with the
conduit system, could you ?-No.
12400.' Tben the overhead system affords a? 012portunity of using the best type of track, whIch IS
another advantage, is it not?-Yes.
12401. Have you considered the que.stion.of
working the cable trams electrically, that IS retaming the cable system as a cable system, and operating the cable by means of electric motors ?-I have
not gone into that matter.
12402. Would that remove the disabilities of the
cable system as compared with the electric system?
-No, but it might mean a saving in the cost; of
driving the cable from what I hear of the engmes
installed.
12403. That would mean that the cable system
should be replaced by an electric system as soon
as possible ?- Yes.
12404. Ha\c you any doubt that the citizens of
Melbourne, with an opportunity of seeing electric
cars in operation, would at once realize many of
the advantages of electric traction over the cable
system ?-I am certain of it.
12405. Did you not say that you c~uld not understand anybody not appreciating the advantages?Yes.
12406. Would the electric system of traction
afford better opportunities of dealing with the congestion of traffic than the cable system ?-Much
greater.
12407. Have you considered the type of car most
suitable for the various classes of traffic in Melbourne ?-I have watched the huilding of types of
cars for several years, and I think the best type
of car I have seen either in America or Australia
is a car which they now have in Sydney known as
the So-seat car. It is a side-loading car with cross
seats, and a saloon in the centre, and opens at both
ends.
1240.S. Is that type of car·in use in Adelaide?Not quite the same type.
There are cross seats
right through, the side doors close-in the middk,
and the ends are open.
It is specially designed
to get the step low, and it has a very strong light
frame.
I have watched the development of cars
in Sydney for a long time, and_ they have been
trying to get a car like that.
I have never seen
any car that I am so satisfied with as that car.
12409. Do you think that practice of loading on
both sides of the car should be adopted as in Sydney?-I do. On the different tramway systems I
have seen I have been more and more impressed
with the fact that in Sydney, where people are
given absolute freedom in getting on and off cars,
you handle the public quicker, and there is wonderful freedom from acCident.
12410. By the Chairman.-Is there any reason
why in our cable trams passengers should not be
allowed to go on either side ?-N 0 reason at all.
12411. If that be so, is there anything in the
electric car which requires. a different provision from
that which already exists in the case of our cable
dummy?-There is nothing different at all.
12412. If it be practiCable or convenient to allow
people to enter on either side of our dummy, is
there any reason why they should not enter from
either side of the electric car?-No. The public
seem to take care of themselves, and always look
along the track, and if there is no car coming on
the other track they get out on that side, if more
convenient, but if they see a car coming they get out
on the other sid.!.
J

12413. By Mr. ChampioJ!.-ln Adelaide then:; is
an arrangement that when the steps on one SIde
are up the steps on the otht:r side cannot be used.
Do you consider that all unnecessary requirement?
-1 do.
I have watched the Sydney traffic, and
am convinced of it. The people get used to the
arrangements, and I un very little risk.
12414. Is the application of brake power with
electric traction more satisfactory than with cable
tratcion ?-If you were to put cable cars on the
same basis as electric cars tte electric car is undoubtedly better from a braking point of view,
but the cable car is so light that it seems to brake
about as well as the electric car.
12415. By tile Cliairman.-Do you think, notwithstanding the lightness of the car, that the handbrake is as effective as the power brake of an electric
car applied throughout ?-I do not think the cable
car brake is quite as good as the electric, because
it does not seem to be so well under control.
12416. There is a hand-brake on the back of the
cable car as well as on the dummy, but if a child
or elderly person gets in front of a cable car the
odds are that the conductor does not see that person if he is at the back of the car, and therefore
does not use his brake, and if he is on any other
part of the car he cannot use it. Therefore, in an
emergency of that kind you have to rely 'on the
brake of the dummy, have you not?-Yes.
12417. Is the brake on the dummy as effective
in stopping a car as the power-brake on the electric
car ?-I do not think it is, for two reasons j on
the electric car the man is right against the apron,
and he can see right down over the car on to the
track right in front of him. He has his hand on
the brake, and to apply the brake simply means
a movement of the one hand or the other, and he
can stop the car within almost a few feet. The
usual brake is a power-brake acting on every wheel·
1241S. By Mr. Cliampion.-On the overhead
system o,f electric traction there are two methods of
making a connexion, trolley wire with a trolley,
and the bow. Which systeg} do you prefer?-The
trolley wheel every time, because it is much less
expensive and troublesome in maintenance.
12419. Would t.here be less noise with the bow
than with the trolley?-One scrapes and the other
rolls.
I should say there would be more noise
with the bow than with the trolley, but I do not
think that you would use bows in Melbourne streets.
12420. By tile Cliairman.-Why is that ?-They
are very unsightly as compared with the rolling
trolley whee!; they are more noisy, because they
sera pe along the wire, and they wear the wire.
12421. We were told that the. scraping noise was
done away with by lubrication?-That point has
been argued out. I do not see how you can lubricate the bow successfully; the bow is not usually
put in unless for some particular purpose.
12422. By
lb. Clzampion.-The Commission
felt while in Sydney that perhaps there was more
noise in the operation of that system than in any
other; the cars seemed to make a considerable noise
on the track, and the motors a considerable roar,
and then there was the shriek of the trolley on the
wire. Is there any particular reason why those
noises should be accentuated in Sydney more than
in other places ?-I think the noise would be more
noticeable owing to the narrow streets and the tall
buildings.
12423. Are not the motors used on the Sydney
tramways more powerful on account of the unusually steel2 gradients, frequently one. in ten, while
in Melbourne the gradient is one in sixteen only in
one or two places ?-The conditions in Sydney are
very severe, much more severe than in most cities,
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12439. The paragraph.is as follows :-" At a
and much. more severe than they would be in
meeting of the National Electric Association in ,New
Melbourne.
12424. Would the steepness of the gradients in York on 1St June, writes our American corresponSydney involve the use of a more powerful motor? dent, Thomas A. Edison divulged some partiqIlars
of a stOrage battery he has invented, that in his .
-Yes.
12425. Would that- mo're powerful m6torvery opinion will revolutionize electric tram systems and
likely make more noise?-Just a little lUore if there surface car transportation generally. The battery
that he has been working on for months overcomes
is more weight on the track.
,
.
12426. The noise would not be greater' on account the three main objections to the one now in useof. the motor being IDOre powerful, but on account weight, bulk, and length of time required to store
them. So light is this new battery, according to
of the greater weight upon the track:?-Yes.
12427. When the crOss sleeper method of con- Edison, that one large enough to run a butcher's
structing the track is extended in Sydney, and the delivery waggon can be ,put in a suit case, and can .
Some of
track improved, will there be less noise?-Yes. be charged in four or five minutes.
tliere would be less noise on a sleeper' track than Edison's batteries are now being t~s~ed on electric
on a track where rails were laid directly on con- surface cars in New York City, but they are not
crete, and less wear on the rails and tra'ck, because to be compa):'ed with the new ones in the inventor's
the more rigidly you have the sharper the blow, opinion. The latter may be stored under the. seat.,.
which not only affects the track, but breaks bolts When it comes to charging they can be 'rJlshed.'
The full. current of an ordinary feed wire can be
and joints off and shakes the whole car.
12428. Does the new method of Thermit welding turned on at the end of each trip, and in , fOllr
tend to decrease the noise of the car?-Yes, it minutes the batter}'. is charged. The use of the
makes much smoother 'running; it is beautiful battery in 'vehicles is the most ,startling part of
what Edison had to promise. He told of an old
compared with the ordinary jointed rail.
.
12429. The width of the 'cars in Melbourne on delivery' cart he turned into an electric motor in.
the cable system are about 7 :feet or 7 ft. 3 in., brief -time,- All he did was to take off the shafts
while those in operation on the Malvern line are and instal one of the suit-case motors along with
slightly over 8 ft. 6 in., outside measurement, the motor. A ten-minute charge would carry it
affording cross seating space with a centre aisle more than 50 miles he said. In Edison's opinion
arrangement in the saloon. Do you think it would the whOle cost of the day's deliveries for the averbe desirable in relaying the tracks ih Melbourne to age merchant would be about 25 cents. The inprovide for increasing the width up to the Malvern, ventor prophesies that th~ new storage battery will
Adelaide, or Sydney standard rather than retain ev~ntually put' the \ trolley cae system, with an overthe narrow car in operation at the present time?- hea'd feed wire out of business." Have you heard
The Sydney car is about' 7 ft. 6 in. between the of this new battery as contrasted with, the old one?
hand rails outside, and 9 feet in the extreme when -I have not heard of it, but I take it to be an
both foot-boards are down. The width of the Ade- improveqlent on the old Edison battery.
laide cars, 8 ft. 6 in., is an unnecessary width.
12440. Are you able to speak on it ?-No, but
I2430. If you want to adopt the central aisle, we have been watching fO! this Edison car driven
you cannot do with much less width, can you?- by accumulators for years, and I believe he. has a
Ye,;, in the Sydney 7 ft. 6 in. car there is plenty hattery now which is useful and applicable' in
of room for the centre aisle. I have never noticed specia~ conditions where the traffic i~ not very heavy.
any difficulty. in -regard to that.
12441. Are you speaking of the battery now in
12431. By fifr. Dureau.-Is 7 ft. 6 in. wide use or the one not yet come into use ?-I can!lot
enough for cross seating ?-The :Malvern car is a speak of the one not yet in use. My view of any
comoination, cross seating. at the end, and t:entre battery than can be, or ever will be, desiglied, is
aisle in the saloon. In the' Sydney combination that I do not think it will ever be adOpted on a
(!ars there are longitudinal and cross seats, and an large scale for electric traction for tramways. It is
aisle right through the centre.
just on individual lines that it might be useful,
12432. no you know any Sydney car with cross and in streets where they will not I.avc a lrolley,.
seats with a centre aisle ?-Yes, the bogie cum· and where a company would not go to the expense
bination.
of a conduit. For that reason, they are looking
12433. Is the centre aisle between the cross seats ? r')lmd for a car whiCh can be used wi-hou;; a con·,
-Yes.
duit or an overhead trolley, and the Edison car is
'12434. How many passengers can seat themselves offered to them. The General Electric Company,
in each cross seat ?-Five. '
designed a car in which we had a small gasolene
12 435. How xp.any without the aisles in the cen- engine and dynamo, and two motors. I travelled
tre ?-I think there are eight seated on either side. across New York in it. The sole reason for put12436. Do you know of any cars with an aisle ting that car forward was to meet conditions such
between the cross seatsl-There are ,some in as those for which the Edison car is designed.
Sydney.
12442. By Mr. Clzampion.-Even if the im12437. By Mr. Champion.-The Brisbane cars
provements
to be made in this new Edison'
are 7 feet over all, and in that car the seating for battery are alleged
true,
do
you still think that such cars
two passengers on each of these 2 ft. 8! in. scats
will
be
unable
to
compete
with the overhead system
was balely sufficient, so that it would appear tbat
if you wish to keep a centre aisle and cross-seating in dealing with a large traffic?-Yes.
12443. It is stated in that article that the recombined you would have to adopt greater width,
would you not ?-As a matter of fact, I do not charging of the accumulator would take four
favour that style of car, because it is not so 5imple minutes; that would mean a considerable delay,
in' the saloon as the other cars. I do not see any would it not ?-It would.
12444. By the Chairman.-If you had the overadvantages, and it does not provide for so much
st1mding room.
That standing room and crush head system in the congested parts of Melbourne,
space _in t~ cars deserves a lot of consideration, and it ceased, say, at Spring-street, and the runbeCause, it' is a tremendous help in heavy or peak ning were taken up by this storage battery car
there would be no delay of four minutes for retraffic: .
.
'124;3 8 .. B,y.the Cliairman.';"Have you read .the 'charging, because, I presume, the battery. ,!ould
paragraph mto-day's Age newspaper abouta' new ·be charge.d. before the overhead tram arrlved?....:.
storage battery ?-No.
That is so.
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12'445'. Full particulars have been sent out to us
by 'the ,Beach, Company of a design of a storage
battel'Y, but that obviously refers to the old design
of 'battery,'.and the one now in use. We hllve evidence:that the. Beach battery· car, double track, will
carty 40 "passengers, and, weighs 15 tons. This
article published in'the Age newspaper would go to
show:. that '.Mr. 'Edison, has invented, som~thil1g that
will'.reduce ·that weight very considerably?-It will
minimize, the weight, but you still have to carry
some"dead weight; Your motors have to be' carried, and you have the additional weight of the
The motors would probably be
accumulators.
wound for a lower potential.
'
12446~Could Y?U use the same motor as you use
for the overhead system ?-'-I am practically sure
that -the ',motor you would need to uSe with the
Edison battery would not be suitable..
1:2447. Therefore, you would have to use two
sets of ,motors, 'one for ,the overhead system, and
one, for the. accumulator system, and the' accumulator as well-, would YOU not?-You could not' 'consider that. propositiop. ,
1;2448. There was a letter published in the Age
newspaper;: signed by Mr. Deeby, F.LV.:A., and he
said: tll'at' ht'; saw in Brussels, and 'some other cities
in Belgium; the overhead system being. used to take
trafficdn the congested parts of the city; and that
when it, ceased the traffic was carried on by means
of cars, equipped with a storage battery. All the
experts who gave evidence before this Commission
said that: they had never heard of it. Have you
ever heard of it ?-N o.
12449" Do you, know that conduits are used in
Brussels?:"":"'No; I ,know in New York they use a
combin'ation of the conduit system and' the over,head trolley system, and change as they go along
12450'. Is it not quite possible that is what Mr.
Deeby'saw in Brussels ?-Yes.
12451. .1 suppose if they were using storage batLeries .in Brussels, you would be likely to know,
wouJd ;,you ,not?-Yes. That matter has heeL"
watched closely for years. For the last five or six
years we have nad a cable every year that tht:
Edison. battery was perfected.
i2452. Do you feel sure you would have to ust
two sets of motors as well as an accumulator on
the car if you could use the overhead system in connexion with 'cars driven by an accumulator?-Yes;
because the- voltage of the motor for the accumulator would be too low, and if they put in enoug/)
cells: to bring, the: voltage up to that which would
be used for an overhead trolley-600 volts-it
would bring the weight of the battery up too much.
They, would have to put in about 300 cells, which
would make it too expensive. The ordinary voltage '~of the motors for the operation of the bat·
teries used on electric automobiles in Ne\'{ York is
100.

12453. By Mr. Dureau.-Supposing the cable
tramways were electrified with extensions running
beyond the electrical lines, do you think the car
barns as now situated could be used, or would it be
necessary to have them at the termini ?-It is not
necessary or usual to have them at the terminals?
I am not quite sure of the location of the car barns
here. They are not always at the terminals of the
tracks,
Sometimes they are in Sydney, but they
are scattered about.
There are a certain number
of car barns on the city lines.
12454., They are on the termini of the city sections now' of the cable tramways in Melbourne.
Do you think that would be advisable in the case of
ele.ctrification, Or would it -be preferable to have
them at tlie end of the line?-It depends a good
deal on the line. If 'there is heavy traffic, and a
frequent service to the end of the line; it would

then be advantageous, probably, to have the car
barns at the end of the line; but it must be remembered that certain city cars have to go back, so that
you cut down your empty car mileage by having
a car barn along the track some distance from the
terminus.
.
12455. The last car out at night would go the
full journey, so that if the car barn were half-way,
do you mean that that car would have to rtin back
that distance?-Yes; but, on the other hand, it
might be advisable to start the car from the city
the same time as at the terminus in the morning, in
which case the car would not have so far to run
into the city. If it runs out at night, and finishes
up at the car barn, and the next morning starts at
the terminus, it simply continues its trip on.
.12456. By the Chairman.-Do you know anything . about the tramway system at Frankfort-onMain?-No.
12457. Mr. Karplus has told us that they have
very narrow ,streets there, and practically a noise-,
less tramway system; that the road beds are <;:onstructed on the .best principle so as to diminish the
noise, and the wheels of the cars, and also the
cli,rs, . are built to lessen the noise to the utmost possible extent, Is the noise of the tram, apart from
the narrowness of the street and high buildings, due
to any great extent to defective road beds or construction ?-It is ,not always due to defective road
bed construction; but such a road bed will make
the cars very noisy, : because as they thump over
each joint of badly made track, the brake gear and
chains rattle. You often find on cars a tremendous
amount of noise, due to the windows no.t being well
" packed."
, 12458. If you were giving instructions as to road
bed construction, with a view, to diminishing the
noise to the utmost extent, arising from the road
bed what kind' of roadbed would you prefer?I w'ould prefer the sleeper construction, with Ther·
mit welded heavy rails.
12459. As to the sleepers or car itself, wouhl
you make any recommendation .with a v~ew of
diminishing the noise?-The qUIetest runnmg car
is the four-wheel car, as distinct from the bogie
car; the next quietest car is the four-wheel bogie;
and,the noisiest car is one fitted with what is known
as the maximum traction bogie truck-that is, the
bogie has two large wheels arid two small wheels.
12 460 . On what would you put the sleepers, on
concrete, loose metal, or on the earth, or what rIf it is possible, the sleepers are best laid on blue
metal; but in cities you cannot always do that, and
it is then necessary to lay them on concrete.
12461. If the sleepers are resting on concrete,
the whole being well made, does that tend to
greatly diminsh the noise?-Yes, with the sleepers
resting on concrete, and the rail on wooden
sleepers.
12462. If the trolley system were adopted in
Melbourne, would it be possible to get it to emit a
less objectionable note ?-I do not think so; a ~ot
of experimenting goes on with trolley wheels WIth
different metals, with a view of diminishing t;he
sparking j and I think you might get results w1th
regard to noise, too.
12463. You recognise the desirability of diminish.
ing the noise as much as possible, do you not?~
Yes. "
12464. By Mr. Champion.-In any case, with
the $ydney system installed in MelbouT?e, .for i.n~
stance, there would no' doubt be less nOIse m M:elbourne than in Sydney on account of the streets
,being m.tich wider, or. the noise would not be so.
evident. Is that so?-Yes.'
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I2465. As to the proposed electrification of the operating.costs of the direct current are considerrailways, have you considered the relative advan- ably less than the operating costs of the single
tages of the direct current and the alternating cur- phase; that has particular reference to rolling-stock.
12475. Mr. Dawson says that there is not much
rent for the suburban railways of Melbourne?difference to choose, if any, between the two, reYes.
I2466. What is your opinion with respect to that ferring to the operation of the London, Brighton,
matter ?-I ·am certain, for the electrification of the' arid South Coast railways, which at the present
suburban railways, the direct current has a distinct time is operated merely as a suburban system, although it is ultimately intended to extend the sysadvantage over the single phase.
12467. When you say the suburban railways', how. tem to Brighton, which is some miles away from
Is IVlr. Dawson a person of repute in
would you define suburban railways ?-In order to London.
make a definite recommendation I would want a London' as an electrical engineer ?-I should say
concrete case, but taking the Melbourne suburban he is a person of repute,. but I have not 'met him.
railways as radiating out about 20 miles, with a His name is known, but I do not know that he is
frequency of about one hour, I. would recommend considered one of the fi.rst class consulting engineers
carrying out extensive works,
the direct current.
12476. Would not the cost of the installation of
I2468. With q, 20-mile radius, and a possible 124
miles of suburban railways ..Would you consider the the London, Brighton, and South Coast systems
direct current the best method of electrification?- amount to a considerable sum of money?-1 should
sav it would.
Yes.
-T2477. Would not a man handling such a sum
rIj2469. You will notice on the map that it is a
radial· net extending further and further from the of Inoney be considered of the first rank, seeing he
centre of the system, and the points fixed as limits i~ the engineer for the system, and has written
may not be the limits of the suburban system in the several books ?-l do not know what his standing is.
12478. Mr. Dawson was the engineer supervising
course of years.
For instance, it may be necessary, having installed the direct current in that the construcl ion work which was carried out by the
system, to extend in a few years' time to other Allgemeine, Eletrizitats Geschellschaft of ,Berlin,
places further from the centre.
Having that in was he not ?-I know him as being the author of a
view,. do you still think the diIect current is the traction pocket-book.
12479. By the Chairman.-Does he occupy the
best system to adopt?-Yes, undoubtedly.
I2470. Would you impose any limitation on the same position in the electrical world as does Mr.
distance over which the direct current system is ap- Merz ?:.-I do not think so,. but I cannot speak very
Mr. Merz is considered by the enplicable ?-In considering the application of the positively.
alternating current or the direct. current system, it gmeers Of Sydney as a ,?ery able man.
12480. Is he not the first man in Great Britain
is not so much a question of distance as the' density
of traffic. If you can show that the direct current in his protession ?-I have always been given to
is good for 50 miles as compared with the single understand that. I know when he visited Australia
phase, it is good with the direct current for 100 the en/,tineers of Sydney invited him up to Sydney
miles. Under the same conditions of traffic elec- to a dmner gIVen in his honour by the electrical
.
trical engineers are inclined to take the view that profession at the Australia Hotel.
12481. By !rh. Champton.-Have you anything
long distance implies single phase, but that does not
follow, as it is a question of density of traffic. If further to say in regard to the electrification 'of railyou have Ioo-mile run you may be able to show ways ?-I have some memoranda here from which
fhat it is advantageous to use the direct current as I should like to quote some .extracts .. I am quoting
largely from one of the most able electrical engineers
compared with the single phase.
12471. Would-not a distance such as I have men- in the world, 1\1r. A. B. Potter. I think America.
tioned be a reason for the adoption of the single.- . has always led the electrical world,and thyy are
phase system, rather than the direct current ?-It . ah~ays ready to take up or discard anything to
would not be a necessity. If you have 100 miles their advantage whatever it is_ The single' .phase
you have to transmit your energy by high tension was first installed in any part of. the world in
either for tEe single phase or the direct current con- America at Indianapolis in 1905. The direct curditons, alld you have to step down by sub-stations. rent was first installed in America about 25 years
In the case of the single phase you will step down ago. . One thousand. and forty miles is the total
bv woai' we call static sub-stations with static trans- mileage of single,pha'se line installed in America.
formers, but in the case of the direct current you' to date, with 346 equipments, of which 313 miles
step down and through rotary converters.
The o~ track and ~82 equipments have :been already
latter are more expensive than the static trans- dIscarded for dIrect current. During the last few
formers, but you have to have a transmission line, years no new single-phase line has been installed
so that of necessitv the single phase is not an ad- in America, except in one instance of 52 miles of
vantage, and if the traffic is dense enough the track and eight equipments at Rock Island in 1909'
direct current will show to the advantage of the ~ one are being installed now, except some addisingle phase.
. tlons to the New Haven line, in which case the
12472. Why do you say it the traffic is dense cl~oice of single phase follows naturally on account
enough. Why should that be an advantage in the of the large single-phase investment already inapplication. of the direct current over long dis- curr~d on this l!ne (this is a locomotive proposition).
tances ?-For th.is reason. that though your capital Dun~g the penod of the last fOiu years 626 miles
costs are· frequently greater for direct current, your of dIrect current 1,200 volt lines have been inmaintenance is less, but if your earning capacity is stalled 'with 255 equipments, including the lines
very small it does not pay for the standing charges, converted from single phase to direct current. In
which in the case of the single phase having less Europe, I understand, electrification has been
capital gives it an advantage over the direct current. carried out in many cases where traffic density did
12473. You say that the single phase does show warrant any kind of electrification; under these
:1ll advantage in capital charges over the direct
conditions single phase was installed, because the
small number of equipments _would prooably make
wrrent, do you not?-Yes, usually.
If the direct cur12474. That being so,.youmake the density of first cost less for single pnase
. traffic over long distances give an adyantage in the rent system be installed,· and you later 'on wish to
. operation of the direct current?-Yee/. ~S:!l-use the run single-phase motors on the direct current lines,
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motors may be obtained which are capAble of ope- large sums of money; and even if the single-phase
rating on single phase and on direct current. That railway motor has nOW reached perfection, direct
is, if you install in the suburban system of Mel- current motors have been operating for many years,
bourne the direct current" now, and later on wish and for quite ten years theIr reliability has been
According to Mr. Dawson we
to install on the outer lines the single-phase system, without questIon.
you can do so, and you, can obtain single-ppase have now reached the stage ot a satisfactory singlemotors which will operate on the direct current phase motor within the last twelve months, but we •
know that direct' current motors are reliable, and
lines, but not vice versa.
: 12482. By Mr. Champion.-With the third rail, have been proved over and over again, and for Mel, you would have to have an overhead connexion and bourne I take reliability as one of the most important factors .
. apparatus as well for the locomotives ?-Yes.
12485. With respect to the two different systems,
.12483. Mr. Dawson says it is quite true th;:t
single-phase motors can be made to work over the the single phase on the railways and the direct curdirect current system, but that it does not appear rent on the tramways, would that necessarily affect
It
to be a satisfactory solution of the problem?- the generation plant?-No, not particularly.
The motor equipment will be more expensive, but must be remembered that single phase (single phase
'it is not going to complicate things. The density apparatus) line are, I believe, operating only in
In our
of traffic on the Melbourne suburban railways shows countries where they are manufactured.
a case overwhelmingly in favour of direct current case we are 12,000 miles away from any factory
operation, and there is a small probability of single which could supply such an eqUIpment, and could
phase ever superseding direct current for this ser- not, therefore deal with troubles should they device. It is possible, however, that should the coun- velop to any serious extent as expeditiously as if
try lines be electrified in years to come single phase we were practically alongside the factory. That
xp,ay be' selected as preferable to direct current. is a very important matter at this distance from
When such a stage is reached the Victorian rail- the factory. You have not the same staff at hand
ways could afford to supply power to the suburban to rectify troubles, and you have not new equipment
cars by direct current on the third rail, and to run handy if the equipment breaks down.
12486. Does not that apply to both systems?single-phase locomotives over the same line, using
an overhead trolley. What I mean is, that if we No, because the direct current is so reliable; it has
admit what Mr. ,Dawson says as being correct, that been proved up to the hilt that you can get direct
the single-phase motor designed for operation on . current operation absolutel y reliable. With regard
direct current is not very satisfactory, you have this to the direct current operation, I would suggest
alternative: As single phase is admitted to be that 1,200 volts lbe installed outside the city of
inferior to direct current for the operation of the Melbourne, and 600 volts in the station and yards.
suburban railways, you can immediately equip the In this way, you would have a perfectly safe
latter on the direct current system, using overhead working potential at the terminal of the lines, and
trolley.
I f in some years to come you should beyond this point you could have the advantage of
decide that single phase is preferable to direct 1,200 volts distribution. On this system the same
current for operation of country lines, the system speed of train could be mainta.ined on 600 volts
could be extended to these new lines on the single- as on I, zoo volts. With the single-phase system,
phase system, and when the country trains entered you would need to bring high tension into the
the direct current zone they could utilize the trolley station and yards.
12487. Would that' complicate the motor equipequipment originally installed for direct current
after some modification, this overhead trolley being ment in any way?-No.
12488. Would you work. 1,200 volts with a
discarded in favour of third rail for the direct
current area on the advent of single phase. By direct current motor operating 600 volts in the stathe time you are likely to electrify the country lines . tion and yards ?--On 1,200 -volts your motors would
the expense .of the third rail system should be run in series 600 volts each, and then you would
go on to the 600 volts line: you simply operate in
amply justified.
12483A. You would have the overhead sys- parallel.
12489. Will you point out the difficulty if anytem and the third rail, would you notf-Yes, if
thing ,,'ent wrong, with the alternating current?both systems were employed.
12484. That would increase the cost, would it Our electrical engineers in Australia are more connot f - The direct current propositon is much more. versant with the direct current than the other, and
economical for the inner area, and if the single if anything went wrong with the direct current
phase is for the outside area, you are saving on the equipment, our engineers would be quite capable
two, and the complications are not great, because of dealing with it at any time; whereas we have no
sub-stations could be used to supply the single electrical engineers so ~onversant with the alternatThe power ing system, and a difficulty might occur to deal
phase current or the direct current.
station plant, which would be installed for direct with it. You could get out experts who are used
current operation, would be suitable for supplying to the single phase, although you would not get
single phase. The Adelaide tramways (which have generally men who p.ad had the same' training in
just been installed) and every other' tramway sys- connexion with the single phase if it has only just
tel!1 in Australasia is direct current, and there has been made fI success as vou would with the direct
In new systeins there are always new
. been no move yet in the direction of running single- current.
phase tramways anywhere, nor is there any indi- troubles developing, and we do not know what is
cation of this development.
If, therefore, you going to develop on this new system j it may be all
electrify the tramways, direct current, and the rail- right, but you may get a serious development
ways, single phase, you will have two different which may tie up the traffic, and then you are a
systems in use. After finanCIal considerations the long way off from the works to get things
most important one is reliability. and a system must straightened out quickly. If you are going to
be selected for Melbourne which has been proved, electrify the railways, it must he with apparatus
and proved again up to the hilt in every important which has been proved absolutely reliable.
country in the world to be absolutely reliable.
1249°. Bv tIle Chairman.-That being so, and
There is no question that, up to recent date single- seeing that' there may be a great development of
phase railway equipments have given a gr~at deal the single-phase system, do you think it desirable.
of trouble, ana have COst manufacturinrr companies in' the case of our Melbourne suburban system, to
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· wait until things settle down in regard to the two cost of operation.
I t has Deen stated., that the
systems ?-I do not think so; because if you, take direct current system is not suitable for distances
the case of the Melbourne suburban railways now, of over about I:l miles. To prove that this is not
and admit that the single-phase motor is absolutely borne out by present pt'actke, nor proved by a
reliable, the case is proved to the advantage of the careful investigation of fact!>, I Eropose to go into
direct current from a commercial point of view.
the matter more fully and give a concrete case for
1249 I. Do you not think, as a matter of prac- 100 miles of track that shows to the advantage of
tical moment, that it would be wise to wait to see direct current over single-phase operation. I have
whether the single phase will so develop as to give here a lot of details and the concrete case worked
it an advantage for adoption for the Melbourne out. The actual case taken is 10o-mile line with
suburban railway system ?-I 'do not think so, be- one hour headway.
12 49 6 . By Mr. Champion.-When you say It IS
cause it is practically admitted that the single-phase
motor, is satisfactory now; and if you work out a a concrete case, do you mean that it is a line beconcrete case, it is not purely a technical matter, ing operated on one system ?-It is an imaginary
and it so works out to the advantage of the direct line on ~he fact~ that we have. To show clearly
current.
the relative ments of the systems, an anal ysis of
I2492. Mr. Merz three years ago made out a an inter-urban railroad 100 miles long has been
certain report in regard to the electrification of our made, with cars in each direction every hour. This
Melbourne suburban system, but since then he has condition represents practically the minimum car
written out saying that he can now see his way clear requirements in the United States, and is therefore
to make a saving of £20,000 a year in working favorable to the single phase. It is obvious that
expenses. We questioned Mr. Wilson (the repre- any increase in traffic density will be relatively
sentative of Mr. Merz) on that pOInt and he said that more favorable to the direct current system on acthat £20,000 a year was to be saved owing to im- count of the lower, fitst cost of cars, lower car
provements in the motors, and the use of turbines. maintenance, and relativelv lower cost of subObviously on the direct current system the equip- station operation. [See pages 8 to 13 oj pamphlet
ment has not necessarily reached anything, like its ltanded tn to the Commiss£on' by the witness and
final stage.
Have you anything to say on that entztled "Notes on Electrification."]
point?-The improvement in the power station apI2497- What do yqu mean by fixed chargesiparatus represents a pretty big saving. The other Interest and depreciation. Depreciation is based
improvement he would refel to would be, high po- on transmission lines, sub and power stations,
tential working, that is, working at higher pres- secondary distribution, bonding, cars for altersure. Even if a lower voltage had been installed nating current and direct current. There is an
in Melbourne than when he was here, you could analysis of each of these, it~ms on top of page 13
still oper<'!te on I,200 volts; or 'if he put in 800 of my notes I have hanged to the Commission.
volts you could operate with 1,600, because the The results are worked out on actual operating
direct current is being experimented with up to conditions, and the figures are by Mr. Potter. I
I,800~and 2,000 Yolts. '
have given you diagrams of certain. lines which'
12493. Has there been as great a development are now operating in America, and the length of
in the one system as in the other?-Within the last track showing what actually is being done, so that
four years I think you can safely say that the de- the man who says that the direct current cannot be
velopment in working direct current motors at operated much over 10 miles bases his argument' on
1,200 volts potential is as important as any de- a principle which I do not understand.
velopment made in the single-phase motor during
12498 . Do you consider the relative merits of
that time. Direct current equipment has shown an
either
the di.rect current or the alternating current
improvement, owing to the use of 1,200 volts, as
settled at the present time to
great as any improvement in the single-phase sys-, systema, suffiClently
choice?-Yes.
make
tem. That ,has heen proved in actual practice by
12 499. What do you consider would be the adthe fact that single-phase lines are being discarded
in America. I think when a statement is made that vantages to the travelling public and the State iJ
the single-phase system h; the most applicable, it is the- suburban railways were electrified ?-The adlooked at too much from a technical point of view. vantages to the travelling public are increased
12494. Would you admit that it is correct from speed and a more frequent service, cleanliness of
,a technical point of view?-No.
If it be con· the railway cars and stations, better lighting of
llidered bv anyone that the single phase is better cars, electric heating in winter, increased safety in
than the direct current, it is, in my opinion, taking travelling by electrical control of trains, and
smoother starting of trains.
onlv a technical view of the matter.
12 500 . By the, Clzairman:-Would you get that
1'2495. May it not he better from a technical
point of view than the'direct current ?-It may be, bumping you constantly get now on the steam railbut I do not say it it;;. I say it may be teChnic- ways with' bad engine-drivers ?-No. On the New
ally, but it is not entirely a technical matter. Mr. York Central lines, about 20 miles out, the electric
Potter says "there is no question regarding the motors take on the trains from the steam locomomere movement of trains by any particular system. tive, and the starting is beautiful, and the speed
They do not
This may be taken for granted. The study of runs up rapidly without a hitch;
York
now.
allow
any
steam
trains
in
New
electrification is really a problem in economic en125°1. By Mr.
Cltampion.-What advantages
gineering, and not simply a 'technical problem."
And he says, "Th~ relative economy of the dif· would accrue to the State?-The power of a steanl
ferent systems is dependent on the density of locomotive being limited by the capacity of its
traffic and the character of power available, rather boiler, an increase in speed can be secured only by
The
The mOre ·a proportional reduction in tractive force.
than on the length of the railway."
you analyze those statements, the more you find electric locomotive, on the other hand, is supplied
that such is the case. Solely from an engineering with ,practically unlimited power from an indestand-point, successful single-phase equipment could pendent power station,' and can maintain a speed
now be 'supplied, but distinction mllst be made be- and tractive force that would be impracticable with
The application of electric
tween engineering and commercial practicability; a steam locomotive.
,and on tfiis basis J consider that direct current is loocomtives. to passenger and freight service wiI!
distinctly the better for ~lelbourne,on first cost and result in fllster, lld~~(h,ll~s with equal,: or ev~;;.
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h.eavier trains than are. at present handled by steam
125°4. Does the General Electric Company of
locQI).1otives. '1 Since. the. electric locomotives are New York deal with both systems?-Yes .
.ffil,lipped with
number of' independent motor
, 125°5. By tlte Cltairman.-You stated that the
· U!~its,. controlled by, one engineer f1;'om a single Americans· were eager to discharge and scrap anyJ;nast~r ,controller, it ,makes no difference, considerthing i~ something else could be shown to be an imipg the .complete.jlocomotive as· a machine, wheth-or provement; and that in America they are discardit.~ ,built ,as a sjngle unit or as two or three units
ing the single phase for the direct current, did you
h'!YllJg the samE! ,total weight on the drivers. That not ?-Yes., Seven single-phase roads have been
n{ls':1n ,important; bearing on the track and track discarded within the last four years. That is not
· mainteqance, bec')-use ,with the electric system you only by tlie company I am connected· with, but
can divide your weight through, .the train and so other companies have discarded the single-phase
'
req.uC'.e. the, actual, . weight on the drivers. Many system.
12 5°6. By' jJfr. DU1eau.-Have you the names
of the ,tel'minal' :and. tunnel electrifications have
of those railways to which you refer as being disi i:Je.el1, br.9u g h t aoout from: the desire to do away
· with "the danger and n'uisance caused by smoke amI carded ?-I have some notes which I made in
· gas. , The elimination of smoke has also an econo- America. Mr. Brain asked me to inquire into the
mic aspect in: the :electrification of terminal stations, question' of the single pnase and the direct current.
~n. 'permitting. materi:d improvement in the charac\Vhile at the factory I went into that matter, and
ter "and value .of railway buildings.
The Quai J saw the railway engineer, and the 'following ,is a
diQrsay .terminal i of .the Paris-Orleans railway, in note I actually made at the factory, asMr. Brain
I>.a.ris, which.: hns been ,in operation since May, wanted to know the 'dividing "line between the
The
· 19Qo" was. thefifst jnstance where a steam railway alternating current 'and ,the direct current.
. r.rofited by, this -feature of electrification. 'ifhe eh· engirieer said to'me, "He was afraid there was
.b.anced, value of-irailway buildings is seen to a now, or shortly would be, no dividing line, as most
marked degree ~vhen .terminals are electrified in ,of the alternating current equipments were being
large cities ,,,here land values are high. The fact thrown ouL" He gave me the following list with
· that. electric opera:tion will permit platforms on two particulars concerning the particular Jines where
or more levels.ad,ds greatly.. to the capacity of the single-phase motors ,have been installed' by the
stflt jOl1, or, conversely, decreases the land area re· General Electric Company. I do not wish to bring
q~ired .'forgiven ,traffic.Jacilities. In the case '0£
my company into this matter at all; in fact, they
the Ne~v yqrk .Ce11tral lines, two platforms are be- told me not to, so anything I say is as an electrical
· ing ;i'iranged; th~ )ong-distance line has one plat- engineer..:independently. The lines are :-Ander,form, and; the sul5u;ban a platform over the top.
son, South Carolina, single phase changed to direct
.' I'
12502.,.,Why cquld they not do that with stenm? . current; Richmond and Chesapeake, ten cars, alternating current' changed to direct current j
,.~J?ecause you I \\~ould .choke the place, up,
Thi~
r:n1ghL,rlave. some;' Rearing on the Flmders-street likewise Washington, Baltimore, and Anapolis;
station if the traffic"grows to such an extent as to New York, New Haven, and Hartford; Chicago
. be~om~: ,unm~;lagea;ble- on the one level.
a nel Toledo j Illinois traction system j Bloomington
r25(M. By tlie,Clwirm,an.-Would not a simpler and Jeliet ,: and the Milwaukee electric railway.
12507, By 1111. Cltampion:-What were those hlpropositipll ,be".in Melbourne, instead of, having
th~.trains overh~a9 ,to bring them fntq the Princes- stallatiol1s, 25 or IS cycle ?-I think 25.
125°8. On the Continent and Great Britain tlie
bridge ..station,. as against the Flinders-street sfation ?-Yes; ·but I was referring to conditions later practice is to instal IS cycle ?-One of the
under which the service ,area was not sufficient. It disadvantages of' the IS eye-Ie is that you cannot
,is best to lia've the traffic on the surface, if you can use' it for electriC' lighting: The vice-president
po~sibly do so. i .Economy of operatio~ '?y the the New York, New Haven. and Hartford Railwav
electric system will be secured by proportlOl11ng the Company says that 'it is a complication to hav'e tw~
number of cars in i,a' train to the traffic required dur- systems in operation, on the same track-that is, a
ing. different rour~ of ·the day. T~e patronage on motoroperatirig on direct current and alternating
which the gross receipts depend WIll be mnch en- ~urrent. I do not advocate 'that especially, but
you cari get mot'ors, an'd they are likely, to,' improve
courag~d by provi'cling a service with short inter·
vals between the! trains. In tile study of any those,.just as they are likely t'o improve others; but
sche~e ,of transDortation due regard should be if the single-phase proposition" comes into' .Melgiven, not only ~o economical operation, but also bourne it is going to be a .locomotive proposition,
to the method' of, handling which will insure the and.if you decide to operate a long distance 'out
maxirimm gross receipts. A stri~ing example is with single phase you can then run in on the same
In that sub-way they lines as you. are operating the suburban lines' by
the New York sUb·way.
.
.
h,andJe on quadr!lple tracks 250,090,000 passengers direct current. " '.
'I2509. By' 'the Cltai1m(m,-'~Jf you were electriper, vear, and during rush traffic 80,000 passengers
per hour. The he'!.dway on these cars is 52' seConds, fying beyond 20 miles, would you prefer the high
The working of :that traffic is remarkable. You tension direct c:urrent rather 'than the. 'single phase?
sJip down, the ramp of the' sub-way and you may -Yes; from a commercial and economical point of
see the tail' of a train disappearing; but when you view it has the advantage. I f you. prove the case
lind on the platf9rm you se5l,another train corning for direct cu'rrent, say for 50 miles, you ca'n keep
in. One would tHinic- that there would be accident~ on duplicating if the conditions are the same.
wholesale, but they have never had an accident on , U5'IO, Mr.' Merz' advocated "one great powerthat sub-way yet; and the crush is terrific.
I house 'for all the requirements of Melbourne, tramcabled to our company' a few days ago and said ways, railways, power and electric lighting; and
the Commission w:as closing the taking of evidence, the first sentence' in his telegram, "We advise high
and asked them whether they eQuid advise me in tension overhead for railway extensions," is Gonregard to the matter. 1 have bire a cablegram sistent with it being high tension direct current?which I received, ,and which reads as follows:- It is rather, because high' tension direct current arid
"We will recommend single phase any conditions low, tension-are interchahgeal:ile. in equipment. ,:rhe
·where' we Qonslder result. obtainable better than with ordinary stationary single-phase 'motors., are unsatisdirect current; but for Melbourne consider 800 volts factory.;' and that is what- made t}1e design and"con.direct·· current di~tinctly best first cost and cost struction, of .. railway single-phase:, motors: difficult .
'One: 9f ;1!-e mos~ difilcllit problems ·in engineering' is
operation.'·
.
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tI;e design and construction of railway motors. To
gIve an instance of the inherent difficulties of single
phase in Melbourne, the electric ligbting supply is
single phase, and I am certain that is \lhat has
kept back the use of electric power in' Melbourne
to a large extent. In Sydney they.pse three phase,
which is more suitable for motors j and the Sydney
electric supply station, operating less than half the
time of the l\felbourne single. phase system, has
A further
more motors connected in that time.
proof is that in Melbourne there are factories which
will not put in single-phase motors, al1d they have
a special device to convert the single phase to three
The ordinary single-phase motors are
phase:
unsatIsfactory.
One large British company I
know will not build them now. There was a conference with another large American company
a while ago with a view of stopping the manufacture of single-phase motors, but they had already
a number of clients on single phase that they could
•
not drop them altogether.
125II. By
lVlr. Clzampion.-If single phase
were adopted for the railways it would not be
~ecessary to adopt single phase in the power statIon ?~No; you could generate three phase.
I25I2. Could
you generate three phase and
transform to single phase ?-You would not tratlsform, you would take off single phase from a threephase machine. You can run three-phase machines
as single phase, but not vice versa. You can use a
three-phase generator for a single phase if you want
to, but you cannot operate a single-phase machine
as a three phase.
125I3. If you were generating power for several
services, such. as lighting, railways, tramways, it
woul d be deSIrable to generate three phase, 25
cycles for electric lighting purposes, would it not?
-=-Yes, if you are going to use it for railways and
lighting.
'12514. In those circumstances, could you use the
single phase for three phase ?-No; you would
want to have an intermediary.
I25I5. That means you would have to introduce
sub-stations ?-Yes j you have to introduce substatio.ns, and use frequency changers-rotating
machllles.;
1.z;;I6. By the Cltairman.-You have three propOSItIons.
One proposition is to have the direct
c.urr~nt thr~ughout. fgr tramways, supplying power,
hghtlll15'. ral~ways mner and outer areas j the second
proposItion IS to have throughout the whole inner
area direct currentfor railways, tramways, and
other motor power, and single phase for the railwa~s. ou~side 20 miles radius; and the third propOSItlOn IS the tramway power to be direct current
and the railways inner and outer area single phase.
Which proposition do YOll prefer ?-I prefer the
first proposition.
.
12 5I7. Do you prefer the others in the order I
have given thell! to you ?-Yes. So far as motors
are concerned, and the ordinary public supply. it
would be probably advisable to deliver the current
three phase beyond a small area, because it would
be more economical for transmission.
12 5 18 .
Mr. C;:hampion.-\Vould there be any
advantage ill runnlDg the tramways and the railways on the same voltage ?-A decided advantage
as between direct current and single phase, becaus~
you would have to run a different lot of machinery
if y~)U operate two systems-you would have to
duphcate some of the machinery.
For two different voltage on the same system the arrangements would be simple.
12519. The practice is to operate tramways 600
.volts, is it not?-Yes.
12520. Could you utilize that voltage on the rail, ways?-Yes.
.
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12 5 21 •
1,200 by
12522.

You could increase the voltage up to
using motors in series?-Yes.
Do you think there would be something
to be gained ?-Yes, a very decided gain.
12523. Is not that another argument for using
direct current for the railways ?-Yes, and prob·
ably voltages up to 1,800 will be used.
I2524. Would 100 volts be suitable for tramway
operation ?-N o.
12525- There may not be much gain, then, in
operating at 600 volts over railways if you work
600 volts over the tramways, because the 600 volts
over the railways may not be such an economical
propositi(;m as taking 800 volts over the railways j
although you gain uniformity, you might sacrifice
something else ?-That is so. If you had 800 volts
on the railways and 600 on the tramways, and had
your rotary converters separate for the railwavs
and tramways, the generating plant would be the
same.
I2526. The only advantage to be gained in using
the same voltage would be that you would be able
to make use of sub-stations for both services, but
you would still have to have the other sub-stations
to get the 1,200 volts ?-N ot quite; your plant
would be the same, because in your sub-stations
supplying direct current at 600 volts you will use
rotary converters in parallel, and to get 1,200 volts
you operate two 600 volts rotary converters in
series.
12527. You say that in America the tendency is
t? adopt the direct current, do y'0u not ?-UnquestIonably, not only: in theory bJlt in actual practi~.
12528. In Europe the tendency is to adopt the
alternating current, is it not ?-I could not say
definitely.
12529. Do you know Mr. Stone, of the Victorian Railway Departmentr-Yes.
1253°. Do you regard him as a capble official?I believe so, but I do not know him sufficiently to
say. My personal opinion is that you are getting
advice from men out here who are not right up
against the actual conditions, as they are a long
way off. OUf opinions out here are based largely
on what we read in technical journals. The information we get from that source mayor may not be
reliable:
A technical journal gets advertisements
from manufacturing people, and it is not going to'
readily insert anything against its clients. My experience is, if you want reliable information you
~ave to go into the factory itself, or see the partIcular system operating, and for that reason you
are. absolutely in the hands of the consulting
engllleer. If you can get a reliable engineer who
knows his work, stick to him.
Mr. Potter is one
of the most able railway men in the world, and he

says that every single proposition has to be considered on its own merits.
12531. Do you think there will be more improvements in the direct current or in the alternating
current system?-It is purely guess work to say.
Comparing the design of direct current and singlephase motors, the direct-current motor of tne
ordinary type has two or four brushes, and the
single phase 24. The air gap of the single-phase
motor. must be very small indeed to get efficiency.
] t has about half the gap that a direct-current'
motor has, so that your factor of safety is much
I~ it is admitted that the' single-phase
less.
motors are satisfactory, I still advocate the direct·
current motor, because, apart from the economical
point of view, single-phase motors have not proved
as reliable as direct-current motors. Direct-current
motors have proved their reliability for ten years;
the single-phase motors are having their reliabiliiY
proved now.

(The witness withdrew.)
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